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ABSTRACT
LA COMIDA Y LAS MEMORIAS: FOOD, POSITIONALITY,
AND THE PROBLEMATICS OF MAKING ONE’S HOME
Erica Rubine

Janet Theophano
M argaret Mills
This w ork explores how people talk about food. My original problem was to
find how the idea of a cultural group one may see as com prised of "Mexican
Americans" may or may not be complicated by a regional com parison (of
rural Hispanos in Colorado and N ew Mexico and urban Mexicans and
Mexican Americans in Philadelphia). The main question I asked m yself in
this exploration (as well as asked field consultants) was: H ow does food play
a role in the enactm ent of self-definition?

O ut of a com parison of over 30

rural and urban food narratives gathered during fieldwork in both regions
emerged the interesting link betw een food, place, and culture. These food
narratives dem onstrated a sense of place, a topophilia enacted through
talking about food in one's life. The men and women interview ed for this
thesis use location and space to define and characterize (as well as to
perform) the role of food in their lives, an action I call "perform ative
m apping." My conclusion was that the notion of ’home" and of cultural
borders expressed in narrative contrasts of "us" versus "them," "antes”
versus "ahora," and "here" versus "there" are used by interview ees to
perform "authenticity" as well as cultural boundary m aintenance.
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Preface
Food seems to be the perfect way to capture a person's self-perception.
Sometimes painful, alw ays meaningful, the role food plays in one's life is
linked to his or her story.
W alter Kunski, a m an I m et at the Fairfax Senior Citizen Center in
Hollywood, told me a story concerning artifacts of m em ory. Kunski, a
Russian Jew, had been hiding in the French Alps, n ear Grenoble. But in 1944
he came dow n for the last time. He went to Lyon, w here he points out Klaus
Barbie was then in charge, and called a friend to "go get a bite" and to see a
film. The m om ent the tw o friends walked out of the theater, "we were
surrounded by French collaborators" (Kunski: personal communication:
1987). According to Kunski, these French worked w ith the Germans to chase
the Jews out and bring them to the German authorities. In any case, after a
night of being held up in a basem ent of a store, K unski relates how he
escaped out of a hole in the floor. His friend also tried to escape but was
caught by the Germ ans. Although Kunski knew th at the Germans had his
address and had ransacked his apartm ent, he felt a strong desire to return
hom e for a m em ento. H e states, "I wanted to save som ething of mine"
(Ibid.). Despite w arnings of danger from neighbors, Kunski did go back to his
flat to retrieve a small token of the past. Walter K unski's gamble to save
some rem nant of his personal history validates my w ork here as crucial.
Hearing Kunski's story, I became, and continue to be, fascinated by the
concept of m em ory as artifact. Food, being ephem eral, becomes an embodied

ix
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"artifact". Food "mementos" are experienced bodily (C urtin & Heldke: 1992)
and can be recaptured by future experiences of sight, touch, smell, and taste.
W hether palatable o r distasteful, these experiences reinforce each other and
inform our lives and histories.
Yvette Gallegos, a w om an with whom I spent a lot of time while I was
living in Colorado Springs, and the m other of one of the project team
members, related a story to me, "Pepito el Corcovado," w hich her
grandm other had told her m any times and which she also found in a book
docum enting storytelling of the San Luis valley. A pparently, as Gallegos
tells it, an anthropologist or a folklorist had conducted fieldw ork in the
valley during the 40's and 50's, collecting stories from H ispanos in the area.
Gallegos believes that the story of Pepito was originally collected from her
grandm other, since her grandm other often told this story to her when
Gallegos was a little girl.
When she relates the story of Pepito, a sad little boy from the Valley
who has a hunched back, Gallegos often merges the narrative with her
m emory of significant geographical locations in the Valley(i.e. the
cordillera). The spot w here the little boy meets a m ysterious, magical little
m an is a spot that is im portant to Gallegos. Therefore, the pow er of cultural
memory and place su p p o rt this w om an's storytelling. The folklorist or
anthropologist w ho gathered this story published it, and m ay have obscured
or erased her grandm other's authorship a n d /o r perform ance. Nonetheless,

x
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Gallegos asserts her grandm other’s "ownership" of her experience: " I know
this is my grandm other's story" (Y. Gallegos: 12/03/96).
Kunski's sense of self and of place is also m irrored in Gallegos' telling
of the story of "Pepito el Corcovado." She talks about a place which is
depicted in the story of Pepito: "I used to go up there all the time as a little
girl" (Personal comm unication: 12/16/96). The power of place, which
characterizes the N EH project is pow erfully linked to cultural memory, and is
reflected in this w om an's words. A sense of continuity, w hich is revealed in
the knowledge that the geographical location depicted in the story is an actual
place, which "is still there," reveals a cultural landscape m arked by selfreflective and pedagogical narrative. She emphasizes the longevity of
Hispano culture in the Valley. She also seem s to highlight the existence of
these hills and m ountains long before people arrived. This story suggests
that, above all, "place-ness" is found in the joint history of place and people,
characterized by an awareness and appreciation of nature, in the ways in
which people m ake m eaning and attribute that meaning to a place. This
sense of place is evoked in the story of a little boy which Gallegos seems to
recall sim ultaneously w ith the memory of her childhood and adult
connections to this place, punctuated by her depiction of the pow er of her
grandm other's stories.
As one field consultant from Philadelphia told me, funnel cakes
rem ind her of the Mexican treat, "bunuelos." She stated that the first time
she smelled funnel cakes w hen she arrived in Philadelphia, she thought they
w ere bunuelos. In her m ind bunuelos becom e equivalent to funnel cakes,

xi
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and furtherm ore, she is conscious of her m em ory. She em braces this
m arking of the past through food. In fact, she states explicitly that she loves
funnel cakes for this reason. Being a transplanted Californian myself, these
stories help me to see how my own im agining of place is sim ilar to the way
other people make sense of their worlds.
Each time I visit the San Luis Valley or interview som eone in
Philadelphia, I am rem inded of how vast the possible w ork of this project can
be, how m uch time it takes to leam about people and their knowledge and
m em ories (m eeting w ith people, transcribing, w riting, corresponding). I still
feel that I have m uch to leam. This dissertation provides the reader with the
w ords of those m en a n d wom en for w hom this project is m ost meaningful.
In this sense, every trip, every conversation contributes som ething to the
project. I have had m any conversations w ith m en an d w om en about food,
farm ing, w ater, butchering, environm entalism , ghosts, political activism,
racism, holidays, division of labor, gender issues, genealogy, and money.
Initially, I was a stranger to the people w ho provided the knowledge for this
study. Now I have m ade some friends from w hom I have learned a great
deal.
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Chapter I: Introduction
An old cabinetmaker's w orld view, the way he m anages his budget,
his time or his body, his use of language and choice of clothing are
fully present in his ethic of scrupulous impeccable craftsm anship and
in the aesthetic work for w ork's sake which leads him to m easure the
beauty of his products by the care and patience that have gone into
them. (Bourdieu: 1979:174)
This work explores how people talk about food. The people here use
location and space to define and characterize food in their lives. The main
question I have asked myself in this exploration (as well as asked field
consultants1) has been: How can food play a role in the enactm ent of self
definition. Originally, I was inspired to find how the idea of a cultural group one
may see as comprised of "Mexican Americans" can be complicated by a regional
(rural-urban) comparison informed by such circumstances as self-definition,
food, culture, space, place, geography, and history. O ut of this com parison
emerged the interesting link between food, place, and culture. In chapter two, I
will outline my research and m ethodology. In chapter three, I ask: How is the
continuity found in a rural Hispano farm ing community complicated by a
changing terrain? How is the notion of cultural and environm ental change
perform ed in narrative, how is it discussed in narrative? In chapter four, I will
ask: Will this performance of self "die out" w ith a shifting terrain (in the context
of Mexican Americans in Philadelphia)? How do people articulate the role food
plays in their lives? In my final argum ent (chapter 5) w hat I call "performative
mapping," the enactment of positionality (whether center or periphery, male or
female, long-time resident, "old-timer," or recent immigrant) through this link of
food and place, being both literal and symbolic, self-conscious and ideological,
emerges in cognitive maps draw n by these narratives. In other w ords, people
1 The people who I have interviewed, with whom I have developed friendships, and the people
who have provided the data on food and culture for this dissertation.

1
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create m aps of former creative enactm ents, informed by their relationships with
others, giving themselves and their audience directional m aps for talking about
food.
The title of this dissertation reveals the m ain issues of m y research in
Colorado and New Mexico and in Philadelphia: Food, memory, positionality,
hom e/place. Food is defined differently from individual to individual in both
sites, just as self-definition changes from field consultant to field consultant.
Positionality, which I pose as how one defines her/him self in term s of identity
and geography, is a subject-position which can shift depending on context and
strategy. Positionality can change within the context of a Mexican American
speaking w ith a white Jewish researcher for exam ple a n d /o r w ithin the context
of speaking with a family friend. How one guards her/him self, or makes
her/him self open and available changes due to context. Food is contextualized
by place, by geography, by political agenda, by public and private spaces. The
intersection of food and positionality is malleable and can be both a public
presentation of "Mexican-ness" or "Hispano-ness." These two representative
terms are not often regarded as synonym ous by field consultants. In this thesis,
as I will discuss below, prim arily (although this is an emergent process), the field
consultants in Colorado and N ew Mexico regard themselves as H ispanos/as,
and sometimes as Chicanos/as and Mexican Americans. In the Philadelphia site,
almost all of the field consultants regard themselves as either M exicanos/as or
Mexican Americans.
As w e will see in the following chapters, food can also become a symbol of
solidarity, of "we" posed against a "them," or a "nation" (i.e., the U nited States).
These juxtapositions are a necessary reclaiming of history. Often, as the field
consultants describe here, histories of Mexican Americans have been erased,
2
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ignored, or com m odified. These narratives, in a rural-urban contrast, display the
importance of self-definition and the complexity of a "group" of people w ho are
not so easily categorized or defined. Shifting self-definitions can also reveal a
political strategy of using an "I" to voice power. In the context of food, place is an
im portant avenue for this voicing.
The pow er of place emerges in the interviews I conducted about food. My
intentions in this stu d y w ere explicitly voiced to field consultants for m y project.
I came to study food and food-related items such as remedios (herbal remedies).
W here I w as taken by the field consultants were places and topics that m ay not
have to do w ith food. For instance, wom en and herbs are symbolically used as
images a n d /o r exam ples for the w ay the landscape has changed. In chapter
three, the pow er of place is in people's narratives of the division of labor on
family farms, remedios, environm ental and cultural change, and access to food
(from land to superm arkets). The urban-rural com parisons and the idea of
displacem ent (chapter 4: Philadelphia) are also directly related to the them e of
place. W hether field consultants discuss the ways in w hich things have changed,
or the ways in w hich they rem ain the same, place steers their narratives of food.
Because remedios are also im portant to preventive d iet in southern Colorado and
northern New Mexico, I will focus on food which can include cooking, growing,
herbs, and recipes, b u t not necessarily focus on cooking alone. In chapter four,
the pow er of place is in the discussion of hegemonic and counter-hegemonic
foods in Philadelphia (chapter 4). The field consultants insist that certain food
items cannot be served in Philadelphia because there is no (at least
A nglo/dom inant) audience for them here, further dem arcating between "here"
(U.S.) and "there" (Mexico).

3
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Chapter Three
In chapter three field consultants capture the symbolic power of past
women's cultural/fam ilial roles and the ways in w hich they are framed by m en
and wom en to launch dialogues about political mobilization. One field
consultant for the C olorado/N ew Mexico site, Joe Gallegos, often talks about his
grandm other's traditional role as matriarch. He states that the idea of wom an as
m atriarch on the farm is being lost. This comment also becomes a way to discuss
how the larger landscape has changed and the w ays Hispanos endure and create
anew. A nother field consultant discusses the items w om en used historically like
an "Indian woman's" basket, thus, both metaphorically and substantially,
describing the interethnic contact in the area and equating her mother's and
grandm other's roles as "traditional," possibly using the role of "Indian" as a
symbol of longevity and cultural continuity. Again, another field consultant
discusses the dinner experience in her family as "just like the Waltons" with an
emphasis on a secure wom an's presence and their constant offerings of food and
warmth. These conversations about women and their roles are crucially
enmeshed w ith the idea of place. These narratives consistently rely on wom en
specifically because they are talking about place. Both in southern Colorado and
northern N ew Mexico and in Philadelphia, place is the key to narratives about
food. G ender has been one w ay in which both m en and women talk about the
link between food and place.
The chapter three, San Luis, Colorado is very old, rural, at once
"traditional" and politically active, a rich farming com m unity which has lived
w ith a change of nationality, being formerly a Mexican territory. Since A ugust of
1994,1 have been a research team member of the National Endowment for the
Hum anities N EH -funded project, "Hispano Farms of the Rio Grande." The NEH
4
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project looks at sustainable agriculture of older Hispano farms (designated as
Centennial farms because they have held a land grant for at least one hundred
years) in southern Colorado and northern New Mexico. In the last year I have
m ade several visits to the San Luis Valley and have conducted interviews with
farmers, curanderas (local healers), and local businessm en in the area regarding
food, cooking, remedios (herbal remedies), farming, m aterial culture, and water.
Chapter three examines the nexus of food, place, gender, and the division
of labor in Hispano farms in southern Colorado (the San Luis Valley) and
northern New Mexico. In addition, I treat the ways in w hich seeing place as a
tool for speaking about food can provide insight into the National Endowment
for the Humanities "Hispano Farms of the Upper Rio Grande" research project.
In this sense, this chapter serves several purposes: First, this chapter documents
the narratives of people in w hose lives water, food, cooking, remedios, and
farming play a crucial role, providing a historical and present cultural record. In
addition, farmers and com m unity members of San Luis and in parts of northern
New Mexico (Valdez, Arroyo Seco, Embudo) suggest that food speaks to the role
of place in their lives. In the narratives discussed here, food often becomes the
vehicle with which, am ong other things, people communicate personal woes,
happy memories, life's lessons, plans for action, political strategies, juxtapositions
of historical and present gender roles, ways of eating, and ways of farming.
An im portant aspect of the NEH project is its docum entation of the rich
history of farming in southern Colorado and northern N ew Mexico. Principal
Investigators Martinez and Pena point out that, rather than focusing on seasonal
m igratory farm laborers (Pena & Martinez: 1993:12), the NEH study focuses on
farmers and ranchers. The study thus provides new docum entation of
subsistence farming, of traditional and effective farming m ethods, of local land
5
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ethics, and the increase of biodiversity in H ispano fanning practices. In past
research, Hispanos and Native Americans in the area have been pointed to by
some scholars as contributors to land degradation (Ibid.: 4). For instance,
M artinez and Pena point out that "Debuys (who wrote Enchantment and
Exploitation: The Life and Hard Times of a New Mexico Mountain Range, 1985)
argues that it was whites who first developed the environm ental ethics that
underpin m odern-day efforts to protect natural and cultural resources in the
region" (Ibid.). An example of a contested traditional farming practice is the
acequia irrigation system which runs throughout communities like San Luis. The
acequia is an irrigation ditch connected to all of the other ditches in the
community. The acequia runs by the force of gravity and is fed by the Acequia
Madre, or Mother Ditch. Although some people now cement their acequias, others
prefer the ditches to be unpaved (for m ore on the acequia and acequia madre, see
glossary in appendix). Some farmers think that the acequia will lose its
environm ental integrity if it is paved. O ne farm er w ith the project told me that
he regrets having his acequia cemented because traditionally the acequias were
were just m ade of dirt with plants and trees grow ing alongside them. Therefore,
this issue ties into other issues discussed in this chapter: the idea of change and
the debate about w hether one is aligned w ith antes or ahora but also here and
there. This debate between before and now spreads out to other areas: growing
one's food or going to the superm arket, w orking the land or doing seasonal work
with the ski industry, using acequia irrigation or employing center pivot irrigation
m ethods, using pesticides or using natural m ethods of pest control, going to the
doctor or using remedios. All of these questions challenge a history of
encroachm ent on Hispano land. The pressure to produce contrasts w ith a
cultural continuity of organic food production. In contrast to earlier assum ptions
6
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that Hispanos historically and presently have not and do not farm effectively, but
rather contribute to environm ental degradation (Ibid.: 5), the NEH study argues
and docum ents "the biogeographical features of acequias, noting that these
irrigation system s increase biodiversity, encourage responsible stew ardship of
natural resources, and provide a stable institutional framework for the
reproduction of cultural values (like land ethics) over time" (Ibid.: 5). The
interdependence of aspects of H ispano culture such as the acequia system and
food and cooking is supported by the following comment: "Garcia (1988,1994)
and Pena (1994) both identify a variety of 18th and 19th century sources for
Hispano land ethics, including local/regional m yths and legends, songs, rituals,
anecdotes, botanical and soil taxonomies, and aphorisms" (NEH project
application: 1993). The intricacy of the culture documented in the NEH project is
as diverse as the planting of farm ers like Joe Gallegos (a field consultant for the
project and son of Yvette and C orpus Gallegos w ho was quoted in the preface to
this chapter). From m etaphors to cognitive m aps, this project is interdisciplinary
and teaches one subtle and politically charged meanings of "sense of place." The
NEH project tries to "fill the gap" in the representation of the environm ental,
agricultural and cultural history of southern Colorado and northern New
Mexico. The NEH project team, w hich includes all of the farmers and their
families whose farms are being docum ented by the study (in addition to non
com m unity m em ber researchers like myself), are working to contribute to this
im proved representation of their culture (as well as publicly representing parts of
their culture which may have been erased or excluded by earlier representations)
by w riting and consulting, as well as presenting papers collectively at annual
W estern Social Science Association conferences. In addition, there are field
consultants w ith the project (for instance, Teresa Vigil, who is discussed here)
7
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w ho are not m em bers of the project in that their farms are not being studied as
p art of it, but who are considered im portant community sources. Most
importantly, in their daily lives, some field consultants and project members are
serving on com m unity boards, taking part in environmental protest action, and
participating in law suits to combat encroachment on their land as well as
educating others about the effectiveness of their farming m ethods. W hat a study
of Hispano culture offers is well documented by the project data: A sound form
of self-governance and land and ecological adaptation which existed in Hispano
culture before Anglos came to the area, and which continue to exist.
All of the farms in the project are regarded by the state of Colorado as
"Centennial" farms. "Centennial Farms"...
are selected and designated under a program jointly adm inistered
by the Colorado Historical Society, the Colorado State Fair, the
Colorado and U.S. Departm ents of Agriculture, and the National
Trust for Historic Preservation. To receive designation as
a'Centennial Farm,' the candidate farm (or ranch) m ust have been
continuously ow ned and operated by the same family for at least
100 years. (Ibid.)
Hispanos have been in the geographical area which is now called Colorado and
New Mexico since the 1500's. Hispanos intermarried with Native Americans
which helped create a "m ulticultural legacy of Indian, Iberian, and Mexican
influences (which) is still at the heart of daily life in the Hispano tow ns and
villages of southern Colorado and New Mexico" (Ibid.: 3). This m ulticultural co
existence results in interdependence as well as possible intra/intercultural
conflict. "Culture" has a m ultiplicity of ways to be "played out" which requires a
non-homogeneous portrayal of the people I have interviewed. Nor will I utilize
their intelligent critiques of culture as applications to a definition of their culture
as a whole. On more than one occasion I have heard people self-identify as
Hispanos while dem arcating culturally when referring to "Mexicans." Often, in
8
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regard to food, there will be dishes or pieces of material culture referred to as
"Indian" or "Pueblo." I have heard w hat one m ight interpret as derogatory term s
about residents of "other" parts of towns, regions, or agricultural areas. In regard
to interethnic discussions and demarcations, I have heard people talk about their
ancestors being surrounded by "Indians" (personal communication: 11/94) w hen
they first settled to the area (a construction of "us" versus "others"). The
implication seems to be here that the (Spanish) ancestors were afraid for their
lives and the lives of their children, which could reveal a history of tension, or of
xenophobia. Nonetheless, it is im portant to recognize that it is hard to know
what the subtexts are w hen terms are used which have been used for m any years
before I arrived in the area. I do not w ant to create dram a where there may not
be any. I have seen com m unal and cultural alliance, celebration of a
multicultural legacy, intercultural bonding and collaboration, too. I have also
learned that som etim es terms which can be derogatory may in fact be intended
as familiar terms, or even friendly terms. W hat seems clear is that the
m ulticultural past and present are complicated. There is a complex, interwoven
fabric of opinions, handed-dow n miscommunications, truths, beliefs, and
feelings. This complexity displayed in cultural memory is often simultaneously
celebrated and denied.
The issue of displacement is also im portant in the southern Colorado and
northern New Mexico case in relation to encroachm ent from outsiders. They
often express feelings of being invaded. In chapter three, Y. Gallegos and Vigil
discuss "the outcom e of forgetting" (Vigil: 12/95), as they reflect on healers being
historically displaced by now dom inant medical practice. Presently, Gallegos
and Vigil urge that we "remember w hat G randm a taught us," using cultural
memory to assert one's cultural identity and resistance (Ibid.). However, the
9
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displacem ent comm unicated in the southern Colorado and northern New Mexico
case does not seem to im pede one's sense of place. The people w ith whom I have
spoken in that region know w here they are. A rich legacy of land use and
ow nership, water use, com m unal partnerships in land m aintenance, and respect
for land is clear in that case. By contrast, in the Philadelphia narratives, one finds
that people speak of a "displacement" which comes from a "longing for" a place
in the past. So, displacem ent does not always involve m igration. In the southern
C olorado and northern N ew Mexico case, the field consultants' expressed center,
or locus of culture, roots from which they state they gain em otional sustenance, is
in this southwest region. For the most part, the people w ith w hom I have spoken
in Philadelphia confess that their center is elsewhere, usually their home state in
Mexico or in the southw estern United States. W hether people speaking about
food in southern Colorado are providing me, the researcher, w ith some
im prom ptu "staged authenticity" (Williams: 1961), or a person in Reading,
Pennsylvania, tells me she does not like the Mexican food in Philadelphia, the
reasons for such comments change from person to person. But one thing is clear:
The field consultants in southern Colorado and northern N ew Mexico have a
sense of proprietary pride in their descriptions of ingredients, or where to pick
herbs, which speaks directly to the idea of place, and the people in Philadelphia
discuss the issue of access, sometimes a difficult task. In addition, Philadelphia
field consultants will discuss w hat is cooked in Mexico, and tell me what is best
region by region, usually focusing on the Mexican region or state of origin,
displaying a fine-grained geographical memory. In the southern Colorado and
northern New Mexico site, people tell me w hat dishes are m ost im portant in their
area, differentiating at tim es betw een w hat can be grow n in Colorado and New
Mexico. They also discuss plants from Mexico, Aztec nam es for cooking utensils,
10
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plants, architecture. They reveal vast knowledge of m estizo (Spanish-Indian)
history. In C olorado/N ew Mexico, there is a consciousness of (U.S.-Mexico
border), but they concentrate more often on the land on w hich they live as a site
of their ethnicity. In both cases, m en and w om en have, d u rin g our conversations,
become emotional, weeping about the role food plays in their lives. In southern
C olorado and northern New Mexico, emotion has often been exhibited while
talking about people (grandmothers, grandfathers, people w ho are now
deceased, etc.). In the Philadelphia case, emotion comes to the surface in a
longing for origins, for places (which indirectly, could also be for people,
deceased or living, but was not often expressed in those terms).
C hapter Four
In both sites, mothers are the focal providers of food and of remedios to
others. This symbolic narration of food and culture includes self-narration. I will
highlight gender as a symbol of political mobilization for this reason as well. I
see Gallegos’ and others' self-narrations, using the role of wom en, as ways to
launch political strategies. I see political mobilization in the land and water
issues in southern Colorado as fundam entally connected to gender issues as well.
In addition, the idea of multiple identities (as Spanish, H isp an o /a, Latino/a,
C hicano/ a, Mexican American, M exicano/a) has relevance for both gender and
cultural studies. One kind of difference can speak to another.
In the second site (see chapter four), the Philadelphia Mexican American
com m unity is characterized by transplantation, issues of displacem ent, the urban
setting, and the difficulty of m aintaining an identity as one of the smallest Latino
m inority populations in the city. In 1993 I conducted fieldw ork in Philadelphia
w ith Mexican women. What was clear from that particular w ork was the am ount
of discussion w hich centers on food and cooking for recent and not-so-recent
11
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Mexican im m igrants. H ow this part of one's culture transforms and is re
interpreted, rem em bered, and recreated becomes key in an environment in
which (at least in the Philadelphia case) some foods m ay not be accessible and
the broader social context radically changed.
In Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, according to the Cultural Director of the
Pennsylvania Consulado de Mexico (Personal communication: 1/30/96) there
are approxim ately 500 Mexican Americans. There is also a very large com m unity
of Mexicans and Mexican Americans living in Kennett Square, Pennsylvania,
approximately 25 miles southw est of Philadelphia (an agricultural area with
m any m ushroom farms). According to the sam e source, there are believed to be
approximately 50,000 Mexicans and Mexican Americans throughout
Pennsylvania (Personal communication: 1/30/96). In January 1996, Marielena
Reilly, the Director of the Mexican Cultural Center at the Mexican Consulate in
Philadelphia, and one of the people interviewed for m y dissertation, told m e that
these num bers are difficult to pin down due to the m igrant population. As the
director explains there are often people who are w orking in Philadelphia a n d /o r
the region bu t w ho m ay not officially report that they are here.
Of the "Hispanic" (the term used by M endoza-Harm elin Demography
firm) population of Philadelphia, which is approxim ately 1,585,577 (Mendoza &
Harmelin, Inc.: 1997), 3.5 percent is M exican/M exican American
(undocum ented/docum ented). In Philadelphia county alone, Puerto Ricans
comprise 77.2 percent of the "Hispanic" (Ibid.: 1996) population. This percentage
reflects a reversal of the population pattern throughout the United States,
though, w here Mexicans are the largest Latino population and Puerto Ricans
come in second.

12
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According to M endoza-Harmelin, Inc., based in Bala Cynwyd,
Pennsylvania, using data from the 1990 U.S. Census and Strategy Resource
Corporation (1994), "Philadelphia (is) the 17th largest Hispanic m arket in the
U.S., and following N ew York, the second largest Hispanic m arket in the
Northeast. The Latino population of Philadelphia is projected to grow to nearly
400,000 people by 1999" (Ibid.).
Therefore, the fact that the Mexican American population of Philadelphia
is much smaller, comparatively, than the Hispano population of southern
Colorado and northern New Mexico, makes for an interesting difference in the
narratives shared and interpreted here. From the topics people choose to discuss,
to a sense of "place" and identity, population num bers m entioned here seem, in
part, to influence these narratives and conversations. Both sites have a sense of
place, and this sense of place is not always filled w ith positive or happy
associations, depending on location and tem poral setting. One issue in particular
in the Philadelphia case frequently comes up in conversation and is also reflected
in the C olorado/N ew Mexico case, but for different reasons: the issue of
displacement, of m issing "home," a focus on "other places" (Personal
communication: 1/94).
Demographically, the people I have interviewed in Philadelphia, for the
most part, are recent (9-11 yrs.) immigrants from central Mexico. Two people I
have interviewed, by contrast, grew up here and have one parent w ho is Mexican
and one who is not. For the more recent imm igrants in Philadelphia, one
interesting joint topic of conversation is social structure, economic class and food.
In regard to meals and dishes, they are more apt to distinguish w hat they
describe as examples of "traditional" foods versus dishes eaten by "las buenas
familias," (good families). In the southern Colorado and northern N ew Mexico
13
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site, one does not often find this kind of economic juxtaposition in regard to meal
or dish descriptions. But in this site there is definitely class consciouness as well
as different classes.

14
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Conclusion
W ith this w ork I am contributing a study of how food figures into a
person's self-perception. The idea of woman as m etaphor has been presented in
an article by Brett Williams about m igrant workers in the m idw est (1989). But
the juxtaposition of here and there is further expanded in m y dissertation. I am
also discussing cultural m em ory and the powerful self-narrations which intersect
food and place.
In addition to the notion of place and food, is the idea of home. The
recognition of cultural fluidity m ay help one who may be labeled as "deviant," or
"different" in a negative sense, "slip through the cracks" of som e forms of bigotry.
It also suggests that there is an added (some m ight argue an unjust
responsibility) to roles of duality (and plurality, for that m atter). In
Borderlands/La Frontera, A nzaldua argues that the Chicana necessarily lives a dual
experience, crossing borders. She stresses the importance of the past in the
transform ation of self:
Why does she (la Chicana) have to go and try to m ake 'sense' of it
all? Every time she makes 'sense' of something, she has to 'cross over,'
kicking a hole out of the old boundaries of the self an d slipping under
or over, dragging the old skin along, stum bling over it. It ham pers her
m ovem ent in the new territory, dragging the ghost of the past with
her. (Anzaldua: 1987: 49)
In reality, each recipe, each "favorite dish" is a part of one's past, part of her old
skin which rem inds her that she is in "new territory" (Ibid.). A nd yet the fluidity
of identity encompasses m any aspects of one's character. H ow do constructions
of identity intersect w ith w hat people call "home"? How does the idea of home
(which may consist of m any prior experiences and self-conceptions) relate, if at
all, to food?

15
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As a language of cultural communication, cooking often expresses the
necessity of sustenance as well as the emotional and symbolic value of food. The
object of this thesis is to investigate, through personal experience narrative, how
to interpret both the private and public impact food has on people's lives. This
thesis also examines, conceptually and practically, Mexican food and cooking, as
experienced by Mexican American men and wom en. I will investigate and
problematize notions of borders and boundary m aintenance in this context.
Men and w om en have communicated to m e that food and cooking hold
important m eaning in their lives. Whether the field consultant is a restaurant
manager or a farm er, the people with whom I have been working on this
research again and again express the importance of food2 .
This thesis is the product of a two-site study w hich I have been conducting
for the last two years. This investigation is m ade up of sites which offer two
migratory patterns, u rban Philadelphia, Pennsylvania and rural-agricultural San
Luis, Colorado and Em budo, Valdez, and Arroyo Seco, New Mexico.
With the assistance of these contacts, I have explored how social and
economic change affects family recipes as well as the m en and women who use
and share them. I have not only had conversations w ith people regarding food
and self-definition, b u t have observed and participated in meal preparation and
mealtime social interaction. In this respect, product, process, and communication
are three im portant components in this expressive domain.
Direct experience growing up in San Diego, California allowed me to
observe both the affirm ation of the Latino com m unity and the tension which
2 Some people, like m y friend Joe Gallegos, express that water is more important than food. He is
the manager of the Corpus Aquino farm in San Luis. Gallegos is also an engineer who sees the
growing of food as necessarily linked to the availability of water. In San Luis, there is an intricate
irrigation system which weaves throughout the area. The water ditches are called "acequias."
Chapter three focuses on the San Luis Valley with further information regarding water, the
acequia system of irrigation, and sustainable agriculture.
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comes from Anglo racism against a grow ing "minority." With positionality as a
focal issue of this dissertation, an investigation of self-definition in regard to food
and cooking w ith regional consideration, com paring the San Luis and
Philadelphia areas, is sum m arized in the conclusion. A comparative exploration
of this conceptual complex in two sites reveals the many, varied w ays people
make m eaning in their lives, even in the supposedly m undane realm of daily
eating patterns. We can see how these w ays of making m eaning m ay be related
to notions of identity, authenticity, and shared experience. T hroughout this work
and especially in the conclusion, I will discuss how place figures into this
discussion as the m ain theme of these narratives. People's conceptions of, and
ideological strategies of, articulations of, place help create expressions of self
definition. In a seem ingly dichotomous presentation of two sites, I found that
food narratives became a "stage" on which field consultants perform ed their
stories of place. I call this narrative assertion of place "performative m apping".
This concentration on locale gives us a fuller range of possibilities for looking at
food in people's lives.
I will address the authors who inform my w ork throughout the body of
this work. In m y w ork and teaching, I have analyzed the work of structuralists
and post-structuralists who have com pared the structure of food to the structure
of language (Douglas, 1972; Levi-Strauss, 1966; Barthes, 1975), as well as others
who indirectly influenced these more recent kinds of analytical food m odels (de
Saussure, 1917). Heldke, for instance, argues that there is indeed theory in
practice. O ther contem porary authors' w orks have been helpful in focusing my
ideas and I will address their work as well throughout the body of the text here
(Savigliano ,1996; Malkki, 1992; G upta & Ferguson, 1992; Bourdieu, 1977;
1984/1979; Scott, 1985; C urtin & Heldke, 1992; Weismantel, 1988; Vialles, 1996;
17
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Goldman, 1996). M any of the above authors argue that food contains, like
language, a structure. In cooking, there are rules and time limits, recipes and
form as com ponents of this structure. Second, this structure is expressed through
the practice of cooking, the w ork one does w ith h e r/h is hands. Therefore, we
can not only regard food as a structural element, but one that bridges the
practice/theory "gap." There is an emergent, ephem eral quality to cooking, one
that is dialogic and transform ative. Beyond the rules and boundaries people
create around food, I have chosen to focus on the spoken word, how people
construct narratives about who they are in relation to that ephemeral realm of
food.
Com paratively, favorite dishes vary greatly in the two sites. Regional
differences in greens, other ingredients, some celebratory events/festival dates
are important. In the Colorado-New Mexico site, m ost of the field consultants
are people who have ranches, and grow or pick a lot of food in their local area.
In Philadelphia, the notion of a "staged authenticity" in the form of restaurants
(several of the field consultants are either restaurant managers, owners, or cooks)
is especially im portant. O f course, the group w hom I interviewed is hardly
representative of the w hole population. In Pennsylvania, there are m any m igrant
workers from other states or from Mexico. There are "professionals," as the
Consulado de Mexico describes them: people w ho w ork for the school system as
teachers, adm inistrators, or doctors, lawyers, etc. I am aiming for an urban-rural
comparison of the role food plays in people's lives. I selected restaurateurs w ith
whom to w ork in Philadelphia so that I w ould be able to interpret narratives
from two occupation groups: 1) ranchers and their families; and 2) m en and
women who w ork in a n d /o r ow n restaurants. In both sites, I looked for field
consultants who w ere specifically concerned w ith food (production versus
18
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commercial presentation). In descriptions of Mexico and Mexican food by
Philadelphia field consultants, mole (a thick sauce made w ith chiles, which can be
m ade many ways) is m entioned a great deal. This is not so in southern Colorado
and northern New Mexico, at least with the people with w hom I have spoken.
Although one finds a great deal of chile use in Colorado and New Mexico, for
hom e consumption, moles have not been highlighted as favorite family dishes.
The reader will see that a focus on remedios, on greens like quelites and verdolagas,
on tamales, and on green and red chile is highlighted in that site (chapter three).
In fact, being from San Diego, the choice between green and red chile, or
"Christmas," which is mixed green and red chile sauce, for enchiladas, sopaipillas,
burritos, etc. was unfamiliar to m e before I started traveling to C olorado/N ew
Mexico.
The southern Colorado and northern New Mexico site is m arked by a
diversity of vocations, including, but not limited to, engineers, homemakers,
healers, artists, professors. M ost of the people I interviewed in Philadelphia
w ork in the city. Time constraints limited the range of contacts in the
Philadelphia site. Other dim ensions of Philadelphia L atino/a food and culture
need to be further explored for comparison. Of the people I interviewed, their
jobs vary from restaurant m anager to restaurant owner, from secretary to
student. Because I am w orking in the city, I did not interview anyone from the
m igrant worker population, w hich is rather large, in both Kennett Square,
Pennsylvania and in south Jersey. These populations deserve discussion but
were beyond the scope of this project.
In both sites, the narratives express a longing for "home." Ideological
constructions of home in these narratives are substantiated by images of food. In
food narratives, the notion of "natural" existence of "homeland" emerges. The
19
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idea of "home" is evoked and affirms one’s identity and political agency, but, as
Homi Bhabha illustrates, "home" ideologies can lead to a realization of a broken
"natural and essential" (Bhabha: 1989:66, as cited by G upta & Ferguson: 1993)
connection to land. The idea of home can be illusory. Deterritorialization
argum ents in regard to the U.S-Mexico border encourage a need to look at
identity and place as mobile, not static. As Liisa Malkki asserts, "identity is
always mobile and processual, partly self-construction, partly categorization by
others, partly a condition, a status, a label, a weapon, a shield, a fund of
memories, et cetera. It is a creolized aggregate composed through bricolage...to
plot only 'places of birth' and degrees of nativeness is to blind oneself to the
m ultiplicity of attachm ents that people form to places through living in,
remembering, and im agining them ” (Malkki: 1993:36). Imagined places live in
conflict at times as illusions of inherent "spatial arrangem ent of people and
cultures" (Ibid.: 5). And yet the terrain can shift and problem atize one's
imagining of place, as people "remain in familiar and ancestral places" (Bhabha:
1989, as quoted by G upta & Ferguson: 1993). Both in the southern Colorado and
northern New Mexico and Philadelphia sites, people express a sense of place. At
times, both site populations also express a sense of displacement, although they
point to different causes. In southern Colorado and northern New Mexico, there
is the issue of land and w ater encroachment and environm ental degradation by
outsiders. For Philadelphia, there is the displacement of their self-imposed
spatial rearrangement. In that site, with m any different motivations, they left
their "home" and came to the United States. Although they may have chosen to
leave the place to which they assumed an "essential" connection, they are now
challenged to maintain that connection, by m aking sure they continue to gain
access to cooking ingredients, for instance. They create (imagine) home. This
20
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imagining, I argue, comes in the form of what I call performative m apping. In
the chapter on the Philadelphia site, w hat was "natural" (cooking tamales, cooking
w ith manteca (lard), for instance) is now geographically upset. People drive two
days to get tortillas in Chicago (due to the larger Mexican American community
there) and bring them back to Philadelphia for their friends and family. G upta
and Ferguson express (using Bhabha) that "in this sense, it is not only the
displaced who experience a displacem ent (Bhabha: 1989: 66, as cited by G upta &
Ferguson: 1993)...for even people rem aining in familiar and ancestral places find
the nature of their relation to place ineluctably changed, and the illusion of a
natural and essential connection betw een the place and the culture broken"
(Gupta & Ferguson: 1993: 5). Even as the landscape changes, the field
consultants presented here dem onstrate political agency and an assertion of selfdeterm ination which has no room for decimation, b ut which recreates and
renews creative processes. They claim and reclaim connections to place. The
changing landscape only underscores the imagined link to place, to "homeland."
Symbolically, the narratives here use food to claim other places.
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Chapter II: M ethodology
a. Southern Colorado and Northern N ew Mexico
The project investigates Mexican Am erican w om en's conceptions of food,
cooking, and identity comparatively in southern C olorado/northern New
Mexico and Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. Primarily, I have followed the lead of
the field consultants as I have conducted research about wom en's cultural,
personal, and som etim es, political connections to food and cooking. I have
interviewed tw enty m en and women and their extended families, ten of whom
are from rural areas and ten of whom live in Philadelphia, a city in which m any
of the Mexican Am erican citizens are "professionals" (Reilly: personal
communication, 1996). During this process, I looked at interethnic and
intraethnic relationships. As a part of this process, I share my interpretations
with the w om en an d m en w ith whom I am working, thus providing data on the
relationship betw een rural and urban families and class relationships.
Fieldw ork for m y work in southern Colorado and northern New Mexico
over three years of traveling to these areas (since A ugust of 1994). I included
eight trips (approxim ately one to two weeks duration each) to San Luis and
northern N ew Mexico (one in which I lived in the area for seven weeks while
teaching at C olorado College), where I engaged in unstructured conversations
w ith com m unity m embers. The sites of these unstructured conversations were in
corrals, on walks, in bars, in restaurants, in kitchens, in living rooms. Often
scheduled ahead of time, but sometimes im prom ptu, these conversations varied
from the formal to the informal, from the gregarious to the pedagogical. I also
participated in and observed festivals and processions, as well as, in June of 1996,
attended a daw n blessing in protest of a logging operation in La Sierra (the
m ountains above San Luis) and participated in the M ay 15 festival of San Isidro.
22
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Mostly, though, I have become friends w ith several people in San Luis and in
northern N ew Mexico and have visited people (ranging from the form al to
informal visit), ate with them, drank w ith them, joked w ith them , form ed bonds
w ith some, stayed with some, prayed with others, and talked w ith all. From
these conversations and observations, I have learned a great deal about w hat
m atters to m en and wom en in San Luis and in northern New Mexico, how they
regard each other individually, and how they feel about themselves, their land,
and their culture. Topics covered in conversations run the gam ut, but include:
Cooking, food, remedios, ethnoscience, cultural history, family history, the
supernatural, gender, farming, agriculture, water, and land. In addition, I have
engaged in ethnopoetic and content analysis of the personal experience
narratives I have collected, and have discussed questions and analyses with both
the men and women interviewed. N ot only food and cooking are im portant, but
the use of remedios (which are often used for meals as well) and the division of
labor, both in the house and on the land. As a folklorist, I follow the field
consultant's lead in the definition of issues.
Throughout this experience, I have used several tools w ith w hich to learn
about the role of cultural memory, positionality, and food in people's lives.
Initially, I met with men and w om en and had preliminary conversations with
them in A ugust of 1994 in San Luis. I have been very lucky to be introduced to
com m unity members by Devon Pena, Principal Investigator of the NEH project
and a person who has worked in the area for over ten years. H e is very close to
m any com m unity members. Specifically, my most frequently used
methodological tools are: 1) Interviews (unstructured conversations in both
English and Spanish); 2) Journals; 3) Participant observation; 4) Photography; 5)
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Videotaping. The reader will find samples of journal entries in the appendix to
this thesis along w ith a glossary of various term s used in the San Luis valley.
Think of these narratives as theoretical "launch pads" for dialogues about
w hat matters in people's lives. In this way, our initial topics of conversations
may end up in different places than their starting points. I have m ade the
decision not to try to control any divergence (of course, understanding that my
presence may affect, or determine, where the conversation is going), but instead
to pay attention to the process, and to where people are taking me. While I am
representing the w ords of the men and wom en I have interviewed, I am
following the lead of the people with whom I have had conversations. Because
these conversations are unstructured, their w ords have guided this process. If a
discussion topic seems to be particularly sensitive, I m ay not include a person's
name, to protect his or her privacy. In addition, because I acknowledge that I am
an actor in this process, I have written journal entries to accompany every visit
and interview. Some excerpts are included in the appendix to this chapter.
Because these entries are reflexive, they often focus on my feelings at the time
(and topics ranging from my wedding in October of 1996, missing m y husband,
etc.), which m ay seem to have little to do with the interviews, but which will lend
insight into the contexts in which I am w orking and my ow n thoughts about
w hat I was doing. Over the last several years, m any people whom I have visited
and befriended have expressed that, in the realm of farming, cooking, and
healing, the grow ing of food is an important tool for living one's life. The
cultural reinforcement, which is creative and influenced by change as well as
continuity, of doing things the way they have w orked for a long time, is at the
heart of these narratives.
Background of the NEH project and my role
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As stated in the introduction, since June of 1994,1 have served as the
folklorist on an interdisciplinary research project funded by the N ational
Endowm ent for the H um anities w hich looks at sustainable agriculture in
southern Colorado and northern New Mexico. The goal of the N EH research
project is to
fill a gap in the com parative, m ulticultural study of environm ental
ethics in rural agricultural communities. This (is) the first
interdisciplinary stu d y of Hispano farms and land ethics in the
South west... we are interested in explaining the role of local knowledge
in the transition to comm ercial fanning and the evolution of 'placecentered' land ethics (see W ilkinson 1988, Pena 1992,1994).
We are thus seeking to reconstruct the cultural and natural history of
the relation betw een H ispano farmers and the U pper Rio G rande
environment. In reconstructing this history, w e hope to shed light on
the conditions that led to the decline and abandonm ent of m any farms.
We also hope to understand how successful farms have adapted to
new conditions and to see w hat factors might insure their continued
survival and evolution. (NEH proposal: 1993: 3)
The application to the NEH states that as the project's folklorist, I am
"primarily responsible for data collection, analysis, and interpretation in areas
related to the developm ent of an ethnoscientific skills inventory" (Ibid.: 20). I
have also used m y background in the anthropology and folklore of food "to
docum ent traditional herbal rem edies, recipes, and the folkarts and crafts
associated with the production and processing of foods" (Ibid.). I have
investigated several aspects of m aterial culture in relation to food including: (1)
plates, teacups, silverware, iron pots, wallpaper, canisters, cans, M ason jars, and;
(2) farming tools,dispensas, root cellars, and farming equipm ent. I also visited
and took photos of cemeteries as they relate to the presentation of food and gifts
during Todos Santos (the celebration of the Mexican Day of the Dead). M any of
the aspects of m aterial culture described here are specific to the geographical area
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and thus have historical and cultural significance. I have also explored w ith field
consultants songs and jokes about food, including sexual term s for the body
which are also expressed as term s for dishes, or in songs.
Aside from more form al interviewing, I do a lot of hanging out with
people. I often go by to see Joe Gallegos and his father. I have become friends
w ith Joe and he has come by w here I am staying and we have gone to get
som ething to eat, catch up, and joke around. O r w hen I stop by his house we
m ight just talk in his kitchen w ith his dad or any other visitors who m ight be
around. Devon, m y friend and principal investigator of the project, former
Director of the La Sierra Foundation, a local environm ental action group, works
and lives in San Luis, so I have stayed with him w hen I am doing research. His
house is often filled w ith students, environm ental activists, local friends, or the
sound of his guitar playing. I enjoy the energetic atm osphere in his house, which
is also often smelling of the coffee and cigarettes which keep Devon thinking and
writing his next book.
The project team is a diverse group of geologists, ethnobotanists,
sociologists, anthropologists, hunters, artists, artisans, cooks, engineers,
photographers, am ong others. Both ranchers and data collectors are
scholars/researchers on the project, which attem pts not to demarcate
hierarchically between those people being studied and those people doing the
studying. Before we make generalizations about who our "subjects" may be, it is
im portant to point out that, for instance, Joe Gallegos is an engineer and David
Arguello has his Ph.D. and has taught at the University of W ashington. The
beauty of this project is that it challenges assum ptions one m ight make about the
classic ethnographer-native studies which proved hierarchical, top-down, and
ineffective. As true as the above statem ent may be, though, there is the danger of
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appearing as if I som ehow place education above experience, w hich is not the
case. Fermin Arguello self-identifies as having attended and is still attending the
"school of hard knocks." Ferm in and his wife, Sabanita, are im portant as teachers
for this project, w ith over five decades of experience in the region. From stories
of w orking at Los Alamos du rin g nuclear testing in the fifties, to Flispanos
dealing with Bureau of Land Management, and the m anagem ent or mis
managem ent of fires in the area, "formal" education is not privileged in this
project. Nonetheless, it is im portant to point out that, before the reader makes
judgm ents about who is being studied (as somehow "quaint" or as "possibly
lacking knowledge"), we need to set the record straight. The nature-culture
connection, which is characteristic of Hispano agroecology (Pena & Gallegos:
1993:12), adds credence to the notion that to understand H ispano culture, one
m ust first recognize that nature and culture are somehow in sync, they are
integrated. Although Joe Gallegos laments the fact that his ditch (or acequia) is
now cemented, which he says makes it "less natural" because this technique is
not historically part of the H ispano agroecology, but rather an Anglo technique
(Gallegos: 11/94). By contrast, Hispano agroecology is based on adaptive rules,
such as working w ith gravity and snowpack rather than introducing center-pivot
irrigation, for instance. These sam e principles apply to successfully learning
from Hispanos about their culture. And as diverse as the group of individuals
working together on this project are, we should see both the project team
members and farmers as individuals from all walks of life: class, race, gender
belief systems and cultural m em ories are aspects of differences w ithin this
culture, the constructed culture of the research project.
This project collaboratively collects and interprets data. Therefore, the
following summary of project members includes both ranchers and outside
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"scholars" (another term w ith w hich I am uncomfortable) and some individuals
w ho have the dual status o f rancher-scholar. But for the reasons described
above, I argue that these term s do not intentionally have value attached to them.
I am trying to sim ply define who the team is. (As stated above, I feel uneasy
about the use of the term "scholar" but at this time cannot find another
description to replace it. M aybe "learner" or " student of culture." At the same
time, the term "learner" m ay seem too passive, I think it is im portant for any
researcher to be accountable to his or her interpretations/assum ptions, rather
than risk m isinterpretation of the reader that the researcher is always the non
distorting receptacle of information). Both Ruben M artinez and Devon Pena, coPrincipal Investigators, are sociologists. In addition to the tw o P.I.s, the project
includes an agricultural historian, a literature scholar, a folklorist, an economic
historian, an ethnobotanist, a geologist, an anthropologist, a cultural geographer,
a mechanical engineer and rancher, two water conservationists, a photographer,
an agronomist, and a local historian. The literature scholar, Rowena Rivera, is
studying the religious history component of the project, such as the history of the
Penitentes, a folk religious brotherhood in southern C olorado and northern New
Mexico. The Penitentes usually pray in remote adobe structures (moradas). There
is one such structure built near the base of La Sierra (the m ountain range above
San Luis), near San Francisco, Colorado.
The environm ental and cultural history is em bedded in the conversations
transcribed by team m em bers. The place of cultural m em ory is alive and well in
the narratives of the people with whom I have met. In a re-m aking of an old
recipe or the annual participation in a ditch blessing, for example, w e find that
there is something that ties H ispanos to Hispano-ness. The interdisciplinary
aspect of this project has given me a wide range of resources and has helped me
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to question and challenge my ow n paradigm s while allowing me to teach others
about folklore's and cultural anthropology's possible contributions to a study of
this scope.
Some of the methodologies used in this project (there will be a star in
parentheses following those methodologies I used) are structured oral history
and ethnographic interviews (*), ethnohistorical research (*), visual content
analysis (*), participant observation (*), botanical and geological field studies,
and unstructured interviews (*).
The interpretive framework for the stu d y (Again I will place a star in
parentheses following those areas of interpretation which relate to m y w ork in
the NEH project) is comprised of the following subject areas for data collection
(Ibid.: 27): genealogy (*), property ow nership and tenure, natural history and
economic change, division of labor(*), ethnoscientific skills inventory, social and
organization relations (*), rural topistics, religious customs and beliefs (*), and
environm ental change (*).
In the project application to the NEH (1993), M artinez and Pena
emphasize the "humanistic" approach to farm ing and sustainable agriculture
(Pena & Martinez: 1993: 25). They state that "this new approach em phasizes the
interactions of cultural, especially local know ledge and practices, with ecological
systems. It also highlights the social and cultural institutions and technological
systems that interface w ith the farming system" (Ibid.). Local conversations
about memory and belief are a key focus of this project. The "sense of place"
which characterizes Hispano culture in San Luis and northern New Mexico is
linked with m em ory as well as positionality. As I explore various topics of
conversation w ith com m unity members, the continuum of memory and place
(which is tied to positionality) is present. As Joe Gallegos states in "Anatomy of
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the Disappeared," "You have to change, b ut you don't have to die" (Ibid., quoting
Gallegos: cover page). This rebuff to the "survival" camp takes into consideration
the notion of integrating new cultural items and creative processes while still
possessing "older" ones. The unwillingness to die here seems to connote the
continuance of culture (which can be characterized by hybridity) as well as
concern about environm ental degradation. In San Luis, the two are inextricably
connected in ways that are evoked in the stories people tell. One field consultant
implores people to fight the m yth of inefficiency of Hispano agroecology in one
breath and discusses memories of his grandm other in the next. The majority of
the field consultants are struggling to educate people about the efficiency of
acequia technology, and they value acequia culture. There is not one w ithout the
other. Environmentally speaking, m any of the field consultants urge people to
cut down on fossil fuel dependency. Culturally speaking, they w ant m ore people
to become involved in organic com m unity co-ops, to have a stake in the
communal concern of combating outside agri-business interests, a gold mine,
and a logging operation. The field consultants' narratives do not suggest that
people are inherently pulled emotionally in the direction to save their land, just
as they would not agree that locals would "sell out." But one field consultant told
me that he was angry about some comm unity members w orking at Battle
Mountain Gold m ine (which local activists, aided by La Sierra Foundation,
successfully shut dow n recently). One field consultant was even attacked
outside of a bar one night over this issue. Nevertheless, contrary to earlier
reports by "institutional" environm entalists (as opposed to H ispano com m unity
members who, although n ot necessarily "official" members of m ainstream
environmental groups, work more efficiently with the land's needs in an agro-
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pastoral community), Hispanos have a good environm ental record (See Pena,
1992).
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b. Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
M ethodologically, the fieldwork for the tw o sites evolved differently, as
m y experience w as different in each case. As discussed earlier, I am a m em ber of
a research project, an d therefore made contacts in southern Colorado and
northern N ew Mexico through that affiliation. In some ways, my introduction
into the com m unities there was easier because I w as introduced to people
through people they already knew, which legitim ated my status. The people
whose farms are being studied by the project had already sanctioned interviews
and docum entation of their farms. Therefore, I did not feel any hesitation from
others in regard to m y presence, I was welcomed. In regard to both sites, and the
study of Mexican Am erican and Hispano culture, I am not a member of the
communities which I study. I am not a "native ethnographer" studying m y o w n
culture (Montano: 1992). Interestingly enough, though, I have had to selfidentify as a non-Chicana on occasion. People have m istaken me for a Chicana,
including Chicana scholars. My status as "non-member" complicates my role.
But the role of "native ethnographers" is also tough, as Limon discusses in his
w ork (Limon: 1989: 471-86). The fact that I speak Spanish, and grew up in the
border city of San Diego has helped me, at times, to become trusted, although I
have had to prove m yself worthy of one's time as well. As is probably advisable,
I do subject myself to a great deal of questions, and self-analysis, as I do my
work. Like the m en and women featured in M ontano's work on the history and
culture of barbacoa (1992), m ost of the people interview ed in southern Colorado
and northern New Mexico have been interviewed a lot, by other researchers,
reporters, etc. There is some interview fatigue show ing in the field consultants in
C olorado/N ew Mexico. And yet, because the N EH project attempts to be
collaborative, the field consultants have a hand in sculpting the project. The
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project itself is about reclaiming scholarship about agricultural and cultural
history in the area. Nevertheless, field consultants are very aware of cultural
appropriation and loss of land in their area. They insist on a research job done
well. As a folklorist, the less intrusive I can be and the more hum ble I am is
helpful to this process of learning from people (Ibid.). Both "native" and "non
native" researchers are required to be respectful and show deference in their
research. As an outsider, and initially as a stranger, I am even hyper-conscious
of this fact. In some cases, native ethnographers, folklorists and anthropologists
also confront wariness and shyness (or outright hostility) from people whose
cultures they w ant to study, even if they consider those cultures as "their own"
(Montano: 1992; Myerhoff: 1974).
After the completion of my Ph.D. comprehensive exams (April, 1995), I
began to netw ork and meet new people in the Mexican American com m unity in
Philadelphia for m y dissertation. I attended cultural events sponsored by the
Mexican Cultural Center at the Mexican Consulate and m et with many
restaurateurs in the area. I also spoke w ith the director of the Catholic
Archdiocese and attended the Capilla Milagrosa, the main church which Mexican
Americans in the city attend. In addition, I attended Chicano and Latino student
association meetings (ACELA and MeCHa) at the University of Pennsylvania to
gain a student perspective on Mexican food and cooking. From these contacts, I
began interviewing in the Fall of 1995 w ith the spring of 1996 being the heaviest
time of interviewing. From fifteen interview s I have chosen to focus on five, four
w om en and one man, on the basis of their availability and their involvement as
urban restaurateurs.
In addition, an im portant feature of m y interviews w ith m en and wom en
have been focused questions on the idea of gender (see appendix for question
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guides). The idea of wom an as hub em erged in the narratives of Joe Gallegos
and others. These constructions, the w ay in which people make sense of the
world, often play into how they see w om en and men. Any hierarchies,
stereotypes, or obvious experiences of the subjugation of women can become
further illuminated in this com parative (male-female perspective) process.
Methodologically, I use the sam e process in both sites. I interview, have
unstructured conversations (audiotaped), transcribe the interviews and submit
all transcriptions, notes, and w riting to field consultants for oral and written
comments. All of these w ritten m aterials can serve field consultants as data for
recording their family histories. The contexts change from restaurants to offices,
to people's homes. I am sure their reactions and comfort levels in each context
(and mine as well) change. In addition, I transcribe all of my taped interviews,
rather than hiring someone else, w hich has been very time-consuming, but which
I think has been w orth the time and effort. The process is rather laborious, but I
think that the product is probably m ore accurate, since I was participating in the
initial dialogues. There is a great deal of time for reflection and interpretation
when one transcribes one's ow n field tapes. I also speak, write and read Spanish,
and because these interviews were prim arily in Spanish, I could m ost easily do
the translation, if necessary.
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Chapter Three:
Conversations
a. Habitus, the Arellano Family, The Arguello Family, and the power of then
and now
Rather than reducing "habitus" to a sim ple subm ission to "rules" or
"models" (Bourdieu: 1977: 72), Pierre Bourdieu defines "habitus" to mean not the
"product of mechanical reaction" (Ibid.: 73), but as "systems of durable,
transposable dispositions, structured structures, that is as principles of the
generation and structuring of practices and representations which can be
objectively 'regulated' and 'regular' w ithout in any w ay being the product of
obedience to rules..." (Ibid.: 72). So, w hat is it that keeps the ball rolling? How
does one become predisposed, in a sense, to expect that certain meals will be
cooked at certain times, for instance? Or, for that m atter, how does change
become incorporated into "what one expects?" W ith or without "strategic
intention," (Ibid.: 73) Estevan Arellano of Embudo, New Mexico, describes what
one used to expect in Em budo and how things have changed. These cultural
changes are tied to the physical landscape as well. Place informs these changes.
For instance, Arellano describes a bartering system between neighbors as well as
between friends and relatives in northern New Mexico (where he lives) and
southern Colorado. Historically, he states that m ore beans were grown in
southern Colorado than in northern New Mexico. He states: "Crecen mas frijoles
alli...entonces, they w ould barter. They w ould do w hat they call the 'cambalache'
(barter)" (Arellano: personal communication: 6/96). W hen I asked Estevan if
this process still occurs, he remarks that there is still bartering, "but because now
there is more currency" (Ibid.), people do not trade as m uch anymore. When
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asked how this m ay have changed the interdependence in the region, he states
that:
Oh, I think now everybody's a lot m ore dependent on the stores, but
even in 1950 w hen I was growing up I used to sell alm ost every week,
there w eren't any (supermarkets) even in Taos or Espanola, there
m ight be one bigger store, but then you'd find in the village (of
Embudo), b u t it w asn't until the late sixties and seventies that the
superm arkets started coming like Furr’s or Smith's, Albertson's, those
are very recent, like in the last twenty years. (Ibid.).
In the above statem ent, place figures into the "cambalache" on two counts. First,
the "cambalache" does not occur any longer because people are more dependent
on stores, businesses w hich have changed the physical landscape and cultural
bartering practices. Second, the imposition of the Colorado and New Mexico
state borders has little to do w ith people's sense of place in the region. The
"cambalache" occurred betw een families on either side of the border, therefore
revealing a negation of boundaries. Culturally, the sense of Hispano place
extends to both sides of the border. Poet Luis Rodriguez talks about this cultural
and ideological negation of borders in regard to a "collective" to which he
belonged while he w as grow ing up in East L.A.: "The collective explained how
workers of all colors and nationalities, linked by hunger and the same system of
exploitation, have no country; their interests as a class respect no borders. To me
this was an unconquerable idea" (Rodriguez: 1993:185). This negation does not
m ean that H ispanos or Mexicanos are unaw are of borders. Although the
Hispanos in southern Colorado and New Mexico m ay no t be disenfranchised in
the way Rodriguez describes workers above, some of the ranchers with whom I
have spoken recognize borders (state) imposed on them w hich make little
cultural sense. These borders were also im posed in colonial violence. Third,
m oney has changed the place as well. Skyrocketing land prices and the
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introduction of superm arkets lead to increasing developm ent and a rise in
population. The tract hom es, "eighteen-wheelers" (D. Arguello: 6/96), and outof-state license plates also change the landscape.
The "disposition" which Bourdieu describes, the structures of "habitus" are
revealed, one m ight say, in the ability for one to recognize how a process may
have changed over the years. People are not always the "conscious" (Ibid.) actors
responsible for determ ining the habitus, and conversely, there is not a
predeterm ined w ay for people to be, but one can som etim es recognize the
patterns of one's culture. Arellano's statements add testim ony to the power of
cultural memory, in people's recognition that things have changed, which is
im portant to local political action. The "way things have been" is not romantic or
"nostalgic," but rather realistic, creative, and strategic, as are newer
interpretations of this past. Fermin and David Arguello are angered by the
eighteen-wheelers driving up the Taos Ski Valley Road by their family farm in
Valdez, New Mexico, w hich cause erosion and dam age to their acequias. More
and more developm ent in the area leads to more and m ore change. Seeing good
and bad changes involves a cultural disposition, the ability to recognize damage
or improvements to the cultural landscape, using m em ory. Narratives collected
from field consultants w ith this project reveal the pow er of a juxtaposition of past
and present. Used evidentially at times, or as a rem inder of the vitality of past
knowledge in today’s crises, for example, anecdotes an d narratives about the past
have laid and continue to lay the groundw ork for w ork and political action
w hich need to take place now. For example, Fermin Arguello talks about the
imm ense damage from the Cuesta, New Mexico forest fire in May of 1996 which
can be linked to history. Historically, the Forest industry has not let locals clear
the underbrush, according to Arguello. This "regulation" m ay have led to the
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building-up of underbrush which contributed to the speed with which the fire
grew. W ith the help of Arguello, the survivor of m any changes in the region, the
knowledge of one's past enables one to see w here one is going. In this sense,
H ispano political agency has a comparative stance of past versus present.
Cultural memory enables one to mobilize to protect a culture’s land and creative
processes. These comparisons are expanded due to the encroachment of
outsiders. In this way, the NEH project dem onstrates the efficiency of the acequia
system in light of the inefficiency of Anglo-generated agricultural m ethods.
One does not have to teach the citizens in the area the pow er of the
acequias. By contrast, some academic work, like that of DeBuys, has negatively
and inaccurately represented Hispano agro-ecology. But cultural m em ory and
"modes of representation" (Bourdieu: 1977: 78) expose new definitions of the
"possible" and the "impossible" (Ibid.). Some farmers in this project argue that
there are historical changes which need to be combatted, which necessitate
com m unity action. In San Luis, these include the logging operation by the Taylor
Ranch (which is still ongoing) and the Battle M ountain Gold Mine (which was
stopped by local activism). As Arellano describes, as certain products and
processes become "possible," such as the im port of fruits and vegetables from
across the country, the interdependence in northern New Mexico changes, too.
According to Arellano, grow ing food has changed. The superm arkets m entioned
above, "buy mostly from California or w here they can buy huge quantities, you
know, people here don't grow enough to supply a big store like that" (Arellano:
personal communication).
One of the fundam ental effects of the orchestration of habitus is the
production of a commonsense world endow ed with the objectivity
secured by consensus on the meaning (sense) of practices and the
world, in other w ords, the harm onization of agents' experiences and
the continuous reinforcement that each of them receives from the
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expression, individual or collective (in festivals, for example),
improvised or program m ed (commonplaces, sayings), of sim ilar or
identical experiences. (Bourdieu: 1977: 80)
H ow does Bourdieu account for political mobilization? H ow does
"habitus" account for political agency w hich seeks NOT to reproduce certain
aspects of (recent) history, business as usual (whether these aspects of recent
history are English-only classes (Gallegos: 11/94) or the so-called "breaking-up"
of Hispano, communally-owned, land)? Bourdieu argues that habitus works
both ways, "for the co-ordination of practices but also for the practices of co
ordination" (Ibid.: 81). Political agency is included in Bourdieu's definition of
habitus "since the corrections and adjustm ents the agents them selves carry out
presuppose their mastery of a com m on code and since undertakings of collective
m obilization cannot succeed w ithout a m inim um of concordance betw een the
habitus of the mobilizing agents (e.g. prophet, party leader, etc.) and the
dispositions of those aspirations and w orld-view they express" (Ibid.). Bourdieu
also discusses the power of the past and the present which are aspects of culture
also em bedded in the narratives and conversations in this thesis. The power of
the ethnographer and the necessary distancing which occurs betw een
ethnographer and field consultant, which can only influence the w ay two people
interact, are treated by Bourdieu as sym ptom atic of the "past and present
positions in the social structure that biological individuals carry w ith them"
(Ibid.). Depending upon the field consultants mentioned in this chapter, the
social distancing varies. My relationship is different with each person on the
NEH project, I am closer to som e than to others. For one w om an w ith whom I
have w orked on the project, I have been a companion, a friend, and a daughter.
For one rancher I have been a friend. We often have political discussions and
joke around together. He teases m e mercilessly. There is less distancing with
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these two people than w ith som e of the m en and wom en with w hom I have
sp en t less time. But we cannot forget that there is the necessary distancing which
comes from m y role as the person who represents all of these people w ho work
w ith the project as well as the project itself, through my writing, a difficult task.
Just as James Scott, in Weapons of the weak: Everyday forms of peasant resistance,
com pares Razak and Haji Broom and the roles they each play in their community
in Malaysia, I am struck by m y memories of the last few years and how different
players in the project fit into m y m ind. The conversations I have had w ith people
unfold and are colored by the w ay in which com m unity members represent each
other. In m y learning process, w ith the help of memory, I am affected by each
comm ent, joke, story, interaction, and representation of past and present. As
these stories become layered and entw ined, corroborated and negated, memory,
creative process, and political statem ent complicate my role as folklorist.
Between enjoying food w ith som eone and w riting about that food is m y ow n
investm ent of time and the pow er and potential of my experience, w hich is not
like anyone else's. I think that here is the crux of the problem of representation.
Bourdieu rem inds us, as ethnographers, anthropologists, and folklorists, of our
ow n distancing and strategy in our interaction with the people we w rite about,
b. G en d er concerns: Joe G allegos, Ida Valdez, Yvette Gallegos and division of
lab o r in San Luis, Colorado
Two people who live in San Luis, and whose family farms are designated
sites in the NEH project are Joe Gallegos and Ida Valdez. Both Gallegos and
Valdez discuss the notion of w om anhood as linked to their perceptions of food
and foodmaking. Joe Gallegos and Ida Valdez discuss the following themes:
Food and recetas, acequia culture, the environm ent, community responsibility, and
gender and the division of labor. At the forefront of these conversations,
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particularly with Joe Gallegos, is the idea of the w om an and "womanhood."
Gender plays a role in these conversations, som etim es juxtaposed betw een past
and present concerns, and is often discussed in relation to food and cooking.
Both Gallegos and Valdez talk about the abstract idea of "the woman," an image
which seems to be, in one sense, a vehicle for talking about themselves. Issues
such as power, in the celebratory and the everyday, emerge in the images
described by Gallegos and Valdez. W hether they are discussing food, farm
management, or environm ental degradation, images of women surface and help
illustrate their views on pow er relations as well as narratives of celebratory
events. Their discussions of the wom en in their lives also touch upon such topics
as a juxtaposition of sustainable farms and big business agriculture, and the flux
and continuity which characterize issues of identity and political agency. They
also reflect upon self-definition in terms of historical change.
Historically, Joe Gallegos' grandm other, Elaiza, would have all of the
grandchildren and children out of the house by 6:00 a.m. working in the fields.
She, too, w ould work in the fields. She also fed the family and canned the farm's
produce. Joe's great, great grandfather, Dario Gallegos, was bom around 1820's,
according to Gallegos. Joe states that his great, great grandfather helped found
the town of San Luis (c. 1851) (Gallegos: 11/30/94).
Presently, Gallegos stresses that w hat is missing from the farm w hich had
existed for many years is the presence of a pow erful woman. Gallegos speaks of
his great grandm other, Virginia, called "La Valdeza" by family members, as the
matriarch of the farm. His great grandfather, (Felice) was seriously injured w hen
he got bucked off a horse, and could not ru n the farm. Virginia then assum ed the
role of control over all of the affairs of the farm . She even rescued the farm by
taking out $2,000 of her own m oney to buy m ore land, and then sent one of her
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ten children (a male) to get a degree in agriculture so that he w ould be prepared
to ru n the farm. According to Gallegos, she bought the first steam threshing
m achine in the valley (Ibid.). She eventually split the land among the ten
children.
Joe's mother, Yvette jokes that "one w ould think that these children w ere
found under a cabbage patch" (Y. Gallegos: 11/95), a hum orous comm ent on the
idea that the NEH study has featured her son, but that she had not been
interviewed until later on in this process. I think perhaps there may have been
an edge to her comment, that she felt initially "left out" of the research on her
family ranch. This "slip-up" is ironic given the im portant historical role of
w om en on the family ranch, and her ow n son’s comments that there is no "hub"
on the ranch w ithout a strong woman. I spent over thirty hours (with ten hours
of audio taped interviews) with Yvette, over the course of November and
December of 1995. She cooked for me (chicos and posole) and we w ent to a local
Mexican restaurant. A religious w om an, Yvette often talked with me about
angels and the power of God in her life. She is a great storyteller and is very
knowledgeable regarding the San Luis valley. She now lives in Colorado
Springs. At the time, her husband, Corpus, was traveling back and forth a lot
betw een the ranch in San Luis and the "Springs" (about a three hour drive). So,
given m y som ewhat lonely situation as a visiting professor housesitting for a
friend, and her extra time alone, we spent a good deal of time together.
Yvette related the following story to me regarding gender and the division
of labor. Both she and Joe tell m any stories regarding Joe's great grandm other,
Virginia (called "la Valdeza"). There is also a reference to Yvette's mother-in-law,
Joe’s grandm other, Elaiza, or Mama Elaiza, as she was called. Corpus (also
referred to as Aquino) is Yvette's husband, Joe's father. In the following
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conversation, one gets a sense of the hierarchy of women, w ith th e eldest (la
Valdeza) taking charge of the ranch and the family. Yvette narrates as follows:
Y: O h yes, I have to tell you som ething w hen I first got m arried, w e d id n 't have
the electric or gas stoves, we h ad the old cook stoves w ith the coal, and the wood.
This was in '47. And one day I w as ou t trying to chop som e w ood, and Valdeza
is a little old lady, just short, she cam e to m y (pointing to her chest)...
E: A nd beautiful.
Y: Oh, gorgeous lady. I told you, very light complexion and those gray eyes,
alm ost blue, but they were gray. Beautiful lady. Ah, she was som ething else she
carried herself w ith such... she cam e up to m e and she said, I told you she
couldn't pronounce Yvette, right, she called me Livel, she said, "Livel! Q ue estas
haciendo?" "What are you doing?" I said, "I'm trying to chop som e w ood, so I
can fix dinner for Aquino because he'll be home soon and I don 't have dinner for
him." She said, "you come w ith me." (Laughs) I mean, and I d ro p p ed the ax and
I never chopped wood in m y life, that's som ething my grandm other never
perm itted us to do so I w ent into the house and I followed her, an d she said,
"where are the potatoes?" I said, "here they are," and I w ent to the bin w here
G randm a, w here Mama Elaiza keeps the potatoes. And she took three potatoes,
p u t them on the table and she said, "where are the beans?" I said, "they're over
here." And she took a handful of beans and she put them next to the potatoes, on
the table. And I was just, and it w as getting close to twelve o' clock, and she sat
right there, and she said, "Sientate" "sit down," and so I sat dow n and I, I mean
I'm a young bride...
E: Nervous?
Y: Yeah, and young wife, and A quino comes in and he said, "well, w here's
lunch?" And Valdeza looks at him , and she said "Here it is!” A nd he said what
do you mean, w hat does she m ean, "here it is!" And she said, "You, m y Aquino,
you don't have w ood chopped so that she can fix your meal? Therefore, she can't
a fix a meal, can she?" All in Spanish. "No cortaste la lenia para que te preparan
la comida, esa es la razon por la cual no hay comida, aqui esta la com ida.”
E: A qui esta, hom bre (laughs).
Y: (Laughs) And never again. H e 'd alw ays have that wood box full...
E: And you had no idea w hat she w as going to do? But you knew you had to
sientate.
Y: Yes and then one day she told m e, "and don't you ever learn to m ilk a cow.
Don't you ever learn to milk a cow!" A nd I said, "oh," I said, "but why?" And she
said "because once you milk the cow, Aquino will never milk another cow. He'll
always have you milking the cow. D on't you learn!"
E: That's great.
Y: She said, "I tried to tell your m other-in-law this, and she never learned, so my
son always knew that the cows w ould be milked."
E: He didn't have to do anything.
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Y: And until today I still don't know how to milk a cow.
E: Very good advice.
Y: Yep! Sound. She said, "you have too much to do in the house, without
having to go out there and milk a cow. Don't you learn. I tried to tell this to your
mother-in-law, but she w ouldn't listen to me." (Y. Gallegos: 12/03/95)
When Yvette told m e this story, I had just gotten engaged to be married a
few months before. A lthough I did not think of it initially, our dialogue (which
weaves throughout Gallegos' narrative, one might call it a "meta-dialogue") was
in part pedagogical, and often centered on my upcoming w edding and the
concept of marriage.
Joe Gallegos also rem em bers the lectures his grandm other, Elaiza, would
give to him and his siblings: "People don’t really understand the farm (i.e. the
connection to the land, the im portance of the earth, the soil, and w hat it provides
to people. And the hard work.)" (Ibid.).
Change seems to be im portant to the communities studied here, but not all
change is regarded as dam aging or irreparable to their sense of place. Rather
than exclusively being ru n by families who have stayed, often these family farms
are now being m anaged by their returnee sons (J. Gallegos: Personal
communication: 11/30/95). I do not know of any daughter returnees, but I am
sure there may be w om en w ho have taken over their family farms or married
onto other farms. Gallegos attests to the impact a change in the division of labor
has had on the family farm. He expresses this change in term s of loss. He argues
that, historically in his family, there has always been a strong presence of a
woman. He discusses his grandm other running the finances and the house on
the farm. His m other and father now live in Colorado Springs (about 150 miles
north of San Luis). Gallegos em phasizes the role of w om en in agro-pastoral
communities. He rem em bers the w om an as the focal person of the Corpus
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A quino Gallegos rancho. Gallegos states that now the farm has no hub, no
center.
Ida Valdez (whose family also owns one of the Centennial Farms explored
in the NEH project), grew up with two women, her grandm other (Francesquita)
and her mother. Her father passed away just before Ida was bom . Ida explains
that because her ow n m other and she (Ida) moved in w ith Ida's grandmother,
Ida's mother did not cook. Ida's grandm other continued to be the cook of the
family. So, Ida learned from her grandm other w hat to cook and how to cook by
watching. Some of Ida’s grandm other's favorite things to cook were biscochitos,
chicos, posole, came adovada. The recipe for came adovada is as follows:
Came Adovada
Use steak or pork.
Cut in thin slices.
Add comino.
Add garlic.
Add salt. Add chiles. Cook into a thick sauce.
Marinade two days.
Fry and serve.
This recipe, presented as text here, is not the norm in my experience
w orking with H ispano/a m en and women. Valdez verbally gave this recipe to
me. For purposes of presentation here, I transcribed the oral recipe. Usually
recipes are verbally given to another person. In contrast to the commercial
culinary experience in Philadelphia, recetas in Colorado and New Mexico are
transm itted not textually, b u t contextually. The non-Anglo tradition emphasizes
"a pinch of this and a pinch of that" (Torres: 3/97). Often w hen we are given
recipes to cook meals we m ay not question the order or the choice of ingredients.
If w e are coming from a Euro-American tradition of recipe transmission, we may
assum e that the giver of the recipe shoidd provide m easurements. There is often
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a literacy-dependent (some m ay say an Anglo American) assum ption that one
should know how m any teaspoons go into a specific dish, an assum ption that
Anne E. Goldman (1996) dism antles in her book, but one that m any of the field
consultants here also talk about. But just as Gallegos favors one tool over the
other, Ida Valdez may have learned to cook biscochitos a specific w ay that may be
im bued with m eaning specific to her family or farm. W ithin the layers of
cultural memory and the m any places and contexts one shares, the sharing of
recetas is a personal act, often one which occurs simply by w atching another.
There is a qualitative rather than quantitative element to this "recipe-sharing,"
and it is action-based and requires co-presence. And the sharing of these
narratives and personal histories reveals an intimacy of place and of people.
People often use the expression, "we have here..." or "this is how we do it here..."
which reveals a sense of place as linked to a sense of "us." References to "oldtimers" further reveal the bridge betw een past and present.
As Valdez illustrates, the Valdez farm belonged to Ida's great grandfather,
Bias Olivas, and had 200 acres on which they grew alfalfa and raised livestock.
Ida grew up in the same house her grandparents built. She describes her
grandparents' kitchen. There was a big, big table in the m iddle of the room,
hom em ade by her grandfather. There was a wood stove and hom em ade wooden
benches. Grandm other had a hom em ade wood hutch w ith glass doors. Ida's
grandm other, Francesquita, used only cast iron pans. H er grandm other didn't
believe in alum inum (Ida has show n me some of the old pans that she still keeps
in her kitchen). The kitchen had m ud floors. Later her grandparents added
linoleum and wall paper. She states: "The kitchen also had mantas. Mantas are
pieces of white cloth m ade of cotton on the ceiling. Every tim e it w ould rain they
w ould have to take the mantas dow n and wash them. In the early 1950's they
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installed plyw ood ceilings" (Valdez: 12/03/94) Valdez's grandm other also had
an old, soft "Indian woman's" basket in which she w ould keep tortillas and bread
w arm , w rapped in a towel (Ibid.: 11/94). There was one good cabinet in the
kitchen, Valdez remarks. H er grandm other also had a molino (grinding stone)
and very heavy earthenw are crock jars, which Ida still has in her cupboards. She
w ould use the homo (an o utdoor oven which has since been tom dow n but was
on the farm's property) to m ake breads, chicos, to cook m eats. Ida herself didn't
like cooking until she got m arried. But she watched the cooking of her
grandm other. In addition, in the house there was alw ays a candle burning in the
bedroom altar, and fresh flowers for every saint (Ibid.).
Valdez's grandparents (Candido Bias Olivas and Francesquita Lovatos)
came from New Mexico. Ida says that Bias' family cam e from Spain to N orthern
New Mexico and he m arried her great grandmother. The family got their land
from the Sangre de Cristo land grant (1863). In addition to recipes, the oral
description of a house and kitchen can reveal much about a person's perception
of h is/h er past and present. The nam ing of items can reflect the history of a
place. With the reality of encroachm ent of outsiders on areas like the San Luis
valley, and the Taos, New Mexico area (which includes the towns I have visited:
Embudo, Arroyo Seco, and Valdez, NM) as well as m any other communities in
the Southwest (Gallegos: 5 /1 4 /9 5 ; Rodriguez: 1993), the past and present merge
in the descriptions of Gallegos and Valdez, descriptions w hich incorporate the
issue of change as well as continuity. As stated above, Valdez describes the
basket her grandm other w ould use for tortillas as an "Indian woman's" basket.
In addition, she talks about her family meals as "just like the Walton's" (Valdez:
11/94). W hether or not these m eals were exactly like the family depicted in the
TV series does not matter. The w ay the narrative helps a field consultant
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describe her experience is important. Another field consultant recommends
Mormon Tea, also called Navajo tea, for stomach aches and pains. Again, there
are many nam es w hich indicate locality. But these names can also reveal a
person’s sense of difference. The "Indian woman's" basket for tortillas undergoes
an exoticization in its name. These names for items and experiences add
dimension to narratives about living in an area w here there is much interethnic
contact (see Rodriguez).
Valdez states the following in regard to her family's division of labor:
Dinner tim e w as a very special time for the family to come
together...my grandm other was a very special, great cook. However,
my m other w as an excellent homemaker. She canned vegetables and
fruit as w ell and did yardwork, worked in the garden and...around the
farm. My grandfather was, of course, as it was in those days, the head
of the family, our authority figure who m ade all of the decisions. He
worked the farm and took care of the all of the farm animals: sheep, a
few cows, pigs, and chickens. All of which provided sustenance for
the rest of the year.
(Valdez: 4/1 9 /9 7 )
In addition, like Yvette Gallegos, Valdez emphasizes that there were never any
hormones used for the chickens raised on her family's farm. She further states
that the vegetables and m eat were all "natural" (Ibid.: 11/30/94). Therefore, we
see an awareness in people who own farms in San Luis for the quality of w hat is
grown. In contrast to outsiders' generalizations regarding what they see as
Hispanos' and, in general, "minority groups'" lack of environmental awareness
(see Pena, 1992), both Gallegos and Valdez reveal a consciousness of land and
quality of life. The Hispano connection to the land is illuminated in their
discussion of food.
c. Interdependence, agricultural and environm ental issues
In one conversation with Joe, he used a proverb, "clean eating is good
living" (11/30/94). This proverb sum m ed up (or helped clarify) for Gallegos and
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for me the discussion preceding and following the proverb. The proverb served
as a metacomment on the narrated event. In this sense, food can act as both a
source and a system of communication. In this example, Gallegos was "keying"
(Goffman, 1961) the experience of farming so that our discussion became both
pedagogical and a point of transformative collective "performance." The notion
of frame (Ibid.) speaks to "making sense” of an experience. In this way, we can
see that food communicates both in text (in narration) as in the proverb cited
above, and in context, in the process of growing and cooking.
The cycle of profit and debt and its impact on the land is a very personal
issue for Joe. Gallegos' father has said that "you don't really understand
(farming) unless you are bom into it" (Gallegos: personal communication:
11/30/94). He implies that this sensitivity to the land comes with growing up on
the farm. The sensitivity Joe has described which is needed to work the land
does not come only at times of abundance, but in times of lack, just as meals can
be punctuated with need and lack as well as happier events and times of plenty.
Gallegos states that som e of the problems which need to be addressed by small
farms are: 1) Bank dependency; 2) Fossil fuel dependency (the more animal
labor you use—the better); 3) Need openness to diversity—crop and otherwise; 4)
Bigness. Gallegos points out that for some of these small farmers who begin to
get bank loans, half of their production goes to pay loan interest which has
accrued. He also states: "You are not separated (as a small farmer) from your
losses like you are w ith the stocks. The loss on these farms is very personal"
(Ibid.: 11/30/94). People live on these farms. If these farms "fail," the lives of
those people who w ork them are upended. While we say this, though, we need
to be rem inded that the perception of failure varies greatly. Goldman argues that
the governmental perception of northern New Mexican farms was one of
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"poverty" during the 30's and 40's. W omen like Fabiola Cabeza de Baca write
their ow n autobiographies into governmental dietary texts in order to challenge
such distorted portrayals of Hispanos (Goldman: 1996).

Furthermore,

Gallegos says that he can taste differences in the soil. Gallegos states th at to
other people the fact that it is raining m ight inspire a comm ent such as "Oh, it's
raining." But to Joe, w hen it rains, you'll hear "Fuck! It's raining" (J. Gallegos:
11/30/94). His consciousness of soil, weather, and vegetation is raised because
of its im pact on his life. In this sense, his family's farm is not just a financial
investment. The C orpus Aquino ranch is an emotional as well as cultural
investment fused w ith memory and identity. He also teaches us that it is very
difficult to run a farm. He tells of people he knows literally "going crazy"
because fanning w as so difficult for them. But by the sam e token, sustainable
farming is m arked by its efficiency, according to Gallegos. He discusses the
growth of trees and plants around the acequias. W hen there is growth around the
acequias, there is less erosion, Gallegos points out. The desire for this kind of
growth is another reason why many farmers do not like to cement their ditches.
By contrast, center pivot irrigation wastes w ater and the w ater is introduced by
machinery, not by gravity. More commercial agricultural practices are geared
toward m anipulation of the land, not tow ard working w ith it. When one visits
Joe's family’s farm, one finds that they grow m any types of crops on his land.
This crop diversity is an important aspect of Hispano agroecology. H ispano land
use features the riparian long lot, which is m easured in varas (see glossary). The
long lot is a long, narrow piece of land. This strip of land contains a huge variety
of pinon and juniper trees, streams, wetlands, a great exam ple of biodiversity. By
contrast, the land surrounding the square grid plots often used for large
agricultural com panies is barren, scalded by over-grazing (Ibid.: 11/30/94).
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Practically, Gallegos communicates through his method of fanning. Gallegos
believes in sustainable agriculture. By sharing with others his philosophy of
responsible growing, he may help fight for the continuation of the ow nership
and m anagem ent of the watershed by the people of San Luis .
The NEH project helps us to keep in check the harmful potential of hum an
ignorance tow ard environm ental-sociocultural interdependence. We cannot
allow a m ental separation betw een process and commodity, or product, to occur
with the grow ing of food. Some m en and w om en with whom I have spoken
about these issues have commented on w hat they see as the attem pted "break
up" (See La sierra Fall 1995/W inter 1996 newsletter) or the Anglo "buying out" of
their com m unity’s land which has contributed to the threat of damage to their
watershed, which La Sierra Foundation has fought to buy back from the Taylor
Ranch, for instance. O w ner of Taylor Ranch, Zachary Taylor, is a timber baron
and descendant of General Zachary Taylor who originally came to the area
which h ad been Mexico in 1847. H e is in a battle with Hispanos over land
irrigation rights. As a recent New York Times article outlines, "Mr. Taylor's 121square-mile sw ath of rugged m ountains is dom inated by Culebra Peak, one of
only two peaks over 14,000 feet in Colorado that are privately held" (Nezv York
Times, M arch 27,1997). Many farmers in San Luis talk about looking for the
"aguila" w hich is form ed by snow pack every year on the Culebra, to see w hat
kind of spring they will have, how m uch w ater they will have. Recent logging in
the area has sparked huge protest by locals. Pena, co-P.I. for the NEH project,
stepped dow n as Director of La Sierra (which argued for the buying back of land)
and is now coordinator of Salva Tu Sierra (Save Your Land), a group involved in
protest action geared to stopping the logging, and any other threats to the
environm ent and local traditions in the San Luis Valley. The timber cutting on la
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sierra threatens to destroy the w ay of life below it (irrigation practices, for
instance). Hispano agroecology demands that one w orks with the land, but
Taylor is w orking tow ard profit and against the local cultural landscape. As Joe
Gallegos told the New York Times reporter, "Every time they cut a tree, more snow
is exposed to the sun...we know it will come dow n faster. We don't need a
scientist to tell us that" (Ibid.). Respect for the land is key in H ispano
agroecology and m em ory plays an important role in this system. Researcher
Sariya Jarasviroj has collected cognitive maps of com m unity m em bers' land and
acequias to docum ent the cultural geography and the im portance of la Sierra to
each farm (la Sierra refers to "the Commons," the m ountains above San Luis
which play a key cultural, historical, and environm ental role in the lives of
Hispanos who live here, b u t which is currently ow ned by the Taylor Ranch. This
land is under dispute because historically it has belonged to the Hispanos and
Indians in the area). As Gallegos argues, we need to look at w hom and what we
affect by our actions. Gallegos asks: "Whose w atershed am I affecting by
building a frame house" (J. Gallegos: 11/30/94)? His com m ent further
highlights the need to docum ent interdependence of water, land, food, and
people. One can argue th at blind encroachment indeed follows a m indset of
separation. This same kind of m indset has caused num erous problem s in
Australia for aboriginals, w hich Bruce Chatwin described in The Songlines (1987).
d. Reciprocity: Rom antic o r Strategic?
The inseparable quality of food’s private and public spaces and the effect
we have on others is at issue in a discussion of food. For instance, while I was
visiting San Luis in May of 1995,1 was with Joe Gallegos while he plowed an acre
and a half of his neighbor Kaber's land. Later, Kaber came w ith fuel which he
had paid for to fill up the tractor's tank. Gallegos tried to pay Kaber for the fuel.
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Kaber said "no" in response to Gallegos and said that Gallegos could "just buy
(Kaber) a meal" (Kaber: 5/15/95) Edwin (Kaber's son) said "buy me a pizza!"
Kaber followed u p w ith the comment, "O.K. you can buy m y kid a pizza" (Ibid.).
A second m anifestation of food offering in place of (or in addition to)
payment took place w hen Joe and I w ent to Chama. H e had agreed to plow a
field for a local m an. W hen we got to the guy's house, w e w aited around for a
long time. He w as not there and a wom an w ho greeted us said that he was
coming and asked if Joe could wait. When the m an finally came to tell which
section to plow of his land, he said, "so do you w ant to get $50.00 (as they had
obviously agreed upon earlier) or I can pay you more." Joe refused to be paid
more than the originally agreed upon $50.00. Gallegos said instead, "just buy me
a meal" (Gallegos: 5/14/95).
In the tractor, Joe Gallegos said he prefers paying w ith seed for land for
the co-op, etc., rather than money because seed is m uch m ore tangible, a sounder
investment. If he gives money to people, Gallegos argues, that he does not know
where it will go—w ho will use it, w hat it will be used for. Gallegos says money
might just be used for administrative matters, but seed he can be assured will be
used for the land, w hich is Joe's main priority. Gallegos' take on the exchange
issue illuminates the expression "seed money." Seed m oney, then, at least in this
case, is a tangible reinforcement of philosophical and financial investment. Seed
money contributes to communal security. In another sense, it seems that
Gallegos is im plying that money distorts, while seeds clarify. With seeds, as
Gallegos dem onstrates, the purpose is clear. Of course, people are not prevented
from selling seed they may get from Joe. It is hard to know , ultimately, where
the seed will go. But at least by providing people w ith seed, he can make sure
that his request for it to be planted back into the com m unity is clear.
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Devon Pena said th at he h ad once suggested to Joe that his neighbor
buying him a meal is an exam ple of the oldest form of food exchange. Joe's
immediate response was: "Don't romanticize my doing favors for neighbors."
This focus on "oldness" reveals a double-edged subtext. O ldness can be seen
positively as historical interdependence, but it can also be romanticized. As Pena
explains it, Gallegos sim ply w ants to help cultivate other people's land
(neighbors who use the sam e w ater) so that everyone can keep the water. If
people are not using the w ater to irrigate the land, then they m ay lose their w ater
rights in the future. M eanwhile, people in Denver are coveting the w ater in San
Luis—which Gallegos points o u t is scarce, anyway. But th e m ore local people use
the water to grow food, the m ore it nurtures everyone's fanning. This point
helps outline the interdependence betw een community m em bers in San Luis as
well the interdependence of San Luis and neighboring tow ns. So, Gallegos
suggests that we should look at individuals' interdependence, which emphasizes
an obligation to the land, rather than other people's constructions of "romantic"
reciprocity. This com m unity does consist of people w ho help each other. I may
inquire about the best person to consult about matanzas, for instance, and people
will recommend one person or another. I also know of people sharing food w ith
neighbors, deer meat, empanaditas (turnovers with sweet sh red d ed beef, raisins,
cinnamon inside). But w hat p a rt of this exchange creates obligation a n d /o r an
asymmetric relationship is unclear. There is certainly a great deal of food
sharing. When I visit several people's homes right after one another, I usually
become gorged w ith food. I am offered and feel obligated to eat a lot of food,
especially during Christm astim e. But w e should not rom anticize the collective as
a homogeneous group w hich harkens back to a "simpler" tim e. Bourdieu's
discussion of the complicated culture of exchange supports Gallegos' argu m e n t
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for steering clear of rom anticizing. Bourdieu's rem inder of the reality of the
uncertainty of tem porality reinforces the idea that there are not mechanized
"norms and niles" (Bourdieu: 1977). Bourdieu states: "We are a long way, too,
from norms and rules: doubtless there are slips, m istakes, and moments of
clumsiness to be observed here as elsewhere" (Ibid.: 8). R ather than pinning
dow n the "science" of ritual so that we see it as "detemporalized" (Ibid.) or
ahistorical, Bourdieu helps reintroduce the idea of strategy, not rule (Ibid.),
which illuminates Gallegos' argument.
Foremost in our discussion of food in the southern C olorado/northern
New Mexico site m ust be the rem inder that water is crucial to everything we
grow. Overall, the field consultants in the San Luis valley argue that the San Luis
w atershed holds the key to this community and to everything that is grown on it.
Sustainable agriculture, or any other type of agriculture for that m atter, is
inextricably linked to the presence of water. The m ost im portant aspect of
fanning, any kind of farm ing (big business or subsistence), is the water. If one
does not have water, one does not have farms. There is also an ineffective
concentration on "efficiency," which proposes the use of fossil fuels and
machinery. By contrast, m any farmers I have interviewed try to cut down on
fossil fuel dependency. By the same to k en , Charles Bowden, in his work Killing
the Hidden Waters: The slow destruction of water resources in the southwest (1977),
points out the repercussions of reliance on machines and fossil fuels. With this
reliance, both Gallegos an d Bowden argue, comes a false sense of security. This
security stems from the ability to produce more food, m ore quickly. But, as
Bowden points out, m ore food means also the need for m ore fertilizer, more
fossil fuel dependency, an d m ore water use. Gallegos states in regard to his own
farm:
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I think this farm saves a lot of m oney on not having to put any money
into pum ps and electricity and irrigation systems..., I mean, sure it's
antiquated but yet it's m odem in certain ways. Well, you have to think
about the efficiency at the end of your rows, having some trees out
there...We look at this farm and the im pact that the old timers had from
the m odem day system...They cut the trees down...there was the
mentality, it was the old paradigm that production was clear fields and it
was totally wrong, it was totally w rong. (J. Gallegos: 2 /5/95)
In the above statement is the focus on "efficiency." This term is consistently used
by farmers I have interviewed to underscore the importance of the sustainable
agriculture/big business agriculture contrast. This contrast sheds light on the
pow er of place in people's consciousness. In their narratives, I see how
imaginings of place have changed, how, realistically, the landscape has changed,
and I see a plan of action tow ard w hat w e can do to rectify or repair certain
changes. But these plans of action are strategically used to dem onstrate the
efficiency of farming and acequia practices but also to question colonialist erasure
of Hispano culture. For example, an analysis of Gallegos’s narrative above
reveals that the "m odem day system" w as flawed and attempted to erase older
Hispano practices. In this statement, Gallegos obviously reveres the old-timers,
showing that w hat they had been doing can be seen as "totally right," in contrast
to the "modem day system's" "totally wrong" impact. Like other narratives in
this thesis, Teresa Vigil’s for instance, antiquity is not scoffed at, but valued and
now reclaimed. There is irony in the juxtaposition of "antiquated" and "modem"
(antes and ahora). What Anglo Americans m ay see as more "profitable" or
"modem" is more expensive. Vigil states in regard to herbs that we think we are
progressing by using mainstream medicine, but we are actually "regressing."
Herbs, like sustainable farms, are represented in these narratives as m ore
practical, not as expensive, and are part of a paradigm which is more
environmentally sensitive. This paradigm of the "old-timers" involves less
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machinery, less fossil fuel use, less "raping" of the land. As Gallegos argues, part
of Anglo encroachm ent w as the idea that we should "cut the trees down." It did
not work. In both H ispano farm ing and in herbal usage, one w orks w ith the
land, not against it. This agroecological m odel runs throughout the narratives
here and informs the ideological pow er of place.
Parallel to the link betw een these practices and "place" in people's
consciousness is the idea that food can be gathered from one's land and that
m any parts of an anim al are used in cooking. Even in an urban area like
Philadelphia, in people's expressions of food, the matanza and food products
from the matanza figure largely in their presentations of place. For instance, as
we will see, both Alma Roja and Federico Santoyo em phasize barbacoa de cabeza.
They both discuss food practices that have their origins on the ranchos of Mexico.
Therefore, place significantly figures into food narratives. A nd it is easy to see
why. For people in C olorado/N ew Mexico, food and herbs are often grow n on
the land and used directly in people's kitchens. In the Philadelphia site, as we
will see, the focus on place also involves a self-exoticization. This self
presentation, I argue, is p art of a reclaiming of space, a cultural assertion of
ownership. Above, Gallegos's expression of the term "old-timers" suggests an
ideological stance of oldness as ownership, oldness as power.
While seeing food as an arena of memory, one recognizes that food is a
production of goods as well as symbolic processes. W ith the food w e consume
and produce every day comes a history of power relationships. In the realm of
non-local and non-sustainable agricultural production and education, then, is the
notion that w hat is once "unnatural" becomes "natural." This juxtaposition is
helpful when one listens to Gallegos. He tells the story of relatives going to
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agriculture school w here they ultimately, in his opinion, learn to be actually less
efficient.
Efficiency can be defined differently at various tim es, depending on who
does the defining. In the sam e way, the value of som ething changes (is flexible)
with each p erson’s new perception. The "increase" in value of things, however,
can affect individuals, towns, and countries in profound ways. Gallegos has
taught m e to think critically about our consum ption and production of food.
Sylvia Rodriguez, in her chapter on notions of ethnicity and tourism in the John
Van Ness and Charles Briggs-edited Land, Water, Culture: New Perspectives on
Hispanic Land Grants (1987), discusses two aspects of ethnicity. She quotes Dean
M acCannell’s terms, "constructed" and "reconstructed" ethnicity to show how
ethnicity has both the qualities of self-conscious boundary m aintenance of
insiders and deliberate interpretation and public display of ethnicity (by both
insiders an d outsiders). In this discussion, who is constructing ethnicity is the
key. Furtherm ore, an extension of this two-sided notion of ethnicity is the often
dam aging (outside) interpretation of others' needs or desires. As Joe Gallegos
points out, the old-timers' paradigm for growing vegetables shifted due to
"outside" suggestive training. For example, Joe's relatives started to cut down
trees around the acequias (irrigation ditch system) because they w ere taught in
agriculture schools that in order to grow things, one m ust clear the land.
Gallegos also discusses the cementing of some acequias. In a sense, the farmers,
Gallegos implies, began to doubt their old systems of grow ing, m uch to the
detrim ent of their crops (Gallegos: 5/14/95). Nonetheless, this shift may have
been responsible for eventual damage to the crops. As Joe states, the appearance
of a w orm on the crops in the 1960's came shortly after the old-tim ers began to
clear the fields (Ibid.: 2 /5 /9 5 ).
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Fundam entally, though, Hispano agroecology is not characterized by such
practices as "clearing the fields." In contrast, the environm entally sound Hispano
agroecosystems are characterized by sustainable practices, as opposed to
agribusiness m onocultures. Below Pena outlines features of "Chicano"
agroecosystems:
1) a riparian long-lot cultural geography characterized by multiple life zones and
ecotones;
2) the use of acequia irrigation systems;
3) the clustering of wildlife habitats and farming landscapes;
4) a tradition of local and regional land races (native heirloom crop varieties);
5) the use of natural pest and weed controls w ith beneficial effects for soil fertility
and erosion control;
6) the sim ultaneous production of row crops, forage crops, pastures and livestock,
and hence an integrated approach to soil conservation and range management;
7) a preference for polycultures and rotational intercropping;
8) the adoption of new soil, pasture and w ater conservation practices;
9) a low level of m echanization and a preference for hum an and animal power;
10) the increasing com m on practice of restoration ecology (to repair damaged
lands);
11) a tendency tow ards autarkic prosum ption (production for use and
exchange);
12) the m aintenance of access to traditional common lands for wood harvesting,
hunting, fishing, lim ited rotational pasturing and wildcrafting; and
13) an increasingly self-organized and complex set of relationships with a
variety of m arket and governm ental institutions (Pena: 1995: 9) Therefore, in
contrast to H ispano practices which do not favor pesticides or monocultures, the
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introduction and some Hispano adoption of Anglo Am erican practices such as
Gallegos describes above in the case of trees being cut d ow n can be directly
linked to some crop damage. Pena is careful to point out that not all Chicanos
use these practices but for the m ost part the above practices can be considered
both traditional and m odem and are "prominent enough in m ost Upper Rio
Grande microbasins (both historically and contemporaneously) to warrant their
inclusion in an ideal-type model" (Ibid.: 10)
In contrast to Anglo American square-grid plots of land, I have mentioned
above that Hispanos use the riparian long-lot structure, a Franco-Iberian
settlem ent pattern, originally Roman (Pena, citing Powell, 1890,1962, and
How ard, 1952), w ith which to organize their land (See diagram from Pena: 1995,
in appendix). The square-grid plots contrast with the riparian long lot system
which allows for one farm to have many life zones on its property. The long lot
(or extension in Spanish, also called tira and vara, and porcion in south Texas) is
more efficient than the square grid plot for the following reasons:
The square-grid system is incompatible with the topographical
features and hydrographic boundaries of ecosystems in the
interm ountain West; it is inconsistent with the lay of the land, water
and native hum an communities. Anglo Americans, coming from the
east to settle in this region, adopted the square-grid topography of the
1785 land ordinance. This land-use pattern hom ogenized natural and
cultural landscapes by requiring the removal of w oodlands, forests,
wetlands and other natural and cultural features th at were considered
obstacles to the mechanized economies-of-scale favored by Anglo
Americans. (Ibid.)
Sylvia Rodriguez writes about Taos, New Mexico, an area where I have
also done fieldwork, in Embudo, Valdez, and Arroyo Seco, w ith its explosion of
tourism and developm ent of a ski industry and its effect on the people who have
lived and owned land in Taos and surrounding areas for m any generations. In
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addition, she comments on the inter-group and intra-group tension and dialogue
betw een Anglo-Americans, Native Americans, and Hispanos regarding these
issues. A lthough the Taos situation is different from that of San Luis (San Luis
does not have the same am ount of tourism), there is still the encroachm ent on
San Luis by moneyed and often self-interested parties. For instance, the Battle
M ountain Gold Mine Com pany bought thousands of acres of bosque (forest)
above the San Luis w atershed w here this company was conducting cyanideleaching to extract gold. Their existence complicated matters betw een some
com m unity members in San Luis (some com m unity members worked at the
mine). I rem ember being at a restaurant w ith one field consultant and running
into some people who worked at the mine. The hostility was palpable. My
com panion expressed frustration tow ard the m ine workers and criticized w hat
he described as a complacency in some young m en and wom en in the
community. H e stated that although they w ere driving new cars now, w hen the
mine eventually closed the people who w orked for the mine would be in a
desperate situation. They may have also lost some of their farm ing skills,
according to m y companion. The shift in this labor could mean these families
will later lose their familiarity with farm ing and may be in debt, thinking that the
presence of the mine will be long term. We m ust also remind ourselves that
although som e members of a town m ay accept a job at a mine, for example, it
certainly does not signify a willingness on the part of a community as a whole to
"sell out" the environm ent (see Pena, 1992). The mine also posed dam aging
repercussions to the land and water w hich are so crucial to the people of San
Luis. O n another occasion, I was with a field consultant who w as arguing w ith
mine adm inistrators w ho had "lost" environm ental reports regarding cyanide
levels.
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D uring one of our conversations, Joe Gallegos contested the prevailing
attitude of large business interests w hich portray the introduction of such entities
as the Battle M ountain Gold Mine Com pany or Stone Forest Industries (Taylor
Ranch) as not "unnatural" (Ibid.). Nevertheless, as Gallegos pointed o u t before
the closing of the mine, "if the m ine is shut down, he can guarantee he and his
farm w ill be safer" (Ibid.).
Charles Briggs discusses the land and w ater struggles w ith Pueblo
Q uem ado land grant in Cordova, New Mexico and the "demise of the pastoral
com ponent of the economy" which has been caused in large part according to
m any locals by the introduction of the "floresta" or "national forest" (Briggs &
Van Ness: 1987: 231). He writes: "The elders often note that the land becam e less
fertile at about this time. The situation is related to the breakdown of cooperative
labor patterns that resulted from the need to leave the community in search of a
job...The m en found it necessary to travel to other states to obtain jobs; such
em ploym ent included el traque (section gangs), las papas (potato picking) and
other farm work, la borrega (sheepherding), and las minas (mines and smelters)"
(Ibid.). Post-colonial (which is actually still punctuated by present colonial
concerns, see V. Shiva, 1992, for m ore discussion) disenfranchisement w hich both
Mintz and W eismantel discuss, becomes sharpened when there existed
previously, and still exists, a com m unal interdependence which is threatened by
Anglo enterprise (See S. Rodriguez, 1987, for a discussion of resistance, boundary
m aintenance, and ethnicity). One field consultant comments that it is h ard to
find good labor to help out on the farm. Many of the m en he grew up w ith, he
thinks, face the danger of losing their sensitivity to the land. This field consultant
argues that it is possible to make a good living on this land, but m any people
initially saw the Battle Mountain Gold mine as a "way out," as a "quicker, easier"
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way to make a living. As this field consultant puts it (paraphrasing) they either
don't want to work on the land anym ore or they have forgotten. They have
gotten soft (Personal communication: 5/14/95).
But we m ust rem em ber that the core issue of this study is n o t the so-called
break-up of a com m unity over the introduction of the mine com pany. As the
NEH project suggests, com m unity "devolution" is a fallacy. Com m unity
members are very active and have a long history of environm ental awareness,
which has inspired groups such as La Sierra and Salva Tu Sierra. In contrast to
Briggs' statement regarding the "breakdown of cooperative labor patterns"
(Briggs & Van Ness: 231), I have discussed that there was effective m obilization
against the mine and the logging operation. The majority of people have not
become "soft." In fact, m any of the people of San Luis are w orking together to
increase the success of their co-op and sustainable agriculture. There still exists
an interdependence of water, land, animals, insects, trees, "weeds," and hum ans
which one finds on the C orpus Aquino (Gallegos) ranch, for instance. This
interdependence is w hat Joe is trying to sustain on his ow n farm a n d which he
believes can still be achieved. But we m ust recognize that the m ost im portant
aspect of the farm is the water. In the sixties, in San Luis there w as a w orm that
was going after the alfalfa, which had never happened before. The removal of an
aspect of this interdependent cycle is w hat may have sparked the appearance of
the worm. Joe rem inds us that the Hispano Farms research project m ay be linked
to the documentation of history, ethnoscience, and culture, but fundam entally
this research m ust be grounded in our most basic needs: w ater and land. As
Briggs remarks: "The displacem ent of the subsistence economy, the prevalence
of wage labor, commercialization and a large influx of Anglo-Americans into the
region have w rought deep changes in the fabric of communities such as
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Cordova" (Briggs & Van Ness: 234). As the elders put it, "ya se acabo todo" (1987:
232). Gallegos and m any others in the San Luis Valley are w orking so that
changes such as those described above are not irreparable,
e. Teresa Vigil does not call herself a "curandera": Boundary-making and re
learning in remedios usage
Teresa Vigil, a w om an known in her community for her knowledge of
herbs, does not call herself a "curandera." She simply states that she uses remedios
to keep herself healthy and recommends that people use plants medicinally as
well as to sustain good health. Vigil is a licensed vocational nurse and gives
m any lectures about holistic issues. She has a greenhouse in w hich she grows
her plants for her teas, poultices, and meals. She states th at in her family there
was a Native American w om an named Guadalupe who healed people through
plants and herbs. She describes this wom an as having an im portant impact on
her life. Vigil argues that remedios can help one live one's life in a healthier way,
but do not necessarily heal (once a person is sick) in all cases. From Vigil we
learn that remedios reflect a system of knowledge filled w ith nuance and subtlety,
which requires that one understand the system before one uses remedios. In
addition, this knowledge is delicate and intricate. A prescription for the use of
remedios changes from person to person.
In her book Tango and the political economy of passion (1995), Marta E.
Savigliano discusses European attem pts to "domesticate" the tango at the turn of
the century to fit a European "taste" (Savigliano: 1995:122). This notion of
sanitation and cultural as well as physical (land, water, wildlife) co-optation may
influence the way in w hich some people, having their cultures encroached upon
for hundreds of years, can regard their ow n cultural items. In this, as some may
term it, "postcolonial" present, which is really not postcolonial at all because
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there still exist forms of colonizing; cultural, economic, geographical, literary,
political, one finds fierce protection o f cultural ownership. But there is also, as
Teresa Vigil and Yvette Gallegos point out, the outcome of "forgetting" (Personal
communication: 12/03/95) In Decem ber of 1995, Vigil rem arked th at there needs
to be a "re-leaming" of herbal usage am ong the Valley people because,
historically, they were forced to feel as if they should not use herbal remedies,
possibly to feel "ashamed" to use them . Historically, of course, and presently,
"conventional" medicine continues to attem pt to invalidate both Anglo and
H ispano m ental associations with their o w n "alternative health system s"
(O'Connor: 1995). People like Vigil are w orking hard to help people reclaim
remedios, and to demonstrate their useful qualities. As stated above, Vigil speaks
at m any conferences to re-establish the validity and need for herbalism .
Savigliano's idea of sanitation discussed above relates to Vigil’s statement
regarding "re-leaming" herbal usage so that it is a form of non-"threatening"
(Vigil: 12/95) knowledge for Hispanos. Vigil talks about the fear of Hispanos
being perceived by their com m unity m em bers as "brujas" if they use herbs, for
instance. Vigil says that people in the San Luis Valley (the younger generation
for example, according to Vigil) are beginning to "re-educate" them selves to the
uses of herbs and preventative diet. Vigil says that people are beginning to
realize more and more that to use herbs does not mean that they are "bruja," as
she puts it (Vigil: 12/16/95). Vigil further states that "modem" m edicine seems
to be actually "regressing" rather than progressing. It is true, as Vigil points out,
that "modem" people are flying to the m oon, etc. But on the other hand,
"modem" people are also regressing to the point where their m edicines are not
w orking as well. She theorizes that people are regressing to the p o in t w here
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infectious agents build their resistance to certain drugs. H um ans then need more
drugs, but the effectiveness of drugs to combat disease lessens.
Vigil recom m ends that we use herbs in food and tea preventatively so that
we become healthier. M odem medicines, Vigil implies, provide "stop-gap"
measures. Vigil is careful to point out, though, th at m ainstream m edicine is also
im portant and should be used for serious illnesses and emergencies (i.e. surgery).
She recommends herbal usage for preventative purposes, chronic afflictions and
pains, rather than for acute disease. Vigil also talks about the psychological
benefits of drinking herbal teas, which also relates to Mary Douglas' notion, in
"Deciphering a Meal" (1972: 71), of marking off certain meals or drinks. The
associative com ponent of drinking tea, for instance, is important, according to
Vigil. Vigil often tells clients or neighbors that "this will make you feel better"
(Vigil: 12/16/95). She gives them a cup of tea because she thinks the positive
suggestion is helpful. For this same reason Vigil likes the work of Bemie Segal
w ho has w orked for years w ith cancer patients an d the positive healing effects of
laughter. Vigil states: "...but remember when you're having herbs, it's doing
something for you. We eat a piece of candy, it doesn’t do much for you, does it?
Maybe (it makes you) a little happy because you ate the piece of chocolate, or
whatever, but w hen you have a cup of tea with herbs, it does som ething for you,
depending on the herb...a cup of tea is kind of even looked on as that relaxing
time. 'Come in and have a cup of tea, you know"’ (Vigil: 12/16/95).
The need now for "re-leaming" is an outcom e of Anglo co-optation of
Hispano healing practices. Now there seems to be an Anglo fascination with
Hispano herbal usage and knowledge, similar to w hat Savigliano calls the
European consum ption and "management” of tango (Savigliano: 1995:121). In a
similar way, either herbs have been shunned by "modem," "conventional"
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medicine, or herbs or other im portant cultural items are "embraced" and "co
opted" by European-Americans (i.e. the New Age movement). Either way, this
can be a difficult dance and relates to how some people in the San Luis Valley
m ay see their ow n historical traditions of herbalism as "threatening" (Vigil:
12/16/95). Savigliano states: ",Primitiveness, in the tango form of'instinctual'
passion, was a healing dance practice for the 'decadent,' 'civilized'
Europeans...Although glam orized 'instinct' was desirable on the stage in order to
suit the colonizer's taste for the exotic, tango's wild passion required tam ing to fit
the shy bodies of the bourgeois commoners" (Savigliano: 1995:122). Vigil
discusses going to a conference in San Francisco where she m et m any different
people who used herbs, crystals, visualization, and who m ade hem p clothing.
Vigil has an openness to those New Age traditions. Yet Vigil also seems
cautious. She points out that, for instance, Native American sw eat lodges, which
are similar to hom e-m ade saunas used with ritual, are sacred. She implies that
one should not use lightly som ething which carries profound m eaning to another
community. Here arises the issue of ownership, protection of one's traditions,
and the dangers of co-optation. Vigil implies that m any co-opted traditions and
rituals are im portant to those who have historically used them. If these traditions
are used out of their ritual contexts, they may be abused or m isunderstood.
According to Vigil, the im portance of younger generations of Hispanos using
herbal traditions of the Valley is clear. It seems that the now trendy and
simultaneous "exoticization" and "acceptance" of herbalism is related to the
history of European-American "modem" medicine's strong hold on the business
of healing or treating sym ptom s, and attem pted obliteration/appropriation of
remedios and other forms of alternative health systems (Ginsburg: 1989).
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I argue that p a rt of the sacredness of such knowledge comes w ith a respect
for land, water, place. In all of the narratives I have analyzed, there is an
ideological underpinning of interconnectedness of place and food (w hether we
are talking about the grow ing of food, the wildcrafting of native herbs, or the
consum ption of a meal). In the following chapter on Philadelphia, w e will see
the link between place and food articulated through a contrast betw een here and
there. These juxtapositions in narratives reveal how place supports symbolically
people’s public construction of self. But this linkage is not only symbolic, but has
immediate relevance in people’s lives. For instance, in Colorado and new
Mexico, we are introduced to a contested terrain on which food rem ains a hefty
commodity. In addition, all of the C olorado/N ew Mexico narratives touch upon
the importance of in situ knowledge of a place-centered agroecology in order to
better understand the foods which are eaten and the remedios w hich are used. In
Philadelphia, Alma Roja complains that because of health codes she is not
allowed to cook barbacoa de cabeza. She also describes ranchos w here one can
sample fresh milk and cheese, none of which she states a person can experience
here. W ithout a respect for diverse ways of living, the race for "resources" and
profit gains seeks to dom inate any more effective forms of healing. Savigliano's
discussion of the colonization of tango is helpful here because it dem onstrates the
historical implications of a disregard for the complexity of cultural traditions.
This disregard dow nplays cultural ownership and border-m aking, colonizing
others' knowledge. There is also the big business of drug com panies' co-optation
of certain herbs for allopathic use. But, in the case of tango, for instance, the
notion of authenticity m ust be questioned in the first place. Tango, according to
Savigliano, was culturally constructed, and so possibly w hat we now think of as
tango was constructed by outsiders under the "colonizing gaze" (Ibid.).
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Therefore, Savigliano implies, one can think of tango as another example of
Mintz's idea of the u n natural becoming natural (Mintz: 1985) so that outsiders
may stereotypically regard tango as Argentina’s "national" dance w ithout paying
attention to self-definition.
f. "What Grandma used": The reclaiming of remedios and preventative diet
practices
The new er border-m aking and affirmation of cultural ownership of
remedio usage is reinvigorating H ispano cultural m em ory. In the narratives
examined here is a sense that m ainstream medicine has contributed to a loss of
traditional memory. A reclaiming of remedio usage is necessary. Vigil notes that
many young people come to her and want her to teach them about herbs. They
w ant to leam w hat Vigil says m any of their people have "forgotten." Vigil
alludes to a kind of "collective forgetting" which comes out of an increasing
dominance of a post-Enlightenm ent "m odem ” m edicine in the nineteenth and
twentieth centuries. W hat m ay or may not be "m odem " about mainstream
medical practices is a cultural construct. Mainstream m edical practice should not
be seen as some ahistorical, atemporal, unquestionable force, but as "historical,"
and therefore a changeable or im perm anent entity. The people in the Valley,
Vigil states, are "remembering" w hat herbs Grandm a used, for instance, and
reincorporating these herbs and traditions into their cyclical and daily
consumption. The phrase used by Vigil here seems to m ark the role of the
grandm other, the role of wom en, to be im portant to the division of labor. In the
phrase, "what G randm other used," Vigil reveals who (women) may have been in
her family the focal providers of herbal medicinal strategies and practices.
According to Vigil, the role of midwife (partera), historically, has been assum ed
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by a woman. W omen's role as herbalist a n d /o r m idw ife is also used in cooking
in the realm of preventative diet and medicine. Vigil states:
...we have a lot of herbs that our people really, som e of them don't
know about...some of our people say, "I d idn't know that w as good."
See w hat happened here is probably a midwife or some person more
knowledgeable or w ho passed down tradition knew about (these
traditions), and w hen some of that died out, due to medicine, they may
say, "aah! That's all hogwash!" That’s w hat happened...but there are
still some people around who have listened and w ho have grasped it,
and that's w hy w e're re-leaming to teach our ow n people, because a lot
of them...forgot w h at Grandma used...when they d id n ’t have these
things available to them because a long time ago people didn't have
cars. I rem em ber as a little girl, it was rare to see a car going down the
street, now you see them , you go into tow n and you can't even cross
the road. But there w eren't any cars and I rem em ber a m an down the
street had a little Ford with the running boards on it and it would
"putt-putt" by here and he had something like thirteen kids, and...it
was rare so a lot of people didn't get to the m ountains to pick (herbs)
and they forgot. But maybe in the back of their m ind there was
something, but they couldn't tell you w hat it was. That's w hy Michael
Moore had a hard tim e writing up his book, Remedios de la gente, it was
not very detailed, b u t now he’s gotten a lot of inform ation and I think
the locals w ho w ere able to supply him w ith that kind of information
but due to lack of education, due to repression because you were
looked on as a bruja, that those were old-fashioned ideas, and things,
and they repressed a lot of that in our people.
(Vigil: 12/16/95).
Many interesting symbolic connections are being m ade in the above statement.
Vigil seems to point out th at because of greater use of autom obiles, people did
not get to the m ountains to pick (on foot). One m ight think that automobiles
w ould enable people to drive to the mountains and therefore, w ould lead to
greater herbal usage, not less. Nonetheless, she underscores this point about cars
w ith the argum ent that people forgot how to use herbs. As self-designated
cultural representatives "re-leaming to teach our ow n people," in the majority of
the place narratives, people like Vigil try to revitalize cultural m emory. Whether
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we are talking about sustainable farms, canning, cooking, or remedios, here is the
underlying prem ise of com bating repercussions of colonialism.
In the above excerpt, the fear of being perceived as a bmja is profoundly
connected to the dom inance of m ainstream medical practices. Although the use
of the w ord "bruja" above reveals that the people using this w ord about other
Hispanos are cultural insiders (people w ho speak Spanish, and presum ably are
Hispanos), I argue that there is a recognition of inside/outside juxtapositions.
Vigil states above that both the outside and inside perception for m any years was
that this local knowledge w as "old-fashioned." In addition, in the last sentence,
Vigil uses the pronoun "they" to mark outside forces which led to repression of
local medicinal practices in, as she states, "our people." Historically, these
"forces" were not just targeting indigenous practices but "by the early 1800s,
American physicians were competing w ith midwives, local healers, homeopaths,
and increasingly, abortionists" (Ginsburg, 1989: 25, citing Mohr, 1978: 32-37). The
ambitions of the physicians in their cam paign for professionalization led to the
demonizing of wom en w ho worked at healing others but who did not conform to
the models of the "regulars, trained at established medical schools in traditions of
rational research according to an allopathic medical model (and) were interested
in finding w ays to restrict and control this virtually open market" (Ginsburg:
1989: 25). One way to restrict the market was to prohibit legislative "irregulars"
from practicing medicine in general. The American Medical Association (AMA),
which was founded in 1847, and physicians and legislators in general, were
instrumental in doing just that.
Therefore, this "repression" about which Vigil talks above is not only local
perception but was a w idespread nineteenth century social campaign, a
campaign of which the m ost dam aging facets were felt and are still recognized in
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places like Colorado and N ew Mexico. To drive home the notion of place and its
link to herbs (and food in general), Vigil's image of the old Ford "putt-putting"
dow n the m ain street in San Luis, reveal how the cultural landscape has changed
(with more cars, for instance) an d is inextricably linked in these narratives to
local medicinal, creative, and culinary practices. Many of the narratives here also
emphasize the introduction of superm arkets and "trendy" restaurants which
connect place and food. But just as Vigil does in the above excerpt, these
narratives em phasize a duality of experience in the sense that there is a
consciousness of then and now , inside and outside. These contrasts are not only
symbolic of "amnesiac recollections," Vigil herself uses the term "forgetting," due
to repression, but they are vehicles for placing blame w here blam e is due. We
have seen how Joe Gallegos does this when he talks about the outside
introduction of harm ful and inefficient farming practices. But this experiential
duality also encom passes the em pow ering images of place. Vigil mentions all of
the local knowledge w hich w as supplied to Michael Moore for his book Remedios
de la Gente. The above excerpt suggests herbal resistance. Michael Moore is not
mentioned because he is an "expert." He is mentioned because "local people"
supplied him w ith know ledge and the quality of his books fluctuated with what
local people could rem em ber. She states: "That's why Michael M oore has a hard
time writing up his book, Remedios de la Gente, it was not very detailed, but now
he’s gotten a lot of inform ation but due to lack of education, du e to repression
because you were looked on as a bruja, that those were old-fashioned ideas, and
things, and they repressed a lot of that in our people." A lthough Moore may be
the author, Vigil asserts cultural ownership.
The idea that som eone has something "in the back of their mind," as Vigil
remarks, conjures the complicated issue of the dangers of thinking in terms of
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"saving" folklore. "Saving folklore" implies that a "whole" tradition or "weaker"
parts of a tradition, if one buys into the notion of syncretism, which I do not, can
"die out," or be obliterated by som e "larger" force (like "modernization," for
instance). A nother com ponent of this "salvaging" would be the realistic, some
would even say, necessary b oundary maintenance which m ust occur if traditions
like herbalism a n d /o r foodw ays can sustain themselves w ithout becoming
unrecognizable to those w ho identify with them. I am not talking here about
incisive histories which speak to the vicious relationship between folklore and
Franco's regime in Spain, for instance (Fernandez: 1986; Abelian: 1980; Mitchell:
1988), or the notions of cultural hegem ony (Gramsci: 1971), or nationalism
(Anderson: 1983), w hich can dem onize forms of creative expression so that they
may symbolize for those w ho dictate w hat is "intolerable." W riters like Richard
Handler, Joycelyn Linnekin, and Terence Ranger write about the danger of
thinking that cultural m em ory can "die out." By contrast, MacCannell, Linnekin,
and Ranger think of tradition as malleable and as something to be reintegrated
and recreated in the future, not necessarily "authentic."
But MacCannell, for instance, who writes about tourism, in a sense, as a
newer "traditional" form, can tread on thin ice in the face of tourism ’s impact on
someone else's space. A sense of place is alive and well in Vigil's comments. Just
as Joe Gallegos discusses the im portance of water and the dire need to keep it,
Vigil reflects on a necessary local remembering. Possibly, though, Vigil's w ords
that this knowledge exists "in the back of one's mind," as if repressed rather than
purged, teach us an im portant lesson about cultural m emory and positionality
(Vigil: 11/95). This know ledge is testim ony not only to the fact that this local
knowledge works, b ut th at it can not only be both transformed and
transformative, but that it is still vibrant within San Luis.
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g. Preventative diet: Hispano foodways and the importance of quelites and
verdolagas
All of the interviewees discuss the importance of using greens in everyday
cooking. Two very im portant greens which are good tools in preventative diet
and are used in everyday cooking in southern Colorado and northern New
Mexico are quelites, w hich is a wild spinach, and verdolagas (purslane). These
two items are m entioned as key food items in m ore than twenty interviews.
Yvette Gallegos (Joe's mother) talks about verdolagas (purslane). As
Gallegos describes digging verdolagas up on the cordillera in San Luis, she talks
about verdolagas and quelites (lamb's quarter) as having both great flavor and as
being healthy food item s used in everyday cooking.
Quelites, a w ild plant like spinach (wild am aranth), can be sauteed or fried
with onions. Many couples I know go pick this plant together, and regard it as a
tasty dish. Verdolagas grow s close to the ground. Yvette Gallegos describes
below how verdolagas are prepared:
Yes, but you have to be very careful w ith the purslane because m any
times it's so close to the ground, and if you have hot weather and
they're w atered and you know. Three years ago Corpus and I went
out to up there near Cordillera where he had the piece you know
where, uh, oh w hat's his name, the guy w ho plants peas, real good
peas, it's so funny because, well, anyway w e w ent out to pick some
peas and I said to Corpus, "oh shoot, look at these verdolagas." So I
picked a whole, whole plastic bag full and I brought them home and I
cleaned them, thoroughly. They didn't have a bit of worms on them
because they had been watered so thoroughly and no worms on them
at all. Because w hen you cook them and you don't wash them
properly the w orm s will come up to the top of the boiling w ater and
you know this isn't very appealing, so you have to throw the whole
bunch away because you don’t know how bad they are. But if you
clean them before you boil them, or you cook them, with your food
preparation, then you're gonna' know that, w ash them really well
before you boil them because you might have, the same thing w ith the
quelite, a green that has so much dirt on it, you know, the w ind and the
rain and all this stuff. The irrigation sometimes hits the water, hits the
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land very hard and it washes the m ud on the plant. So, you have to
w ash them over and over and over again because there isn't anything
more disgusting than to eat a piece of quelite w ith dirt in it and you see
spinach in restaurants sometimes that has that dirt caked on it. But just
clean them well and boil them to the point of, you know, again, very
well cooked. Garlic, onions, the same w ay as the quelites. Garlic and
onions and, um, chile again, not powder, the caribe or seeds, you can
put, a lot of people p u t seeds, but I like the chile caribe. Just a little bit.
(Yvette Gallegos: 12/03/95)
The quelites, according to Arellano, are related to quinoa (a Native American
grain). According to Yvette Gallegos, quelites m eans "lamb's quarter."
There is another plant whose term sounds very similar to that of quelites,
which is quelites yus, sometimes called quelite de burro. Quelites yus is a plant
related to the am aranth, also termed pigweed. The dish eaten by Arellano and
Yvette Gallegos and m any others I have spoken to is just referred to as "quelites."
Yvette Gallegos also points out that there is an Aztec term for quelites, "quilitl,"
and that there is a long history associated w ith the quelites that can be dated back
to the Moors. She states: "And do you know, dear, that this goes clear back to
the Moors and the Spanish and the Mexicans, I don't know, I guess it came to
Mexico from Spain, because of the Moors, there's a history of the Moors eating
quelites, this one that we call 'lamb's quarter'" (Ibid.).
It is interesting that there is a double history for this food item, both Aztec
and Moorish usage. It could be that the Spanish explorers brought this item w ith
them and "quilitl" was a term used by the Aztecs to describe it. Like m any of the
field consultants, Gallegos links food items to historical origins. Another term
which accompanies many stories is "acequia," also believed to be introduced by
the Spaniards, w ith Moorish influences, and before that, Roman origins. O ther
terms often used and explained in relation to Aztec history, are "mixtamal" and
"comal." In regard to the matanzas (butcherings) and its food products (such as
head cheese and morcillas), some field consultants have suggested that cripto75
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Judeo (crypto-Jewish) practices influenced Spanish-Mexican butchering
traditions.
In relation to the idea that food, and "good" or "bad" diets, are related to
"good" or "bad" health, Vigil agrees that medical practitioners are beginning to
see that diet is important. She states: "Definitely. I think traditional practitioners
and medical people are beginning to realize that there definitely is the connection
to good diet. The herbs are often preventative am ong our people, traditionally.
They have been used for as long as they’ve been here and continue to (be used)"
(Ibid.). In this statement, Vigil distinguishes between indigenous (as "us"/"our
people") and non-indigenous "traditional practitioners." She is not stating here
that preventative diet is new for local people, but instead outlines how this may
be new knowledge for people w ho borrow indigenous practices. In contrast, she
asserts longevity of H ispano herbal traditions in "eating well." Vigil argues that
remedios are good because they can be a part of one’s life which can prevent
disease. Conversely, Vigil feels that "diet has a lot to do w ith diseases like
Diabetes, arthritis, heart problem s which are very high, Diabetes being one of the
very (worst) diseases of the H ispanic and Valley people..." (Ibid.).
Regarding quelites, Gallegos states that "it's actually a weed" (Personal
communication: 12/03/95), a dish w hich Grandma Elaiza used to prepare (see
journal entry, 12/03/95, attached). Gallegos further explains how quelites are
prepared:
Well, you cook it, you m ake sure that you just cook the leaves, you
know, if it's tender you can cook the stems, the stem is red. You can
cook, it's almost red, som e are green. But if it's red already and it's a
big plant, you just take the leaves, and you just use the leaves. You
clean them very well because sometimes you have a tendency if they're
growing, if the sum m er has been, if the tem perature has been very hot
you're gonna' have worms...So you have to be very careful if it’s warm.
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If you have w arm w eather you're going to have worm s, you just have
to clean them real well.
Gallegos goes on to describe the cooking process:
You cook it until it's cooked well. You can p u t your finger on it and
it just...it's just tender, it's just cooked, and you can do it like spinach
sometimes, like your regular spinach that you buy, and you just cook it
until it's just, you know, al dente, and then you p u t oil...manteca, oil,
what else, Crisco, anything that you're using to fry w ith, o.k.? Chop
up an onion, really, really well. Really well. Plenty of garlic. Fresh
garlic better. If you have the minced garlic, well use that, a lot of
people just use m inced garlic. And you kind of keep cooking it,
simmer it until all the liquid is evaporated or cooked in, so it has no
liquid, because you w ant it kind of dry. A lot of people will serve it
like this...and you p u t chile seeds, or like that chile p art right there, see
I'm gonna save those seeds. Butif you have som e of that chile, you
know, that stays on the, w hat do you call it, the stand of chile,
sometimes you have a little bit of chile, just break it off and p u t it in
with your seeds. But w hen you prepare quelites, just take a little
handful of seeds and p u t it around there. I d o n ’t know why, b ut all
Hispanic people really love quelites with beans. In fact, many people
used to serve a few beans, if they had beans they w ould put a few
beans in the quelites as they were cooking it, you know, just to
have...People will som etim es mix beans on their plate with the quelites
and just mix them up. It tastes delicious (Ibid.).
Many of the interviewees also discuss the changes some people have
m ade in their diets, for better or worse. For instance, Vigil talks about the
Diabetes Association doing a study in the Valley on diet and Gallegos talks about
using manteca. They both say they use manteca in their biscochitos. It m akes them
taste better. But as Gallegos discusses cholesterol and Vigil discussed eating less
meat, I sensed that for both Vigil and Gallegos, cooking in their families has
changed in the last thirty years. Nowadays, they state, there is a concern
regarding fat content.
Overall, I argue that outside stereotypes m ay em phasize the use of manteca
(lard) as indicative of a H ispano lack of knowledge about preventative diet.
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However, the use of greens in everyday cooking and the field consultants'
emphasis on a H ispano preventative diet suggests that the reality has been
otherwise. Connected to other forms of outside m isinterpretation which have led
to distortions about so-called lack of Hispano environm ental awareness (Pena,
1994), diet has also been misconstrued by, often Anglo American, authors (see
Cabeza de Baca, 1954, Cleofas Jaramillo, 1955).
h. Estevan Arellano and the juxtaposition between then and now: How things
have changed
In June, 1996, w hen I was visiting northern N ew Mexico, a project team
member and field consultant who was introduced at the beginning of this
section, Estevan Arellano, and I discussed some of the changes which have
occurred on his farm and at other farms in the Embudo, New Mexico area. We
talked earlier about the importation of fruits and vegetables from California and
the dominance of big superm arket chains. W hen asked if the introduction of
superm arkets dam aged the livelihood of the farms, Estevan remarked that it has
not been one of the largest reasons for change. H e states that, by contrast, "the
biggest change has been due to people working outside of the home, you know,
working for w ages (see Weismantel, 1988). Like here, for example, in Los
Alamos and Santa Fe. Now very few people plant. They all have small
orchards and they have very small gardens, but in terms of producing
something for the m arket, there’s very few" (Personal communication: 6/96).
But there have been other changes, too. As in the case of Joe Gallegos, I have
interviewed five younger men (I have only come across one woman who is a
member of the project) who returned to run the family farm. But almost all of
the interviewees point to the importance of this younger generation. Some w ent
away to college. They m oved to Utah or M ontana or California when they were
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young and have decided to return to San Luis. People in this situation are
described as "returnees" by the NEH project. I have not heard of any local
names for "returnees." Estevan talks about the returnees he know s around
Embudo as not "working the land" a great deal. He also states th at a lot of those
family members w ho have returned are "trying to change the village (of
Embudo) to w hat they’re used to w herever they spent the last thirty or forty
years...very few that have come back are working the land" (Ibid.). A nd yet,
w ith the project, there are quite a few m en who have come back to take over the
farm. Arellano's statem ent m ay suggest that the men and w om en w ho do
return are perceived (by outsiders) to be more apt to spurn local knowledge or
do not want to w ork the land. According to Arellano, the other problem is that
people who are now buying land in the area are outsiders, they are not from the
area. For example, Estevan illustrates how local ow nership has decreased while
prices in the area have skyrocketed. These changes have contributed to a
change in the cultural landscape. Arellano remarks that "once the land gets out
of the hands of the local people it will never return back to local ow nership
because prices are too high" (Ibid.). He relates the story of his aunt's land:
Like my aunt she passed away about three years ago, so m y cousins
sold the land there, and they sold it for around $200,000. Just about six
acres of nothing but w etland, vega. So as a result the property taxes of
the surrounding area start going up, and when som ebody else decides
to sell a piece of property they say, 'well, so and so sold for $200,000 so
now I'm going to ask the sam e am ount or go even higher, so as a result
the prices just kept on escalating. When the first hippies m oved here in
the early seventies they were probably buying land for five hundred
dollars an acre or even less, and now you're lucky if you can find land,
or the same type of irrigated land for maybe $35,000 an acre. O r
probably even m ore. (Ibid.)
Outsiders "buying in" m ay not be a new phenomenon, but this new er onslaught
of outsiders is pointed to as the new est (in the last thirty or so years) key catalyst
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in the exorbitant land prices one finds in the Taos area. Of course, there are
earlier forms of encroachm ent layered upon each other, such as the Santa Fe-Taos
artist patronization by w ealthy "aficionados" (see Charles Briggs, The Woodcarvers
of Cordova, 1978) and the Anglo landed elite encroachment (from Z achary Taylor
to Malcolm Forbes). But specifically, m any people with w hom I have spoken,
turn to the hippies’ entry into the cultural landscape as the new est problem . As
Devon Pena states:
In the post-H ippie years of the seventies, continuous in-m igration by
well-to-do and w ealthy Americans into northern N ew Mexico resulted
in major developm ent of leisure and tourism industries. An im portant
economic side-effect of in-migration and the leisure and tourism
industries was the escalation of property values by speculative real
estate development...Often, displaced local residents cannot pay the
inflated property tax rates; land in this manner is easily and cheaply
acquired by developers through 'tax sales.' In the process, w ildlife
habitat and farm land are blacktopped and gentrified to m ake room for
more ski condos, second homes, or upscale boutiques and B&Bs
throughout the Santa Fe-Taos-Red River-Angel Fire recreational
hinterland.
(Pena, in press, forthcom ing spring 1998)
With the price change, the population has changed here as well. One field
consultant told me that H ollyw ood celebrities like Julia Roberts have bought a lot
of land in the Taos area (Arguello: 6/96). Estevan points out that about twenty
years ago, the population of Em budo was 5-8% Anglo (Arellano: 6/96). Now the
population is about 30% Anglo. M any people in Embudo feel that the area was
"discovered" in the seventies and outsiders started a m igration there. In
addition, there have been a few Anglo families in the area since the 1880's those
who came "with the railroad" (as Estevan puts it) during the W estern m igration
(Ibid.).
i. Between A ntes and Ahora: Crops and agricultural m ethods
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Both Estevan Arellano and David and Fermin Arguello discuss the
juxtaposition of historical and current crops, which som etim es overlap. For
instance, historically, on Estevan’s farm, his family grew chile, com , and squash
(icalavazitas) (Arellano: 6/96). They still grow these vegetables, but the chiles that
they have now, they buy from a nursery in Santa Fe or Espanola. They also grow
a variety of chiles, such as serrano, jalapeho, ancho. Presently there are many
varieties of chiles one can buy from local nurseries, but historically, according to
Estevan, people w ould just save their chile and com seeds year after year and
plant them over and over again. This method produces w h at are called
"heirloom seeds." Joe Gallegos has heirloom seeds for chicos com and bolita
beans, which have been in the family for years. Arellano says his m other used to
save her seeds w ith the bean and com crops (Ibid.).
According to m ost of the interviewees for my dissertation, Hispanos do
not use pesticides, for the m ost part. For example, like Gallegos, Arellano states
that people have always grow n foods organically. He states "that's the way it has
been done here forever. It's not hard to convince people because that's the way
they had (always) been doing it...Chemicals were probably introduced in the late
fifties, early sixties. And very few people ever used them. Some of the people
who have the bigger orchards are probably the only ones w ho did..." (Ibid.).
Estevan's wife talks about the use of ashes as a pesticide. She mixes ashes
and fish emulsion and garlic, which she says works really well. She sprays the
blend on plants and trees. In addition to the ash mixture, Estevan’s wife says that
another natural pesticide that "they say really works, just getting beetles and
making a tea w ith them and spraying it on the plants, you just kill them and then
just sm ash it up and make a good tea with them and spray it on it and that's
supposed to be really good" (Arellano: 6/96). The smell repels the "squash"
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beetles. In addition, chickens, turkeys, and guineas eat grasshoppers, which are
another problem in the area.
Like the usage of the term "old-timers" the use of the pronoun "they" is used
often to mark longevity of practices and local knowledge. Similar to Vigil's
expression of "our people," "they" can also be seen as "we," except that "they" often
seems to m ark oldness, referring to elders (or ancestors). The juxtaposition of then
and now may also be seen as a distancing rhetoric: "ancestors" as opposed to "us." I
have heard field consultants Fermin and Sabanita Arguello, for example, use the
expression "they used to do that." In the above excerpt, however, Arellano's wife
expresses the use of "they" in present terms, em phasizing that these practices are
currently in use.
Estevan and his family express their pride in the Indian heritage of the
Embudo area. They have found m any Indian arrow heads and pottery remnants
on their property. They live right next to the Embudo river, so that they may
have some very old pottery on their land that is from a tribe which lived miles
away, at least for part of the year. But, in addition, as Estevan states, "Indians
used to trade a lot with people (Hispanos) from here w ith tools and with
pottery..." (Ibid.). He further comments that he thinks that "Indians used to cook
(along the Rio Embudo)" (Ibid.). He explains: "...almost everywhere that you dig
you get some pottery. A nd this was kind of like on the arroyo, they used to go on
that side of the house and before the road was there, well, everything used to go
into the river (the Rio G rande, which is just about a quarter mile from his home).
So, I'm sure that probably w ay back the Indians w ould, being that it's so close to
where the Rio Embudo comes into contact with the Rio Grande. It just makes
sense that they would like a place where they would be a little removed from
and yet close enough for fishing because there used to be lot of fish and eel in the
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Rio Grande" (Ibid.). Referring to pottery he is show ing m e, Estevan states:
"...these were probably m ade like that so that they could carry som ething...it
makes me think that people w ere cooking or doing som ething here for a long,
long time. And I think that's why they find these pieces here. They w ere left
here or, and they're different (pieces from different tribes), this one here is a very
different pattern..." (Ibid.).
Throughout our conversations, Estevan and his w ife em phasize history
and memory. W hen Estevan states that it is not hard to teach H ispanos to grow
organically because it is a practice they have known intim ately for hundreds of
years, he seems to use irony to treat possible outside condescension or
m isunderstanding tow ard H ispano agroecology. As in Vigil's earlier statem ent
regarding the N ew Age fascination with indigenous herbal and spiritual
practices, Arellano reveals a sense of then and now in this statem ent. In other
w ords, the em phasis of longevity and sense of place is contrasted w ith outsiders
being (newly) enam ored w ith these practices. He argues: "You d o n 't have to tell
us w hat we already know. W e've never used pesticides" (Arellano: 6/96). This
statem ent also relates to Pena's article (mentioned earlier) com bating the views of
DeBuys and others who incorrectly see Hispano agroecology as perpetuating
abuses of the land. Fermin Arguello continues to talk about local non-use of
pesticides. He states:
We never needed it, and one time, that was in the fifties...these bugs
got really bad over here in the mountains, and they hired an airplane
to come and spray it, and they used to come dow n naturally over here,
this is w here they turned around. So we used to get som e of that
spray, too. That w as about the first time I ever rem em bered them
spraying things around here. (Arellano: 6/96)
By contrast, it seems logical to ask, between outside agri-business interests and
the Hispano exhibition of "topophilia," or love of place, an d the H ispano
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connection to local political, cultural, and environm ental histories, w ho has more
of an investm ent, and one can argue, m ore at stake, in treating the land well,
people w hose families have grown up on this land, or outsiders w ho are now
buying this land? As Pena points out in regard to San Luis:
Since 1988,1 have been involved in the struggle against Battle
M ountain Gold (BMG) in San Luis, Colorado, a Chicano land-grant
com m unity founded in 1851. The BMG operations in San Luis include
a mile-long, five-hundred-foot-deep strip m ine operation and a
cyanide leach-vat gold mill. These operations are located in the Rito
Seco watershed and threaten the headw aters for thirty-five acequias
(irrigation ditches) that are virtually the lifeblood of Chicano family
farms in the microbasin. These families have lived in San Luis for six
generations. And their future is now threatened by an overzealous
p ursuit of gold, an enterprise that will last a m ere seven years and
leave a perm anent two-hundred-acre toxic site, laden w ith heavy
metals, cyanide, and other hazardous wastes. Everywhere I go, I find
local cultures and their natural hom elands threatened by the forces of
capitalist industrialization. (Pena: 1997: 283).
This statem ent crucially demonstrates the larger pattern of abuse w hich devalues
the interconnectedness of nature and culture. Because I study food and culture, I
am rem inded of the importance of water, and that one m ust study how food is
grown. It is clear w hat is at stake. And yet, the question may in fact not be
wholly one of self-conscious intent but of an ideology which defines w hat is
"good." In this specific arena of Hispanos striving for social justice, w e should
not see them as, as some sociologists m ay see "marginals," as "victims of history
and social change, sw ept along and overw helm ed by the currents, actions, and
transform ations induced by the true change agents of history, the various
dom inant social groups associated with 'core' societies. Such constructions are
obviously ethnocentric and reflect the ideological presuppositions of the
dom inant social classes" (Pena: 1997: 238). Posed against these "ideological
presuppositions," then, are the statem ents of m any of the field consultants here.
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Like Arellano, the majority of the interviewees assert the legitimacy and
efficiency of H ispano practices in contrast to other kinds of practices.
Place is the launch pad for these narrative contrasts. W hen Estevan talks
about eating meals, he states that he w ould m uch rather go home for lunch and
make an organic salad than eat at a restaurant, where he will be served "tasteless"
(Ibid.) iceberg lettuce. The lettuce grown on his land is sweet and tender.
Arellano states that being accustomed to eating organic food makes one hesitant
to buy vegetables from the store, or even eat in a restaurant. W hen his family
runs out of lettuce from their garden and has to buy lettuce in the grocery store,
they do not even w ant to eat it. Grocery store-bought lettuce is often tasteless
com pared to w hat they grow and the cost of meals at restaurants is very high
com pared to w hat one can make at home. H e states: "...they're very
expensive...in Santa Fe if you w ant to get a salad, it's $6.00, $7.00 for a plate.
W hen you have it at the house you don't even realize how m uch you are saving
just by eating at home, or by even eating that type of food, that quality of food.
It's like the lettuce that we have here, some m ixture of different types of lettuce
so you can taste all the different lettuces, and they are real crisp" (E. Arellano:
6/96). This economic argument can be seen as a critique of the sam e brand of
capitalism which has driven up prices in the Taos region. His citation of "other
places" (i.e. Santa Fe) is in negative contrast to "home." But then again one may
see Santa Fe or Taos as part of "home," or examples of lost "homes."
This taste preference is linked to historical knowledge and cultural
continuity. He poses in narrative "organic salad" against "iceberg lettuce" to
highlight cultural difference. This juxtaposition, I argue, is presented to display
cultural affirmation, but also reveals an ideological stance against outside
encroachment. Although Arellano does not seem to have a problem w ith newer
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Anglo fascination (since the early 70's) w ith organic agriculture, he also
emphasizes th at organic farming is "something we've known all along" (Ibid.).
As stated earlier, Vigil also uses a phrase that captures the continuity of
knowledge w hen she states that herbal usage expertise is "in the back of one's
mind" (Vigil: personal communication, 11/95), while offering a pedagogical
stance in relation to a "re-leaming" (Ibid.) of remedios use for both younger and
older generations. I argue that her use of the pronoun "one" is actually an
opportunity for her to talk about "we." Again, we see in these narratives a stress
on an "us" and "them" ideological stance, in regard to food, in regard to food,
agriculture, and herbs. The "potential for devastation" is not m et w ith powerless
eyes. The people interviewed here are agents of social change. Due to histories
of colonization (agricultural, medical, culinary) and the imposition of new
nation-states upon their land (with the Treaty of G uadalupe Hidalgo in 1848),
these narrative juxtapositions (of "us" and "them") only underscore this political
agency. C ontrary to past folkloristic and anthropological argum ents w hich stress
a need to "save" past traditions, the C olorado/N ew Mexico field consultants
emphasize that this knowledge still exists and m ay get communicated in new
ways. O lder "remnant" arguments (i.e. the "noble savage," H erder and the idea
of the "volk") concentrate on the belief that if som ething is "unrecognizable," if a
cultural p roduct or process does not adhere to w hat "modem" folklorists see as
stringent p ast guidelines or boundaries, it m ust be lost. Many writers have
critcized this devolutionary premise of folklore and "tradition" (Abrahams: 1993;
Kirshenblatt-Gimblett: 1994; Wilson: 1976) In contrast to the "survival myth," the
field consultants here demonstrate that H ispano cultural knowledge is not
flimsy, but is reintegrated and renewed, and consistently used. Pena regards this
"myth" as "the m yth of the disappeared:" "This is the myth of the 'disappearing'
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rural folk culture...one aspect of this myth states that Hispanos lived for centuries
w ithout having to confront the need for change. Hispano culture has a static and
unchanging quality. A nother aspect declares: Because H ispanos are not
accustomed to change, w hen confronted by it they will disappear" (Pena: 1994:
12). The field consultants here claim that despite the introduction of damaging,
misinformed, outside knowledge, Hispano practices endure and contest these
dom inant forces.
Fermin A rguello also illustrates that a historical governm ental lack of
listening to local know ledge, and the proclivity of the forest service to want to
"manage" local ranching traditions, has caused a great deal of harm . Specifically,
Fermin Arguello discusses the recent Cuesta fire in New Mexico, called La Lama
fire, which took place in May of 1996. The fire came very close to the Arguello
land in Valdez. A ccording to David Arguello, Fermin's son, w ho lives on this
land now w ith his wife, Trinidad, they could see "clouds billow ing right over the
mountain...at about thirty five thousand (feet)..." (David Arguello: 6/96). When
mentioning that I had heard of a history of the forest service contributing more
harm than good regarding fire maintenance, Fermin Arguello responds:
You see there, well, that one time I worked for the forest service and
we used to have lots of discussions in there between us low guys and
them, it w as the big shots, and once in awhile one of them was friendly
w ith us, w e couldn’t discuss things like that (problems w ith the forest
service). But the trouble is with the forest service, they get the orders
from W ashington, DC. From that state, from that p art of the country to
live over there, and to live over here is altogether different. Now they
say, they look at the maps, they read the books, but betw een reading
the book, an d doing w hat you're supposed to do here, is two different
things. A nd they w ant to follow the rules over there, by the book.
And w e w an t to follow it over here by the nature. That's the worst
trouble they did, environmental, they started hollering th at the trees
were going to be out of existence within ten, twenty years and better
conserve the trees. And then the same environm entalists came with
the idea w ith the birds, as the indigenous species, it w asn't just the
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owls, it w as the, you nam e it, even rats that they say they are
endangered species, better save them, so they stop letting people
gather the dead w ood that is over there all ready to harvest. The trees
are just the sam e thing like anything else, they just live so long and you
have to dispose of them...But now you go and take a look at that
country w here they harvest those, that tim ber in there, you can hardly
notice it, everything there, they are younger trees, they are healthy
trees, and everything w ith the exception now, since the last ten or
fourteen years, they are just cleaning everything, not moving anything,
and that's bad because they're not cleaning it out, and leaving place for
the young trees to come and grow. (F. Arguello: 6/96)
This excerpt is rich w ith the kinds of juxtapositions I discuss above, an "us" and
"them," posed not out of a sense of being incapacitated, but out of cultural
affirmation of know ing w hat really needs to be done, and of cultural resistance,
too, in know ing the "right way." Arguello also offers a critique of textualization
which is sim ilar to m any field consultants' emphasis on the non-textualization of
recipes. Textualizing thought does not necessarily instruct one how to do
something "the local way."
In regard to the transmission of recipes and herbal remedies, the majority
of the field consultants here agree that, historically, people did not write dow n
recipes, they transm itted them "by word of mouth" (F. Arguello: 6/96). They
express the idea that there were no precise measurements either (such precision
is an Anglo construction). Bernice Torres also contrasted Anglo recipe-sharing
with Hispano recipe-sharing. According to Torres there is no exact m easuring in
local Hispano cooking. Like the majority of the field consultants, Torres and her
husband, Luis, em phasize the wisdom of believing in using a "pinch of this and a
pinch of that" (B. & L. Torres: 3/97), that the act of using a pinch reveals
expertise, know ledge that is best gained by w atching others. Many m en and
women (mostly w om en) who grew up helping their grandmothers or mothers
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cook, would watch w h at they w ould do to learn how to cook giving the
apprentice a set of skills, not a list of measurements.
Anne G oldm an discusses this kind of Anglo Am erican blind faith in
textualization citing w riter Cleofas Jaramillo's scathing rem ark regarding a "Mrs.
D." (an "American") w ho w rites books and makes money w hile w e who know
the right way sit back and listen (paraphrasing Jaramillo, Goldm an: 1996).
Arguello's statem ent above is strikingly similar: "They look at the m aps, they
read the books, but betw een reading the book, and doing w hat you're supposed
to do here, is two different things. And they w ant to follow the rules over there,
by the book. And w e w a n t to follow it here by the nature" (Arguello: personal
communication: 6/96). In Arguello's passage, he is not just criticizing the U.S.
forestry service, but he jum ps to the "environmentals," as he calls them, and their
concern for "endangered animals." He implies that there is a condescension in
the forestry service and m ost "institutional" environm ental groups toward
Hispano environm ental knowledge and practice.
In contrast to a positivist contrast between theory and practice, Arguello’s
w ords assert the synthesis of nature and culture in Hispano ideology. Nature is
not something to be controlled from the outside, from books, but w orked with by
people who understand the local ecosystem. In local knowledge, naturally
occurring forest fires can be beneficial and are controllable if local people are
allowed to clear the underbrush. The immensity of the C uesta fire is blamed by
locals on the am ount of underbrush which was allowed to build up (by the
forestry service) in the forest. Here, the narrative juxtaposition of "here" and
"there" figures coherently into this argument. In the context of Arguello's
narrative, the use of sight (which we also see in Santoyo’s narratives in the
Philadelphia chapter w hich follows) outlines the ways in w hich an
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understanding of place inform s the things that people do. In this way, place is
fundamentally and crucially connected to a "thoughtful practice" (Heldke: 1992).
Arguello uses the notion th at W ashington, D.C. is out-of-sight (and therefore "out
of mind"), to argue that the U.S. forestry service is in no w ay com petent to be
able to "see" w hat w ould be good for the local environm ent. Books and maps are
not as helpful as experience. Arguello powerfully contests the privileging of
texts in contrast to local knowledge.
In regard to how know ledge is transmitted, m any of field consultants
observe the importance of oral transmission. When asked w hether she has any
family recipe books, Sra. Arellano replied that "I don't have any old ones...no,
most of them were, they just kind of continue to make the same
kind...traditionally we m ake a lot of things with pork. You know a lot of people
use ham burger now, b u t that (with pork) is how we used to (cook)" (Personal
communication: 6/96). Estevan states: "Most of the recipes were just handed
dow n by word of m outh. A nd there are a lot of things that aren't prepared
anymore. Like we w ere talking about los bollitos (a type of thick cookie)" (E.
Arellano: 6/96). Bollitos, Sra. Arellano explains, are like biscochitos, but thick
(Personal communication: 6/96).
In the previous quotation (p. 80) about the govem m ental-H ispano
relationship, Fermin A rguello's m ention of distance is im portant, too. Proximity
is everything w hen there is a forest fire literally breathing dow n on one's land.
Arguello’s em phasis on the distance to Washington, D.C. from northern New
Mexico displays his justified anger toward the sim ultaneous governmental
neglect/distance and greed/arrogance (that THEY know the "right" way). In
field consultants' narratives, this proximal argum ent (for the pow er of local
knowledge and place) takes precedence.
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Likewise, Fermin's son David makes the point that their family's house
and land were very lucky in the forest fire because...
...if (the wind) had been blow ing in another direction, it w ould have
come right around this side of the mountains, and this is the south
facing side of the m ountain, w hich is drier, like kindling, and then it
would have gotten this whole area. It would have been a major
catastrophe because it w ent around the north side of the m ountain
where there was still snow and there was a lot more m oisture on the
north facing ridge, you know.
(D. Arguello: 6/96)
The description of the fire and how a great deal of the dam age m ay have
been avoided by including local traditions and concerns and know ledge in U.S.
Forestry land "management" juxtaposes two senses of place, one constructed by
outsiders' "sense of another's place" and a topophillic sense of place developed by
people who have lived in the area for many years. This juxtaposition is similar to
the affirmation of cultural ow nership revealed in Fabiola Cabeza de Baca's We
Fed Them Cactus. Anne E. G oldm an explains the problem of a history of
condescension and "cultural imperialism" which applies as well to Fermin
Arguello's statem ents above and to the governmental role in the thirties and
forties commissioning Cabeza de Baca to write dietary pam phlets for her own
community. Goldm an states:
Cabeza de Baca's tw o pam phlets "Boletin de Conservar" (1931) and
"Los Alimentos y Su Preparacion" (1934) reflect the com prom ising—as
well as com prom ised—role their author occupied in w orking on behalf
of a governm ent agency as eager to assume ignorance, incivility, and
inability on the p art of its Hispano residents as it was w illing to
trum pet the advantages of Eastern farm and housekeeping m ethods
over the nuevom exicano and Native American practices more
appropriate to the arid environm ent Anglo "pioneers" w ere attem pting
to "improve" (my em phasis) through industrialization. (Goldman:
1996)
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Goldman shows that often this type of condescension is m arked by an eagerness
to take on a pedagogical role. As G oldm an writes, the Anglo-American role of
"aficionado" is critiqued by Cleofas Jaramillo. Jaramillo criticizes a "Mrs. D" who
has reproduced inaccurately a recipe for tortillas. She writes: "How nice and
light these (tortillas) m ust be w ithout yeast or shortening! A nd still these smart
Americans make money with their writing, and we who know the correct way sit
back and listen" (Jaramillo: 1955, as quoted by Goldman, 1996).
Change is also a key facet of the role of "place" in food narratives. One
aspect of change and its link to cultural memory, which Arellano describes, as
does Vigil in her discussion of "re-leaming," is the introduction in 1947 of
highway 68 next to his land. Arellano states: "Well, since I can rem em ber the
highway has been there. But w hen I w as growing up, there w as hardly any
traffic compared to now. I rem em ber we used to lie on the highw ay and count
until the next car would pass by and it seemed like it w ould take forever and
now you can't even walk across the road without...especially on Fridays, it seems
like everybody is going up on Fridays and then on Sundays going back"
(Arellano: 6/96). This description of the crowded highway is contrasted with
Arellanos' depiction of the history of northern New Mexico. Arellano
emphasizes that the history of northern New Mexico is older than that of
southern Colorado. He states that "...this area here in New Mexico is a lot older
in terms of people living here, the Indians who had settled here, the Pueblos, and
then when the Spanish came here, they (had been) here for alm ost 150 years
before they went to Colorado. So that's a big difference" (Ibid.).
As Arellano discusses, the majority of the field consultants'
narratives/conversations, substantiate this emphasis on the pow er of "word of
mouth," as opposed to books. Textualization is not considered as key in the
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transmission of recipes. Rather, one learns how to cook, like Valdez and
Gallegos discussed above, by watching another person. These apprenticeship
and word-of-mouth forms of transm ission reveal the im portance of shared
experience in knowledge exchange. This shared experience, of course, is
temporal, and contrasts, as Arguello's w ords do, with the apparent AngloAmerican focus on text. Text is also privileged in the restaurants I studied in
Philadelphia. We will learn in the following chapter how Mexican American
restaurant managers separate their ow n life experiences w ith the more
commercial interests of restaurant ventures. As Jaramillo asserts, cookbooks do
make money, and historically, "aficionados" like Diana Kennedy have made
more money than people "who know the right way."
Another change Sra. Arellano points out is that there has been some
reduction in food preparation time. For instance, looking through Fabiola
Cabeza de Baca's recipe book, Sra. Arellano asserts that a recipe for "mixtamal,"
"a m ixture of, you break up the white com with the masa for the tamales (with
lime)...but nobody does it anymore..." (Personal communication: 6/96). While
Sra. Arellano makes tamales for restaurants like the nearby Em budo Station (just
dow n the road from the Arellano home) she rejects the process described above
as time-consuming. One can buy the masa for tamales at a store, rather than
grinding com from scratch.
Conclusion
The "Hispano Farms of the Upper Rio Grande" project demonstrates that
the symbolic import in food is rich and alive. Finally, this project can be seen as
"research for action." In the contexts of San Luis, CO, Embudo, NM, and Valdez,
NM this notion is expressed in continual cultural practice and overt political
action. When one farmer rem inds me that any conversation about food m ust
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include the presence of water, he downplays an ideological separation of nature
and culture, or wilderness and civilization (Pena: 1997). These narratives urge an
integration of food a n d place, which are encouraged by "thoughtful practice"
(Heldke: 1992). Thoughtful practice is expressed in action to w ard the
m aintenance of, and in some cases reclamation of, land and w ater rights, and
clean w ater and air. A keener awareness of food and place is sharpened through
these personal experience narratives and conversations w ith farm ers and their
families. Just as we should not separate nature from culture, w e need to
recognize that one's positionality and ideological stance inform h is /h e r
relationship w ith food.
In both sites, the field consultants w ere well aware th at I cam e to them in
order to study food. My questions were all food a n d /o r remedio-re\a.ted (see
appendix for questions). Based on their ow n positionality a n d sense of place,
their responses presented their ow n angles. From these angles, I have found that
the crucial thread throughout these narratives is the link betw een food and place.
Often used strategically as a vehicle of cultural affirmation, their w ords teach us
about some of the earlier impositions of boundaries (state, national) as they
reclaim others. The kinds of encroachment (agricultural, culinary, and cultural)
which the field consultants discuss in this chapter also are stressed in
Philadelphia. In the following chapter, we will see that m y argum ent regarding
food and place extends to a very different place: Philadelphia. A lthough the
people w hom I interview ed in Philadelphia lead very different lives than the
farmers and families we have discussed here in chapter three, an d are mostly
directly from Mexico, the pow er of food and place is also exhibited in the
narratives which follow.
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Chapter IV: Food and Memory in Philadelphia
Conversations
(L)anguage, for the individual consciousness, lies on the borderline
between oneself and the other. The w ord in language is half someone
else's. It becomes 'one's ow n' only w hen the speaker populates it with
intention, his ow n accent, w hen he appropriates the word, adapting it
to his ow n semantic and expressive intention. Prior to this m oment of
appropriation, the w ord does not exist in a neutral and impersonal
language (it is not, after all, out of a dictionary that a speaker gets his
words!), but rather it exists in people's m ouths, in other people's
contexts, serving other people's intentions: it is from there that one
m ust take the w ord, and make it one's own. (Bakhtin: 1981,293-94)
As folkorist Mario M ontano states, there is significantly little folklore
scholarship on Mexican foodways (Montano: 1992). M ost of the w ork which has
been done in this area has been comprised of new spaper articles, magazine
articles and popular recipe books, often produced by the dom inant culture for
"aficionados," not necessarily autobiographical texts (Goldman: 1996; Padilla:
1991). How Mexican food has been popularly portrayed contrasts with my
discussion of how recipes are often shared contextually in the home, and in the
restaurant setting, the textualization of recipes plays a larger role. Most of the
field consultants in both sites (whether they w ork in restaurants or not) assert
that non-textualization of recipes is more "authentic" (Torres: 3/97). I have also
looked at the w ide body of popular work regarding Mexican food as well as
theoretical and ethnographic works on food, pow er, and culture. Usually, as
Montano astutely points out, more popular representations of Mexican food do
not give a voice to those people w ho are m ost intim ately involved with Mexican
food. Often, one may get a sense of who the cooks are or what the most
"traditional" recipes are. But this information is dependent upon w ho is
immediately defining w hat is "traditional." One often does not get to read why
certain foods are im portant to specific people, how they may relate to festival
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and everyday cycles, and how they may relate to one's self-definition. This
contextualization is param ount to one's understanding of the cultural
appropriation and co-optation of Mexican food. We m ust consider cultural
em beddedness of "structuring structures" (Bourdieu: 1977) of Mexican food.
There may not even be a locally recognized reason w hy food is im portant in
people's consciousness. A topic I will discuss below in more detail is the
emergence in these narratives of a juxtaposition betw een hegemonic and counterhegemonic foods. This is a contrast more sharply seen in the "popularization" of
certain dishes.
While m any of these foods or versions of it (sic) have been
appropriated and reinterpreted for the consum ption of the dom inant
culture, there are several foods from the discarded meat parts of the
animal that have resisted appropriation, or have been excluded from
the cultural hegemonic process. (Montano: 1992:175)
Subversive food item s are also highlighted in the discussion of Federico Santoyo,
a manager at a local Mexican restaurant. He talks about items like panzita,
huitlacoche and a certain bug collected in the hills of Taxco, Mexico, which people
use for their salsa verde. In southern Colorado and northern New Mexico,
because of the agricultural setting, matanzas (butcherings) and food products
from matanzas are an im portant aspect of H ispano habitus (Bourdieu: 1977). In
the last chapter, Estevan Arellano has suggested to me that matanzas at one time
were part of a sharing process between friends and neighbors, of reciprocity,
exchange. If som ebody butchered a sheep, h /s h e w ould always butcher two of
them, one to give to a friend or relative. In south Texas, as Montano points out, it
was understood that head cheese, morcillas (blood sausage), etc. are offerings to
people who are close to us (Montano: 1992), particularly because they are
considered subversive items. Montano has further argued that in south Texas
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the privacy of matanza products and exchange is necessitated by its illegality and
health code issues in Texas. Therefore, these foods are subversive, they are
counter-hegemonic in that they m ust be concealed from everyone except for the
mobilized and mobilizing audience who enjoys them. Bourdieu discusses this
kind of conflict between w ords/languages, which applies to disparate,
marginalized ways of cooking as well (Bourdieu: 1977:170). Bourdieu, quoting
Sartre, outlines the pow er of nam ing, which I would also apply to some food
practices: '"Words (wreak) havoc", says Sartre, 'when they find a name for what
had been up to then been lived namelessly'" (Ibid.). I argue, this is especially
because food merges the supposed polarities of public and private spaces as a
bridge betw een language and experience. Food has the pow er to mobilize, it is a
tool which one names, and it is both authorized and authorizing. Power comes
into play w ith twofold objectification. Conflictive relationships between
hegemonic and counter-hegemonic foods can be seen in the analogy to the
legitimacy of language: "Heretical power, the strength of the sorcerer who wields
a liberating potency—that of all logotherapies—in offering the m eans of
expressing experiences usually repressed, the strength of the prophet or political
leader w ho mobilizes the group by announcing to them w h at they w ant to hear,
rests on the dialectical relationship between authorized, authorizing language
and the group which authorizes it and acts on its authority" (Ibid.: 171). In this
way, we can see in both private and public spaces, there is both the tendency for
outsiders to m isinterpret or reinterpret certain food items tow ard their own
consum ption and profit, and the re-negotiation of anticolonialist agents to share
w hat has not been considered "white" culinary doxa. W eism antel quotes Sidney
Mintz's discussion of conflict or suspicion sparked by food: "People who eat
strikingly different foods or sim ilar foods in strikingly different ways are thought
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to be strikingly different, perhaps even less than hum an" (Weismantel: 1988:3).
Weismantel, w ho d id fieldw ork in Ecuador, argues that "ethnicity is a product of
history" (Ibid.: 38). For example, "Indians" were not constructed as "Indians"
before the conquest of w hat is now known as "South America," she argues.
Linguistically, "Indians" as subjugated figures in South America, once named as
such, are "labeled" a n d chastised. In a culinary sense, W eismantel also discusses
the ways in w hich the construction of "Indian" becomes linguistically perceived
as "those who eat machica;" in other words, people w ho eat an "underprivileged,"
non-mestizo, and increasingly counter-hegemonic food item. This sam e kind of
labeling, nam ing, creates boundaries between w hat is accepted as "official" and
"unofficial" Mexican food, in a touristic sense.
a. Textualization o f recipes: "Writing it out just don't cut it;" or 'T hey have
their books over there and we know how it works over here"
"Authentic" Mexican food, highlighted in autobiography, has often taken a
textual back seat to biography or reporting. In the field consultants' narratives
here, context has been em phasized because they say context leads to more
accurate representation. Yet, strategically/experientially, context precludes one
from "getting the real story" unless one takes part. I will attem pt to contextualize
such items through the voices of people who prepare and consum e them.
As discussed in chapter three, many of the people w ith w hom I have met
talk about the fact th at there is little textualization of recipes. G oldm an also
discusses the historical proclivity for Anglo w om en biographers to dism iss this
nonuse of textualization in recipe sharing as a lack, or evidence of ignorance
(Goldman: 1996; Padilla: 1991). This intercultural m iscom m unication has led to
cultural m isrepresentation. Rather, people learn to cook by w atching others, it is
an oral as well as apprenticeship learning process. Therefore, shared experience
is key to both sites, except in the context of the restaurant. One finds m ore
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textualization of recipes in the restaurant sites. By contrast, in the home, in both
the Philadelphia and C olo rad o /N ew Mexico sites, field consultants emphasize
the shared experience of cooking together, or of one person taking the lead in the
cooking process (a m other, for example) and another person (usually younger)
watching and learning and assisting.
There are several reasons w hy non-textualization of recipes is im portant
for Hispanos/M exicanos. First, there is the dominance of the English language
in our country to the exclusion a great deal of its citizens' needs. Most cookbooks
are repinted in English, underscoring the idea that many Hispanos/M exicanos
who lend their recipes will be subjected to a form of culinary colonialism. Their
recipes will be reprinted (out of context) in a language they m ay choose not to
learn or do not understand and therefore, their own performances of identity
may become alien to them . This contested symbolic culinary dom ain (Turner:
1969) of recipe "borrowing" clarifies how the assertion of context is also an
assertion of ownership. Thus, textualization in cookbooks, and in menus in
nouveau Mexican restaurants, is often the paradoxical equivalent of historical
erasure. Textualization of recipes negates performance of shared identity.
The matanza, am ong m any other food events, requires enactment. The
products from the m atanza are not given textually, but shared in context. For
example, the matanza, although a process with which to make certain foods,
thusly named, is now stigm atized by outsiders suspicious of this ritual. Ethnicity
and identity are em pow ering terrains for new forms of resistance. I agree with
Weismantel that "food is one of the strongest ethnic and class markers" (Ibid.: 9),
often inaccurately categorizing certain groups and individuals. For instance,
m any Anglos do not realize that fajitas, a dish popular in such contexts of "staged
authenticity" as "Chi Chi's" and "El Torito" is really a nam e for a "beef skirt steak,"
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considered an "offal m eat found in the diaphragm of a cow" (Montano: 1992). In
Mexican communities in south Texas, for instance, fajitas is not sim ply a
glam orized general dish in w hich one can substitute any kind of m eat like
chicken or pork. The generalization of the word fajitas and the incorporation of
any kind of meat to this recipe is an obvious example of cultural appropriation of
a Mexican foodways item. W ith this appropriation comes a kind of "cleansing," a
way to make the foodways of a specific culture group "more palatable," "more
appropriate" for the m ouths of Anglos. This process enables Anglos to safely
consum e the "exotic" w ithout any tangible, life-altering commitments. They do
not have to drive into unknow n culinary barrios but still appear to
contemporaries as sophisticated. In M ontano's work, for instance, there is an
interview with one Chicano in south Texas who talks about the fact that the
"chili" and "fajitas" contests have been completely appropriated by the dom inant
culture, so that Mexican Americans do not feel comfortable even attending one of
these events. The so-called "experts" at these events, the m an intim ates, are
usually Anglo (Montano: 1992).
Historically, published works about "Mexican food" have been w ritten by
either Anglos or upper m iddle class Mexicans (Ibid.). In these w orks seldom
does one find sociocultural, historical or experiential links betw een food and
Mexican culture. As discussed in chapter three, the work of Cleofas Jaramillo
and Fabiola Cabeza de Baca outlines the attem pt and the need for historical and
ethnographic accounts of the importance of food in people's lives, which focus on
the voice and self-representation of Mexican Americans. Many earlier works
seem to present food as if in a vacuum, so that the reader does not get a sense of
how Hispanos/M exicans has historically experienced a particular food. Cleofas
Jaramillo illustrates the dangers of not only linguistic, but cultural, alienation
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com m itted by the cultural im perialist's pen. Jaramillo also asserts
nuevomexicano/a ownership of nuevomexicano foodways. How ever, in the context
of textual representation, Jaramillo retells the discovery of editorial violence.
She, in fact, names her enemies as "smart Americans" (Jaramillo: 1955:173),
outlining a narrative boundary betw een "us" and "them." She asserts the
authenticity of Hispano experience (the title of her work, The Genuine New Mexico
Tasty Recipes, 1942, is clear about this assertion) while ridiculing Anglo textual
representation:
...While calling upon and taking one of my Spanish recipe cookbooks
to one of my neighbors, o u r conversation for the m om ent centered
around Spanish recipes. 'H ave you seen the article in Holland
magazine written by Mrs. D?' she inquired. I had not seen it, so she
gave me the magazine to take home to read it. It w as a three page
article, nicely w ritten and illustrated, but very deficient as to
knowledge of our Spanish cooking. In giving the recipe for making
tortillas it read, 'Mix bread flour with water, add salt.' H ow nice and
light these m ust be w ithout yeast or shortening! A nd still these smart
Americans make m oney w ith their writing, and w e who know the
correct way sit back and listen. (Jaramillo: 1955:173)
Fabiola Cabeza de Baca also w rote about nuevomexicano food, having been
comm issioned by the United States governm ent to create dietary guidelines for
her fellow H ispanos/as (Cabeza de Baca: 1931,1934). In "New Mexican Diets,"
Cabeza de Baca writes cautionary statements to Anglo public workers that they
should respect Hispanos:
The public worker m ust be sympathetic w ith people she works with
regardless of their background or extraction; she m ust respect their
customs, their habits and beliefs, and foremost she m ust know that
though individuals may differ, people are people in any language,
race, or creed.
(Cabeza de Baca, 1942, as quoted by Goldman: 1996, p. 15)
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There is a need to reintegrate history and ethnography into accounts of Mexican
food and culture. Mexican food is semiotically rich, but certain items have also
been hegemonically "cleansed" and co-opted by the dom inant culture. One
person's symbol for "authenticity" can easily be described as "bogus" by another.
W ith the dam aging process of co-optation, food items and processes
"reinterpreted" can becom e unfam iliar to those w ho have historically enjoyed,
used, and shared them. In the juxtaposition described above, in the double
experience (Anglo versus Mexican American, or Mexican) of fajitas, for instance,
the dom inant foodways receives "front and center" attention w hile the counterhegemonic foodways item becomes even more marginalized, m isunderstood, or
erased.
Of the field consultants presented here, there are a few people w ho have
requested that their nam es.not be revealed in these narratives (or whose topics of
conversation may be sensitive, which I admit, I have determ ined) and therefore, I
may leave out the nam es of som e people,
b. Mexican D ishes an d Place: Alm a Roja
One of the people I interview ed was a w om an named Alm a Roja, a cook
who owns a restaurant in Reading, Pennsylvania. She came to Pennsylvania five
years ago, after living in Texas for seven years, and growing u p in Mexico before
that. She came to the D elaw are Valley with her brother. I was referred to her by
someone I know at the C onsulado de Mexico in Philadelphia as an authority on
cooking. Mario M ontano discusses the importance of people know n for their
cooking (Montano: 1992). M ost if not all of the people he interviewed for his
dissertation were considered cooking experts by their communities. By contrast,
in m y research I chose to interview both people w ho were identified as experts as
well as people who w ere not necessarily considered "food specialists" (Montano:
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1992:122). Comparatively, I draw on these interviews to find out how people
regard food and cooking in their lives, and how this status may change
depending on w hether or not the field consultant is considered by others to be an
authority in the area of cooking a n d /o r remedios (Montano: 1992:123). In the
case of Roja, she is regarded by a mostly Mexican audience (her customers) as a
food specialist.
During our conversations (see appendix for list of questions I ask field
consultants, but in unstructured interviews I do not religiously stick to these
questions), Roja focuses on several topics: Regional differences in moles (her
favorite dish) and chiles; her list of favorite dishes, the idea of a "typical" dish;
folklore and beliefs surrounding the topic of food and cooking. She also
discusses the im portant "Indian" influences and origins in Mexican cooking. One
of her grandparents, she states, was "Indian." She also touches upon the ancient
history of m any Mexican, mestizo foods, such as tamales, and moles. She states
that her favorite dishes to prepare are from her home state (Puebla) in Mexico,
"del centro de Mexico...mole poblano, las enchiladas rojas y verdes, los chiles
rellenos, las cam itas, los frijoles, las salsas, las tortillas, las gorditas, los tacos"
(Roja: 3/96). In this section I will excerpt sections of our conversations and then
discuss the contexts and any meta-dialogic components of our interviews.
One of Roja's favorite things to make are gorditas, whch are called "gordos"
in northern Mexico. Gorditas are fat fried cakes. Roja describes gorditas as
traditional, "muy tipico" (Ibid.). In this context, she also talks about the use of
masa de maiz as m ore traditional in central Mexico and that masa harina (flour) is
really som ething used in the north of Mexico, along the border. This statem ent is
certainly true along the U.S.-Mexico border near San Diego where I grew up,
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w here flour tortillas are very popular and where burritos are widely eaten. She
states in regard to gorditas:
Se usa masa de maiz...se hace una
bolita y se le va dando forma
se pone a cocer en el comal, y despues
se rellena de frijoles, came, polio o
picadillo despues se le pone
quezo, crema y salsa. (Ibid.)

You use com masa...and then you make a
ball and giving it some form,
put it on the hot iron to cook. And afterwards,
grill with beans, meat, chicken or
pork (picadillo3) after you put some
cheese, cream and salsa on it.

Roja states that one can also use pork in this recipe for gorditas. She says that this
dish is representative of the m ost "typical" food of central Mexico.
Of course, com is one of the most ancient and im portant ingredients in
Mexican food. Early accounts of Mesoamericans’ use of com (i.e. the chronicles
of H em an Cortez as well as Fray Bernard de Sahagun) as well as archaeological
discoveries (such as those of archaeologist Richard "Scotty" MacNeish) of
corpolites (fossilized fecal remains) which contained com kernels docum ent the
wide and early usage of com in Mexico (Flannery: 1968). N ow adays people can
buy masa de maiz or de harina, already ground into flour, at the store. But even so,
m any people still choose to grind their own com for masa. Alma Roja explains
the process:
Mucha gente compra, hecha la masa,
pero la mayoria en Mexico hacen
con el maiz, se coce el maiz en agua

Many people buy masa already made,
but the majority in Mexico make it
with the com, one cooks the com in water

3Recipe from (1994) Frida's Fiestas: Recipes and Reminiscences o f Life w ith Frida Kahlo: 3 pounds
ground pork, 1 Ige. onion, halved, 3 garlic cloves, chopped, salt and pepper, 6 tbsps. lard, 1 small
onion, finely chopped, 3 carrots, finely chopped, 2 zucchini, finely chopped, 1 pound tomatoes,
chopped, 1 cup shredded cabbage, 3 /4 cup blanched almonds, chopped, 1 /2 cup raisins. Stuff
the chiles with the Picadillo, then dust them off with flour. Beat the yolks lightly with a pinch of
salt and gently fold together with the whites to make a batter. Dip the chiles into the batter and
fry in hot oil until golden. Drain on brown paper. To serve, place the chiles in the Tomato Broth.
To make the Picadillo, cook the pork with the onion halves, garlic, and salt and pepper to taste for
about 20 minutes. Drain off the liquid and discard the onion. Heat the lard in another pan and
saute the chopped onion, carrots, and zucchini until the onion is translucent. Add the tomato,
cabbage, almonds, raisins, pork, and salt and pepper to taste. Simmer for about 20 minutes, or
until the mixture has thickened and the timato is cooked through.
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poca cal se deja en la olla...
Reposando y al siguiente dla
se Ileva al molino
o mucha gente prefiere molerla
en metate. (Ibid.)

and a little lime and then leaves it in the pot.
Leaving it and letting it sit, the following day
one takes the com to the mill (to be ground)
or many people prefer to grind it
on a 'metate,' or flat stone.

Roja describes this second way to get masa as "lo tfpico" or "lo bueno," the
typical or good way to make masa de maiz, implying that this w ay is m ore
"traditional" and is related historically to the way the Indians have been doing it
for hundreds of years. The process of m aking tortillas is also described in the
following excerpt from Food and Culture in America:
Traditionally (tortillas) are m ade by hand. Com kernels are heated in
lime solution until the skins break and separate. The treated kernels,
called mixtamal, are then pulverized on a stone slab {metate). The
resulting flour, masa harina, is combined w ith w ater to m ake the tortilla
dough. Small balls of the dough are patted into round, flat circles,
about 6 to 8 inches across. The tortillas are cooked on a griddle (often
w ith a little lard) until soft or crisp, depending on the recipe.
(Kittler & Sucher: 1995: 262).
As stated above, mole is Roja's favorite dish. This dish is Indianinfluenced, "complex spicy sauces that use num erous ingredients such as chiles,
nuts, raisins, sesame seeds, spices, and even chocolate. These (moles) come in
m any colors, including red, green, yellow, green, and black...probably from the
Aztec w ord for sauce with chiles, molli. (Ibid.: 268). She explains the m any
different recipes for mole, which differ regionally. One can find m any recipes for
mole, an ancient dish, a festive dish, called "la comida de los reyes," or "food of
the kings," according to Rojas. "Food of the kings" may not sound very counterhegemonic, rather kings are pretty hegemonic beings. And yet, there are two
possibilities for this description. The "food of the kings" could be m eant to
describe the ancient Aztec kings or gods. But given the fact that this expression
is in Spanish, and that this dish is used for festive, or fancy, occasions, like
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weddings (Esquivel: 1993), "food of the kings" could be a m ore recent (even
m etaphorical) expression to connote status or wealth. If non-kings claim their
everyday food is "fit for a king," they m ay be m aking a (possibly romantic)
counter-hegemonic status claim—or w ealth claim. It m ay even have an ironic
tinge given their non-king position. Simultaneously, in Roja's and other
M exicanos/as' food descriptions, there is an exaltation of Indian heritage as a
form of ancientness, but also a valuing of wealth as related to food. For instance,
when Roja describes the idea of los ranchos, she seems nostalgic for the estates of
the landed elite (as depicted in Esquivel's Like Water for Chocolate, 1993). This
juxtaposition (between Indians and wealthy Mexicans) em erges often in her
narratives. There are m any types of mole, but mole can be generally described as
a "Mexican dish of turkey served w ith a chili gravy" (Castillo & Bond: 1972:125).
Mole can be considered a "festive dish" m ade for bodas (w eddings) festivals,
celebrations, special occasions. Alma discusses mole in the following excerpt
from a conversation we had in M arch of 1996 (all translation is mine):
AR: ...hay m uchas tipos de mole...mole verde, mole negro, m ole poblano. El
mole poblano es dulce, se pone chocolate...y el mole rojo, chiles, chocolate,
tortillas, pan...sesame seeds. Tambien hay mole de cacahuate, y el mole de
alm endra...y hay un mole que se llama "pipian," es un mole de semilla, de maiz, y
de calavaza...
(Translation: There are m any types of mole...green mole, black mole, mole
poblano. Mole poblano is sweet, they p u t chocolate in it...and the red mole,
chiles, chocolate, tortillas, bread, sesam e seeds. Also there a peanut mole and
alm ond mole...and there is a mole that they call "pipian," it's a mole with seeds,
com, and squash.)
ER: ...y hay muchas recetas para mole...toda son solamente de Oaxaca?
(Translation: ...and there are m any recipes for mole...do they all come from
Oaxaca?)
AR: No, del centro y el sur de Mexico tambien...hay otras recetas pero en cada
estado es el mismo mole pero es diferente sabor de mole com o el poblano... en
Puebla es dulce y en el estado de Mexico es rojo picoso...y en Oaxaca tambien el
mole es negro...chile negro...y tiene un diferente sabor...
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(Translation: No, from central and southern Mexico as well...there are other
recipes but in each state there is the same mole but it's a different flavor of
mole...like the poblano...in Puebla it's sweet and the state of Mexico it's spicy
with red chile... and in Oaxaca the mole is also black...black chile...and there is a
different flavor.)
ER: ...y hay chiles diferentes en cada region?
(Translation: ...and are there different chiles en each region?)
AR: Hmm hmm, en cada region hay chiles diferentes, pero para hacer mole se
usa solamente chile ancho, chile negro, chile guajillo, poblano, m uchos chiles, el
rojo, el chile rojo es u n chile guajillo, se usa siete chiles diferentes para cada mole.
Y el mole verde se usan chiles verdes, y el negro, se usan negros, m ole verde
celery, todo lo que es verde en el mole verde (en el chile verde).
(Translation: H m m hm m , in each region there are different chiles, b u t in order to
make mole one uses only these chiles: chile ancho (which is a dark chile), chile
negro (black chile), chile guajillo, poblano, m any chiles, the red, the red chile es
un chile guajillo, one uses seven different chiles for each mole. A nd the green
mole one uses green chiles and the negro, one uses the black chiles, green mole,
celery, everything th at is green goes into the green mole.)
ER: Como hacer el mole poblano?
(Translation: H ow do you m ake mole poblano?)
AR: El mole poblano se usan, diferentes chiles, chile ancho, chile negro, chile
poblano, pero tiene chocolate, tiene cam e y un sabor un poco dulce...
(Translation: For the mole poblano, one uses different chiles, chile ancho, chile
negro, chile poblano, but it has chocolate, too, it has m eat and a bit of a sweet
flavor.)
ER: Hmm...y chile verde...
(Translation: H m m and the green chile?)
AR: No, el chile verde se usa solamente para mole verde, no para mole
poblano...
hmm hmm...
(Translation: No, the green chile is used only for green mole, it's not for the mole
poblano...hmm hmm.)
ER: Y como hacer mole rojo o verde, por ejemplo...
(Translation: And how do you m ake red or green mole, for example?)
AR: Para el mole verde se usan las cosas verdes como lechuga y tom ate verde,
spinacha todo que sea verde...semilla tambien, y chile verde. Mole de pipian se
usan semillas solamente. Para mole de cacahuate: Solamente cacahuate, mole de
almendras, solo alm endras.
(Translation: For the green mole one uses green things like lettuce and green
tomato, spinach, everything that is green, seeds too, and green chile. For pipian
mole one uses only seeds. For peanut mole: Only peanuts, and for alm ond
mole, only almonds.)
ER: No, no chiles...
(Translation: No, no chiles...)
AR: y de alm endra, de alm ond, tambien, no se usan chiles...
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(Translation: A nd for alm onds, also, you don't use chiles.)
ER: Entonces, que significa la palabra, "mole"? Por que hay m uchas recetas
diferentes pero es la m ism a palabra, y es interesante...
(Translation: Then, w hat does the w ord, "mole," mean? Why are there m any
different recipes and only one word, it's very interesting...)
AR: Mole es una receta de muchos anos, m uy antiguos, verdad, hay m uchos,
chiles, muchos especies, y saben la palabra mole, se usan la palabra, "mole," hay
muchos chiles, hay m uchos especies, todos los chiles...
(Translation: Mole is a very old recipe, very ancient, true, there are m any chiles,
many species, a n d they know the w ord mole, they use the w ord mole, there are
many chiles, there are m any species, all of the chiles...)
ER: Entonces la signifacion de mole es como una mezcla de algunas chiles, y
tomate, y algo como asi?
(Translation: So then the m eaning of mole is like a mixture of some chiles and
tomato, som ething like that?)
AR: Si, una mezcla, la gente, los indios la hacian, y es muy im portante a los
indios porque la receta es m uy antigua...
(Translation: Yes, it's a mixture, the Indians m ade it, and it is very im portant to
the Indians because it is a very ancient recipe...)
ER: Si... (Yes.)
AR: Es m uy tipica...es lo m as tipico para una boda, una fiesta m uy im portante en
Mexico, se usa el mole.
(Translation: It's very typical...it is the m ost typical for a wedding, a very
important party in Mexico, one uses mole.
ER: Se usa el pavo con mole?
(Translation: O ne can use turkey in mole?
AR: Si, el tipico es con pavo. Si, ahora se usan con polio porque no hay es de...el
pavo es m uy caro en Mexico...en todos las regiones...
(Translation: Yes, the typical kind of mole is w ith turkey. Yes, now one uses
chicken because there is no, it's that...turkey is very expensive in Mexico...in all of
the regions of Mexico.)
AR: ...de Oaxaca, en Oaxaca la comida m as tipica es cuando una persona tiene
una novia, y la p iden a los papas para que sea su esposa, y es una sorpresa, digan
a la casa...cocinan grillos en un comal y se los comen con las tortillas de m aiz
grandes, de maiz...
(Translation: The mole of Oaxaca, in Oaxaca the most typical meal is w hen a
person has a girlfiend, and they ask their parents for her to be his wife, and it is a
surprise, and they announce it at their house...they cook crickets on a hot iron
and they eat them w ith big, com tortillas.)
In the long excerpt above, we find m any culinary images of another place,
Mexico. There are the m any mole colors, m arking the many species of chiles, there
is the importance of "oldness," a focus on Indians, and on typicality. We also see
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above the image of los grillos, grasshoppers which are cooked and eaten with
"big, com tortillas” (Roja: 3/96), which I argue connotes her exoticization of
Mexican food and is linked to Roja's expression of displacem ent in el norte. In
addition, we will also see, in Santotyo’s narratives below, that the notion of
eating bugs can reveal distance from one's "home." The notion of "homeland" or
"place," a longing of origins is encoded in the images of'w hat you can't possibly
see here" (Santoyo: 2/96).
c. Food, O ldness, and Place
First, the nam es seem to correspond directly to color, but in the case of the
mulatto, I w ould question the cultural origins as well. I have not yet found why
culturally the very dark chile is called the "mulatto." I have asked about the
derivation of this term in regard to chiles, but no one has been able to speculate
w ith me about the origin or folklore around the term. Does it sim ply correspond
to earlier terms (not considered by some Americans to be sensitive) for children
w ho are offspring of a black p arent and a white parent? And if that is so, it
w ould seem that the term "mulatto" would be used for a lighter, rather than a
darker, chile.
Second, w hen I ask Roja to tell me what the definition of "mole" is, when
there are so m any different types of mole but only one w ord, she cites the
"oldness" of the recipe as a reason. She states that yes, "true, there are many
chiles, m any species, and they know the word mole, they use the w ord mole...”
(Roja: 3/96). One can argue that Roja did not give me a sufficient definition, and
yet, her explanation is interesting. She uses the pronoun "they" to emphasize,
possibly, that "this is how they do it." She asserts that I m ust adjust m y thinking
to understand that there are m any species of chiles and only one w ord. With the
support of "them" (the Aztecs).
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The emphasis on ancient practices, that "this is the way they have been
doing it," was discussed in chapter three as well. And it is often used at times
defensively, other times, powerfully. For instance, Fermin Arguello's incisive
narrative regarding the United States Forestry Service's manuals and guidelines
underscores my point. He also em phasizes place as a better learning tool than
books. He was criticizing the Forestry Service’s neglect to address local
knowledge for years before the terrible C uesta Fire in May of 1996, which burned
thousands of acres near the Arguello ranch. Arguello scathingly attacked the
Forestry Service's prohibition of locals' clearing out of the underbrush. The dry,
brittle underbrush has been pointed to as a cause of the fire. Arguello criticized
the government's unnecessary referencing of texts, lack of regional knowledge,
and deficiency in "sense of place." Arguello and other field consultants use the
expression "word of mouth" (Arguello: 6/96). They also engage in naming
practices, as when people refer to w hat the "old-timers" did as a pedagogical, or
inclusive, tool (Briggs: 1988). I w ould argue that, similarly, we can see that Roja
is expressing mole's ancientness to dem onstrate that "this is the way they have
been doing it for a long time." Again, w ith the importance of context, a sense of
place and history are used to explain recipes and cooking practices. Similarly,
the gathering and use of remedios is also contextually shared,
d. Food, "Indians," and Place
Third, in Roja's discussion above, w e see a reference to "Indians." In both
sites, this naming serves several purposes: it highlights Indigenous history,
oldness, interethnic contact, and cultural m em ory. Most importantly, the field
consutants are situating the narrative in a place, and locating their positionality
w ithin that place. I do not often hear Philadelphia field consultants claim mestizo,
or Spanish-Indian heritage. Given the present Chiapas problem, we m ust
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acknowledge that intracultural racism exists, too. Field consultants claim pride
in Indian heritage. It is at times ambiguous, however. Is this a pride in only
"dead" history (Aztecs) in contrast to "living" history (Mayans)? Many field
consultants also refer to Aztec terms (molli, for instance, which becomes mole) and
N orth African w ords which have found themselves into Spanish {asay-quia
becomes acequia). The former I argue is an acknowledgement not only of mestizo
culture, and of the border. For both sites there is a notion of crossing (imposed)
borders. For Roja, she crossed into the "United States," into a dualistic kind of
state, between here and there. For the C olorado/N ew Mexico site, the creation of
borders imposed on the land which now comprises the states of Colorado and
New Mexico figures into the imagination. There is an awareness in the
C olorado/N ew Mexico site that these state borders really have little cultural
meaning in that area, except to rem ind one of the violence of "manifest destiny"
in the form the Treaty of G uadalupe Hidalgo (1848). One can find the same
agricultural practices on either side of that border.
In chapter three, I discussed how Estevan Arellano refers to the Indian
pottery he and his family has found on his land. He show ed me many pieces of
pottery and how he thought the Indians had migrated to the area. He also
discussed the cambalache (bartering) of goods/food items between north
(southern Colorado) and south (northern New Mexico).
In addition, in Roja's excerpt above we also find the w ord "typical."
Regarding mole, Roja states: "It's very typical, it's the most typical for a wedding,
for a very im portant party in Mexico, one uses mole" (Roja: 2/96). In this
statement, and others regarding mole, the power of the dish is described in its
typicality for celebrations. In the film "Like Water for Chocolate," directed by
Alfonso Arau, from the novel by Laura Esquivel, a mole is prepared for the
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wedding. The authoritative stance is very clear in the above statement. In
describing to m e the m ost "typical" dish, Roja assum es the role of cultural
representative and owner.
Finally, the u se of the "grillos" (crickets) description which is a dish
cooked up during courting (the topical connection in the apparent jump from
discussing the w edding and mole to this description of crickets and courting is
logical), seems to signify a self-exoticization. Eating bugs is not often done in the
United States, so it is pretty safe to assum e that Roja w ould think I may be
intrigued, or even repulsed, by the idea. Eating bugs also gives not only a sense
of ancientness bu t o f a construction of "primitiveness." In the short "Mexicans"
section of a general book entitled Food and Culture in America: A Nutrition
Handbook, the authors address this "Western" repulsion to eating bugs:
"Although insect eating is unappealing to most Americans, insects are an
im portant source of protein in m any areas of the world" (Kittlin& Sucher: 1998:
268).
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e. Talking of Food, 'Taking the Word", Taking the Place
In all of these examples, and although Roja does n o t position herself as a
Chicana, I see Roja as "taking the word" (Chabram: 1991:145). As Angie
Chabram notes in "Conceptualizing Chicano Critical Discourse (1991)," the
notion of "taking the word" in Chicano discourse has argued for both "writing”
and "rewriting" of Chicano history. Chabram, with an earlier reference to
Mikhail Bakhtin, 1981, who writes about "taking the word," states that the
expression
in the sixties translated into w riting histories a n d critical essays that
counteracted the pejorative images and values associated with cultural
production of the Mexican population in the U nited States. ’Taking the
w ord' in theeighties and nineties translates into rew riting not only
histories of Chicano literature and criticism, but also the histories of the
greater tradition, from the perspectve of these and other formerly
excluded or partially incorporated sectors (Ibid.: 145).
Roja "takes the w ord" in her authoritative stance. In doing so, Roja, I argue, is
also "taking the place." Above, she is im parting know ledge to me regarding
moles. The m ost typical moles are from Oaxaca, she states, intentionally or
unintentionally revealing my inability to see Oaxaca due to m y spatial and
temporal lim itations in the context of our interview. I can visit Oaxaca in the
future, but since I haven't been there, her discussion m ay seem remote to me.
Santoyo below, as w e will see, also uses distance and place to highlight the
inaccessibility of culture, the imposition of borders. Roja illustrates mole's
"ancientness" sim ultaneously with its "typicality." But she does this with other
food items as well, such as tamales, another food item im portant in central Mexico,
with ancient origins. In fact, the word tamales comes from "tamal," an Aztec
word (Bayless: 1996).
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Tamales are usually m ade of steamed com m eal and can have fillings of
pork, turkey, green chile, red chile, cheese, bean, com , rice, beef, depending on
what region of Mexico or the United States they came from. This filling can be
wrapped and steam ed in com husks or plantain leaves, depending on the region.
Another festive dish, tamales are often made during Christmastime, during las
posadas, w hen there are get-togethers, or tamaladas, w hen women make tamales in
large quantities. The posadas last from December 16 to Christmas Eve,
(i)n these festivities...children and adults enacted rituals that were
part secular, p art religious. Afterwards, they broke pinatas. Then
sweets and traditional toys were handed out and a special meal was
served. On December 24—Noche Buena in Spanish—it was customary
to eat a special Christmas salad and guajolote, as the turkey is called in
Mexico. In the past the meal was served after m idnight mass. The
Thanksgiving mass, also called 'the rooster's m ass,’ was held on
December 31; it w as customary to serve the dinner after twelve
o'clock, so that one could bring in the New Year by eating twelve
grapes in succession, one for each stroke of m idnight.
(Rivera & Colle: 1994: 98).
Tamale-making is a labor-intensive process and it is a time of shared cooking and
visiting. In central Mexico, according to Roja, there are m any different types of
tamales (See also B. Williams, 1985, for discussion of tamaladas among migrant
workers in the U.S.). She says that these tamales can be very rich with cheese.
She says that in the north of Mexico they are different. In central Mexico the
leaves of the com are longer, according to Roja (Ibid.). She also states that in
central Mexico one find m ore often that people use the plantain leaves for the
tamales, in place of com husks, although in each region the presentation is
different.
f. Mexican Beliefs about Food
Roja also touches upon many beliefs in Mexico surrounding cooking. For
instance, Roja discusses the belief that when one m akes mole, h /sh e m ust make
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sure that h /sh e is stirring the mole clockwise. If one does not follow this method
strictly it ruins the dish. It w ould then be bad luck to serve a mole that was
stirred counterclockwise. Roja uses the verb "cortarse" w hich m eans that if
stirred counterclockwise, the mole will curdle, become sour. In the film and in
Esquivel's novel, Like Water for Chocolate, mole is the featured dish at a wedding.
At the same wedding, an elaborate Chabela w edding cake is m ade, b ut it is
tainted by tears of the person who m ade the cake. This sim ilar belief (of someone
having the pow er to taint a dish by not doing something habitually, or
spiritually, required for the dish, or by inserting one's emotion into the dish), is
discussed at length by Roja. Esquivel also writes about the belief that a person
can infuse a dish w ith sexuality and love, so that the person w ho eats the dish
will be overwhelmed with passion. In Esquivel's work, the quail in rose petal
sauce inspired the family w ho consum ed it to feel desire. To point out the range
of this kind of belief cross-culturally, is suggested by Audre Lorde's "Zami: A
Spelling of My Name," w hich also captures the power of sexual suggestion as it
relates to food. Through the use of a m ortar and pestle the culinary experience
becomes other-worldly and intimately expresses the cook's em otions (Curtin &
Heldke: 1992: 286-293).
In addition, Roja relates the belief that a person should always make the
sign of the cross w hen one is making tamales. One usually will cross oneself
w hen one finishes filling the com husks of plantain leaves and putting them on
the stove. Also, Roja points out, among Catholics, w hen one is about to eat,
h /s h e always makes the sign of the cross. In regard to w hy this is especially true
w ith tamales, Roja states that "los tamales son los mas antiguos de la comida
cualquier historia de Mexico" (Roja: 3/96). In this passage, w e see an admission
of mestizo history in the fused Catholic-Indian belief practices regarding
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sacredness of food. W hile she states that one make the sign of the cross (a
Catholic gesture) w hen one finishes stuffing the tamales but also w hen one sits
dow n at the table and is about to eat, she also em phasizes again the ancientness
of tamales. She states that "tamales are the m ost ancient food in Mexican history."
In one statement about food, we are getting a history of cultural im perialism as
well. In the fifteenth century, with the arrival of H em an Cortez, Aztecs came
into contact with Spanish Catholic culture (which led to their demise). W hat
follows from a culinary point of view is a m ixture of Spanish products and
Indian staples. But as w e see above, w hat also follows from the colonialist clash
of Spanish-Indian cultures is the combination of Catholic and ancient Indian
beliefs. It can also signify a certain avoidance of self-identification as Mestizo.
Another interesting point above, and which I found throughout the narratives of
both sites, is that Indians, not Spaniards, are used symbolically to talk about
"ancientness." There are references to Spanish-north African history in regard to
such cultural innovations as the acequias. But in the imagining of "oldness," the
field consultants in both sites refer to the "Indians." There are m any symbolic
juxtapositions of Spanish and Indian, which include both identification and
distancing. W hat does not happen often is talk about the suppression of Indian
language and culture, the violent history tow ard Indians, and the fact that
Mexican Indians now comprise the poorest segm ent of the Mexican population.
In both Lisa Malkki's and Homi Bhabha's statem ents (see introduction), and
Roja's discussion here of tamales and belief, the illusion of "essential and natural
connections to place" (Bhabha: 1989; Malkki: 1993) m ay be threatened, even for
people in C olorado/N ew Mexico, but the "multiplicity of attachm ents that
people form to places" can be "ineluctably changed" and yet rem em bered and
identified with.
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Hay otras creencias...y cuando se mira con los ojos,
no es bueno m irar a la masa con los ojos, igual
con los pasteles...just looking, no salen,
the cakes, too es lo mismo, porque los huevos no levantan...
There are other beliefs...and when som eone stares w ith the eyes, it's
not good to stare at the tortilla flour w ith the eyes, the same is true for
the pastries...just looking, the cakes w on't tu rn out, the same is true for
the eggs, they w on't rise. (Ibid.).
For both cook and any onlookers, staring into the masa is similar to staring into
another person's eyes, the act lacks humility. This belief is im portant among
m any Mexican A m ericans and Mexicans. M any C hican o /a writers have
discussed the fact th at Mexican children are often taught not to stare, or even
look into the eyes of an elder. To do so would be challenging or disrespectful
(Montano: 1992). In fact, this habit of being deferential by not staring at teachers,
for instance, produced terrible circumstances in the English-only schools in the
fifties and sixties in the U.S., where Latino students were often reprim anded by
Anglo teachers for not addressing them directly by looking them in the eyes. At
home, these same students were taught that such a move would be disrespectful,
b ut Anglo teachers som etim es misinterpreted this sign of respect as being
"smart," or "inattentive" ( J. Gallegos: 1994: personal communication).
Another interesting Mexican belief surrounding food is one which
panaderos (bakers) practice: "Los panaderos en Mexico, de pan original, el
prim er pan que hacen en la manana lo tiran. Son creencias..." (Roja: 3/96).
(Translation: The bakers in Mexico, of the first bread, they throw out the first
loaf of bread that they m ake in the morning. These are the beliefs.) Roja states
that if one does not folllow these instructions, the rest of the bread bread will not
rise, and the p anadero could encounter bad luck. W hen asked whether these
beliefs discussed above are exclusive to Mexico and do not follow people to the
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Philadelphia area, Roja says that these beliefs follow people from their homes to
the places to which they have moved. The focus on belief again emphasizes
geographical distance. For example, Roja repeatedly uses the w ords "in Mexico,"
it seems, to suggest that I will not witness this kind of enactm ent of belief here in
the U.S. She linked belief w ith "home."
Another im portant topic to Roja is pulque. She says regarding pulque:
"Sobre la bebida preferida tipica de los Indios el pulque (nom brada la bebida de
los reyes) se saca del m aguey (cactus) y es una bebida m uy sabrosa..." (Ibid.).
("About the preferred, typical drink of the Indians, pulque is taken from the cactus
{maguey) and it is a very tasty drink"). Pulque is an alcoholic, ferm ented drink. In
this passage again w e find the term "typical" used to indicate "authenticity" of
food but also, I argue, of place. Much to do with class and race, the object pulque
is historically m ade by the Indians but called (by Roja) the drink of the kings.
This reference to kings is an im portant discourse feature throughout the
Philadelphia field consultants' narratives. The image of kings emerges only in
the context of traditionally Indian food items, such as mole and pulque. This
referenceto kings could be an echo of Spanish-identified elitism,
g. M issing "home," b elonging to other places: N arratives of distance and food
Regarding m issing "home" and the sense of belonging to another place,
Roja states that life is too fast-paced where she lives. Instead, she likes the
ranches in Mexico, w here she says all of the food is fresh: "tortillas frescas, crema
fresca, leche, la gente no tiene estufas en los ranchos de Mexico, y en el fogon de
barro es fuera de casa..." (Ibid.). ("Fresh tortillas, fresh cream, milk, people don't
have stoves on Mexican ranches, and the clay fireplace is outside of the house...").
The ovens are often outside, she says, and they are often m ade of clay.
Describing ovens very sim ilar to the homos found in southern Colorado and
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northern N ew Mexico, she also says a great deal of cooking takes place outside of
the house, which is also true in Texas, southern Colorado and northern New
Mexico. Either the cooking (of chicos com, for instance) happens inside the hom o
(outside adobe oven) or underground, in the case of barbacoa (de cabeza). As
mentioned above, Roja also talks about the mercados in Mexico w here one can
purchase fresh eggs, meat, cheese. She states regarding the mercados: "Los
mercados es m uy tfpico ver en todo el pais venden todo tipo de cam e, verduras,
frutas, quezos, chorizo" (Roja: 4/96). ("The markets, it is very typical to see in all
of the country they sell all types of meat, vegetables, vegetables, fruit, cheese,
sausage"). These statem ents reveal a sense of longing as well as belonging,
though, to another place, w hich punctuates the life narratives of Roja. She says
that she does not like living in Pennsylvania.
One im portant tradition which is affected by the intercultural
misinterpretation of food events is the matanza and the products w hich come
from the matanza such as barbacoa de cabeza. Barbacoa is another food event which
has been m isinterpreted or regarded suspiciously by outsiders (Montano: 1992)
Barbacoa is also an im portant topic for Roja. She offers a technique for making
barbacoa: "Se tiene que hacer u n olio en la tierra y se le pone lena (wood) y se
prende, arriba se pone la olla con la cam e y se tapa con pencas de m aguey y
encime la tapadera de la olla y se cose. El olio se hace en la tierra fuera de la casa.
Aqul enestados unidos no se perm ite hacer ese olio" (Ibid.). (Translation: One
has to make a hole in the ground where you build a fire and then p u t some wood
in there and start a fire, above one puts a kettle or pot with the m eat and then
covers it with the leaves of the m aguey cactus and then p u t a cover on top of the
pot and cook the meat. In the United States they do not perm it people to make a
barbecue like this). Roja touches upon a serious issue in regard to the
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relationship betw een Mexican, Mexican Am erican cooks and health boards in
m any states. M any Mexican cooking techniques as well as kinds of m eat have
been defined as "unsanitary" by U.S. health codes. The selling or the sharing of
cow's or pigs' blood is often done am ong relatives or friends so that it does not
attract attention. These dishes are often m ade during the winter m onths
(Thanksgiving and Christmas) and because they are often given to people w ho
are close to the family, thus avoiding criticism or suspicion (Montano: 1992).
Once w hen I w as eating morcillas, a friend of m ine strategically placed a bottle of
Jack Darnel's beside the dish just in case I became squeam ish during my first
taste. This m ove both marked my "greenhorn" status in regard to morcillas and
my fam iliarity w ith the person who served them to me because he gave m e the
liquor, know ing I w ouldn't be offended or reluctant at the thought of doing a
shot of whiskey. Because these foods and food events, while they are sharing
opportunities am ong friends, neighbors, and relatives, have been outlaw ed in
places like Texas, they affect the way people now perform these creative
processes. The idea of illegality also illum inates the harshness of
territorialization. Creative processes are often subjected to an assertion of
"nation-ness." People w ho put on such food events m ust be aware of forms of
spatial dom inance which do not allow for cultural differences within a specific
locality (Anderson: 1983; Gupta & Ferguson, 1993; Caro Baroja: 1968; Fusi: 1987;
Fernandez: 1986). People must also be ready to act strategically against such
dom inance, even if that simply means perform ing creative processes again and
again. Jose Lim on discusses the came asada event am ong carnales as a
counterhegem onic performance (Limon: 1989).
In Roja's discussion of the limitation of freedom (in regard to cooking
outside, for instance) in the United States is another juxtaposition in positionality,
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between here and there. H er dislike for where she lives now (she states that it is
"too fast-paced" here), coupled with her descriptions of the Mexican ranchos and
mercados she loves, reveals the role of cultural m em ory w hich places her (now) as
a Mexican American w om an whose strength of identity could be said to be
elsewhere (in Mexico). H er narratives of food and identity as a Mexican are
focused on displacem ent. Comparatively, the H ispano families in chapter three
describe their positionality as being an identification w ith the cultural and
physical geography w here they grew up and w here they live. But the cultural
terrain on which they live has shifted siginificantly, so that they often end up
expressing displacem ent as encroachment. Similarly, Roja feels displaced, both
culturally and geographically. She reminisces about other places. Reminiscing
illustrates the transportability of culture. Cultural m em ory is part and parcel of
the ways in which people take space, place, and culture w ith them across
borders. N ew er constructions of self which are added to layers of personal
histories, do not necessarily "wipe out" earlier constructions, or a sense of
belonging. The assum ed problematic link of culture and identity, and place and
identity (often nationalistically used, as Malkki writes, w ith botanical metaphors,
i.e. "rootedness") stem s from a powerful and dam aging kind of conceptualization
of borders. One can argue that any identification of a "here" (or a "there") implies
a "not here" (or "not there"), thus constructing a conceptual border, with or
without a legal one having to exist. The legal border presents certain problems,
b ut if one looks at the exam ple of U.S.-style regionalism, there can be strong
cultural "bordering" in ideological constructions, unaccom panied by legal
borders affecting m igration. One cannot simply p u t all of the blame for
sentiments of displacem ent on the phenomenon of national borders, unjustly or
justly established. Of course, the botanical m etaphors to w hich Malkki alludes
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encouraged (still encourages) w hite settlers to think up the notion of frontier, as
if no one lived in the "west" before their arrival and opportunity for conquest. By
contrast, the positionality of the families I have interviewed in southern Colorado
and northern New Mexico is one of an agenda (at least in their roles with the
NEH project) of informing others about their lives and docum enting for
themselves and for others their "ways of life.” Roja, in her narratives, offers her
past in another place as a w ay of informing the future. Akhil G upta and James
Ferguson write: "Remembered places have often served as symbolic anchors of
com m unity for dispersed people...'Homeland' in this way rem ains one of the
m ost powerful unifying symbols for mobile and displaced peoples, though the
relation to homeland m ay be very differently constructed in different settings"
(Gupta & Ferguson: 1992:11). A constructed idea of "place-ness" helps one
straddle the border, giving Roja a sense of place, of history, especially in her role
as "foreigner." This is also true for the C olorado/N ew Mexico site, but
articulated differently. Field consultants in C olorado/N ew Mexico are more apt
(than the Philadelphia site) to self-identify as Chicanos, although I normally hear
"Hispano." Mexican Americans in Philadelphia often regard the term "Chicano"
as a "bad" word, too "political." In fact, the Mexican Americans in Philadelphia
do not identify with the politicized notion of border in the self-definition of
"Chicano," although the border is im portant to them. The border, for the
Philadelphians marks the distance between here and there. They continue to
imagine places from a distance. As discussed in chapter three, cultural memory
is used daily in the lives of those in w hat is now called "the southwest." This
cultural memory contributes to an imagined and sustainable sense of place, but it
also used strategically as a presentation to outsiders. For instance, as we saw in
chapter three, when combating the Battle M ountain Gold mine, this sense of
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place became a banner of "unity" among Hispanos to ensure BMG's demise.
G upta and Ferguson show how "oppositional images of place have of course
been extremely im portant in anticolonial nationalist m ovem ents, as well as in
cam paigns for self-determ ination and sovereignty on the p art of ethnic counter
nations..." (Ibid.: 12). C ultural memory is vital to both of these sites, but the sense
of positionality and the w ays in which location inform these sites and engender
new creative processes are different.
Another im portant discussion topic for the field consultants in
Philadelphia is the notion of "authenticity" and how its creation or one's
presum ption leads to further ideas of hegemonic and counter-hegemonic foods.
I spoke w ith many proprietors, cooks, and w aitstaff at Mexican restaurants in the
city and mainly people w ant to talk about how Mexican food m ust be cooked in
Philadelphia, as opposed to Mexico or other places w here there is a strong
regional presence of Mexican food. They have introduced this topic of
conversation to me to highlight differences betw een here and there. Cooks often
state that they w ish they could cook a certain dish b u t that it w ould be too
"exotic" for the palates of the non-Mexican audience. Overall, except in some of
the restaurants w ith a double audience of Mexicans and non-Mexicans, where
they also sell Mexican food products (such as products by Gamesa, a huge
Mexican food company), the three main Mexican restaurants in Philadelphia
cater to mostly Anglo-American and Jewish audiences.
One cook, Jackie, at a "high end" Mexican restaurant, one m ight even call
it a "nouveau Mexican restaurant" (Montano: 1992), states that it is hard to use
manteca, or lard, because it will not sell in Philadelphia. Jackie grew up in the
Bronx, N ew York and is not Mexican, but w orks in a Mexican restaurant. She
has a Russian American background. Jackie w as educated in the culinary arts at
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the R estaurant School and she apprenticed in France, then later w orked in NYC.
She w orked in Philadelphia at Ecco Restaurant as well.
Jackie says that the Philadelphia Anglo audience is filled w ith stereotypes
about w hat they think Mexican food is. She says that she often has people who
eat in her restaurant who are concerned about fat content, proclaim ing to be
health conscious. But then this cook hum orously comments that they will ask for
extra guacamole (an avocado dip) or sour cream so that it defeats their purported
purpose to cut dow n on fat. There seems to be a complex audience for Mexican
food in Philadelphia. Members of her audience include both m ostly younger and
older Anglo and Jewish students, professionals, teachers, and once in awhile
recent Mexican immigrants w ith their employees. She also sees class complexity.
During the week, people who come in for dinner cannot spend as m uch money.
D uring the weekend, people are ready to spend money and they are freed up to
prepare more "exotic," or "fancier," dishes (2: 96). In many of the descriptions
and narratives of the cooks and waitstaff in Mexican restaurants du rin g my
research they often say that there are no "real" Mexican restaurants here because
they are catering largely to an Anglo audience.
In the restaurant business, "competence" is often defined by schooling in a
particluar foodways, not necessarily by life experience. One can see a nonMexican cook as representing the co-optation of Mexican culture I have already
criticized. Yet in the public arena (in a restaurant), the juxtaposition of a nonMexican cook's interpretation w ith her co-worker's interpretation (who is
Mexican), illuminates my argum ent of assertion of cultural ow nership. In
contrast to Roja and Santoyo, w ho w e will discuss below, the reader will find that
Jackie does not make the same m ental and temporal jum ps in her food narratives.
She concentrates on the mechanics of cooking. She does not dem onstrate the
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same need as Roja and Santoyo to assert culinary, national, regional,
environm ental ownership. Jackie asked her to compare the Mexican American
communities of Philadelphia and N ew York City, to which she replies, "there's a
big difference" (Pestka: 2/96). As she explains, the community in N ew York is
very large. Ben Salazar at Citylore observes that the community in NYC is
spread out all over rather than centering on one neighborhood or area in
particular (personal communication: 3/96). The Mexican American community
in Philadelphia, by contrast, is "very small and most of the Mexicans in the city
are professionals" (Pestka: 2/96). She says it is very hard to find any Mexicans to
work at her restaurant. Jackie does say that she has some non-Latino sous chefs
who are "wonderful" (Ibid.). She states: "They can run the whole kitchen" (Ibid.).
But one m ust ask: Can non-Mexican cooks accurately and authentically cook
Mexican food? Most of the field consultants have said that they w ould not go to
this particular restaurant because, although it serves "tasty food" (Personal
communication: 2/96), it is not considered "real Mexican food" (Personal
communication: 1/96).
In contrast to the Mexican American population in New York, Jackie
observes that the Mexican American population in Philadelphia (Philadelphia
county) is "more affluent, more white collar" (Ibid.). While we begin to talk
about the outlying areas outside of Philadelphia county, including southern New
Jersey (east and south of Philadelphia) and Chester county (to the south and west
of Philadelphia), she brings up a m an who owns a farm in southern New Jersey.
An employer of Mexican workers from Oaxaca, he buys his employees dinner
annually at her restaurant. In contrast to the way in which some employers treat
imm igrant help, she notes that this em ployer takes his employees o n their last
day of work to a restaurant for a "Oaxacan" meal which is from their home state
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in Mexico. Jackie says that the dishes she m ade for this particular group were: 1)
mole—beef black and; 2) pipien verde (green pum pkin seed sauce). Jackie also says
that pipien verde could be m ade with fish. This m eal w as created especially for
this group, not from the m enu. She also mentions th at the "Book and the Cook"
is going to be taking place with Zarela Martinez (April 24th and 25th, 1996 at her
restaurant). M artinez owns and operates Zarela's R estaurant in New Y ork,
which is located around 54th and 2nd. The "Book an d the Cook" is a city-wide
event in Philadelphia in which restaurants ask chefs to come to cook at their
restaurants. The chefs w ho are cookbook authors have their books which are
also displayed and available for purchase at these events. People can attend and
partake of the food, b u t there usually is a pretty high price tag to participate. The
restaurant for w hich Jackie works and the other tw o m ain Mexican restaurants in
the city are expensive. A typical price for an entree is $17.00-$18.00. So,
intraculturally, w ith the example of Zarela, Mexicans and Mexican Americans
are also engaged in the textual and public (expensive) culinary arena. It is not
simply a case of outsider (co-opter) vs. insider (non-co-opter) contrasts.
Furthermore, one can argue that being successful w ith a restaurant and charging
high end prices does not necessarily signify co-optation a n d /o r inauthenticity
either. Although m any of the field consultants argue that m ost "authentic"
Mexican food as m ostly inexpensive, tied to place, hearty, and nontextual
(Santoyo: 2/96; Roja: 3/96).
With the (literate) "Book and the Cook" series, we see a catering to the
dom inant culture, w hich is textual and exclusive. Suddenly, "cooks" become
"chefs" whose expertise dem ands higher priced m enu items. Lacking the context
of shared, oral experience of recipe management, w hich I am told by field
consulatnts is the focal arena for recipe transmission, the cookbooks sold at these
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events are less authentic. These cookbooks are com m odities and may have little
to do with people's expressed contextual culinary learning experiences.
Although, to some degree, one may find people buy a cookbook in a place, both
to remember their face-to-face food experiences there, as visitors, and to try to
perpetuate that food culture in their ow n practices "at home." People in both
sites are aware of this touristic culinary space. In Taos and Santa Fe, New
Mexico, there are m any nouveau nuevomexicano restaurants, som e very good, but
which cater to outsiders, or to those who are willing to pay top dollar. One can
argue that this experience is far removed from the collecting and making of
quelites or verdolagas, w hich occurs on the land and in the home. Yet, some highend cookbooks are using these ingredients, too, to evoke "authenticity" (Bayless:
1996). These greens also taste good. And in Colorado and N ew Mexico, where
tourism is linked to the history of Anglo-American encroachm ent, the service
industry is problem atized. The "Book and the Cook" is a public event (textual
and product-oriented) w hereas the oral appenticeship food sharing described by
field consultants is private (contextual and process-oriented). The benefit of the
former event is economic on the part of the dom inant culture. The benefit of the
latter event is cultural on the part of its participants an d their families.
In addition to the textual issue, in the context of chef apprenticeships, we
m ust recognize that professional cooks are orally trained. In a radically different
context from the "dining room," there is in fact orality and face-to-face interaction
between cooks and their apprentices in the kitchens.
Jackie says that she uses lard and, in fact, she does not understand why
customers may get upset about the use of lard and then they go ahead and have
avocado, and cheese, w hich are very high in fat. But the cook explains that some
of the items in which she uses lard are tamales and her black beans. The "rose" or
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pinto beans are vegetarian, however. She does say that no w there is not very
m uch on the menu at h e r restaurant which has lard in it because she cannot often
sell items with the lard in them. For the most part, her restaurant caters to a local
white collar population w ho w ant to try eating"ethnic" foods. The m enu items
are modified to satisfy these paying customers. How ever, it is evident that the
field consultants express that this audience may not be getting the "real deal."
One thing Jackie em phasized is that "nowadays" people seem to be more
"health-conscious" (Ibid.). She states that you "have to assure customers" that the
food you are serving them does not have unnecessary fat content. The use of
manteca, or lard, is sh u n n ed , because unlike avocado or cheese in general, there
is, possibly, ethnicity attached to this food item. Subconsciously, manteca could
be associated w ith the racist view of Mexican as "greaser." But this is hard to
argue with certainty. M ore clearly, the media's saturation of an American
audience on the topic of health and diet is influential. In either case, the
downplaying of usage of items that one may stereotypically associate with
"Mexican food" is evident here. Less about fat content th an about an Anglo
uneasiness about M exican food, the core issue here is the non-use of manteca.
The cook describes the food she serves as "contemporary" Mexican food. Because
there is the necessity to sell meals, she says they have to take into consideration
w hat the audience w ants. But in a larger sense, the issue m ay involve a
discomfort in eating w h a t one thinks is "traditional" Mexican food, often
associating it with som ething that is not clean (Montano: 1992). Jackie also
m entions that Anglos (w hat she calls "Americans") are spoiled by eating at fast
food or faux food (my term ) restaurants like Chi Chi's.
I asked her w hat som e of her favorite dishes to cook and eat are and she
replied without h e sita tio n ,"tamales, definitely, tamales” (Personal communication:
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3/96). But she does note that for her restaurant, it is hard to sell them. She notes
that the most im portant thing about cooking Mexican food is that one m ust use
fresh ingredients (Pestka: 2/96). Unlike some other restaurants, she states, if her
avocados do not look up to par, she will not use them, she will not make
giiacamole. Period. She seems not to be able to emphasize this point enough. She
has had customers come to her and ask: "Why can't we get giiacamole here
anytime...when w e can get giiacamole at other restaurants any day of the week?"
She says that she will only tell them that if the avocados are not fresh, she will
not serve giiacamole. She says that she feels that the "Taco Bell" and "Chi Chi's"
influence is very strong in this area, making people more narrow -m inded
regarding Mexican food. People think they know what Mexican food is and they
do not. She states: "People w ant w hat they want (what they know) so it confuses
them when she "doesn’t have 'guac' all the time" (Ibid.).
Jackie states that Mexican food is "not represented correctly" (Ibid.). but
she also argues that "(my restaurant) is not here to educate the public" (Ibid.).
She notes that there are only three Mexican restaurants in Philadelphia and she
thinks that is sad. She further argues that "people need to be enlightened" (Ibid.).
W hen asked where these "white collar" Mexican Americans who work in
Philadelphia live she states that she believes they live on the "Main Line" (one of
the m ost expensive areas for real estate in the suburbs of Philadelphia).
Another dish Jackie likes to make is "Camarones de infiemo" or "shrimp
from Hell." For this recipe, she uses "head-on shrimp and three types of chile,
including habanero, serrano, and arbol" (Ibid.). This recipe, which she describes
as "very spicy," was featured in Chile Pepper magazine and in the Philadelphia
Inquirer newspaper. Jackie says that this dish can be regarded as a "nouveau,"
not regional.
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Regarding Mexican cooking, she talks about som e of the m ost im portant
elements involved in being a good cook: 1) Good ingredients; 2) Chiles (dried).
She says one m ust cook the chiles very well with oil after they are pureed to get
the bitterness out of them. W ith Mexican food, she states that there is a delicate
balance of acid, salt, and sugar which needs to be paid attention to. A nd she also
says that "products change from product to product, from piece to piece. For
example, two anchos (chiles) are completely different" (Ibid.). She rem inds us
that "you m ust taste each product, every time" (Ibid.). She states: "You can't
assume that something will taste the sam e because it changes every time you
make it" (Ibid.). For instance, she w arns against using old onions or garlic. (Ibid.)
Salsa fresca, in other words, m ust be fresh. According to all of the cooks
interviewed for this study, the biggest key to good Mexican food is "freshness"
(Ibid.). She also says that you can't just go by a recipe w ithout tasting the food.
With Mexican food, because the product fluctuates in content and quality, one
m ust try it each time to make sure it is as tasty. Here is a restaurant cook, Anglo,
saying that cooking has to be hands-on, improvisational. H er approach to
recipes differs from the Colorado cooks' testimonies, though, because Jackie is
concerned not to change or tinker with the recipe (possibly adm itting a lack of
culinary ownership). She strives for a uniform product every time she cooks it.
Jackie also remarks that the m ost popular dishes at her restaurant are
tostadas and enchiladas. Her best dishes, she states, are h er sw ordfish tacos and
"Shrimp from Hell." She said that w hen the workers from Oaxaca came to eat at
the restaurant she was moved because they said, regarding the m eal she had
cooked for them, that "it was like (our) m others used to make" (Ibid.). The form
of this praise here is im portant even if it is not accurate (i.e. it could be a polite
lie). The point is the form of the praise, not necessarily its accuracy.
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h. Imaginings of Place and "Authenticity": The "real" story about Mexican
food, or the "whole enchilada"
Except for Jackie (who is not Mexican American), there is a them e which
runs throughout the Philadelphia Mexican A m erican cooks', m anagers', owners'
narratives: "Good" or "real" Mexican food is cheap, homemade, a n d bought
either in the sm all barrio taqueria or on the street (from street vendors). They
claim this even if there restaurant is expensive. But some of the field consultants
seem to contradict themselves by arguing that outside Anglo audiences will not
pay more for ingredients like huitlacoche (com fungus). In this exam ple, Mexican
American cooks criticize an outsider unwillingness to spend m oney on Mexican
food (Santoyo: 2/96). In these descriptions of the "real thing" are often a mental
jumps to other places (Mexico City, Oaxaca, Veracruz, etc.). In this sense, again
the theme of place is linked to counter-hegemonic foods. In both sites, people
turn their noses up at the restaurants which cater to wealthy tourists and other
clientele in Mexico (even if, ironically, they m ay w ork in higher-end restaurants).
Another Philadelphia field consultant, Federico Santoyo, talks about the fancy
French-influenced Mexican restaurants one w ill find in Mexican City. There is
also the badge of danger w hich Santoyo w ears in his discussion of eating tacos de
barbacoa. He talks about catching hepatitis once from eating at a street vendor's,
but vows that the best Mexican food can be eaten at them. And yet Santoyo
works at a high-end Mexican restaurant. Specifically, in Santoyo's narratives,
there is a counter-hegemonic distancing and cultural assertion. A uthenticity of
ethnicity is an im portant ideological construction throughout all of these
narratives. The difference betw een "us" and "them" (both in regard to the cooks
as well as the audience) are posed in opposition to the dom inant culture, even as
some of the players are in seem ingly contradictory roles as w aiters, managers,
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cooks, and ow ners of such "outsider," touristic, inauthentic, voyeuristic
establishments. Ethnicity does matter, but class does, too. There is a nostalgic
exaltation of los ranchos (of the upper classes), b u t m ore often, there is a
conjuring of the culinary subaltern of the "street," w here one can buy "lower
class," "authentic" food; class figures into these narratives of food and place. Like
Cleofas Jaramillo in the thirties, Santoyo voices culinary resistance. Genaro
Padilla discusses Jaramillo's subaltern resistance in her book Tasty Recipes:
O n the one hand, Tasty Recipes represents the popularization of
ethnic cuisine and, in that respect, represents a desire to cater to
m em bers of the dom inant culture. O n the other, Jaramillo
contextualizes consum ption in an explicitly cultural m anner and,
therefore, suggests how intimately food is related to lived cultural
experiences. Hence, we discover a form of culinary resistance—AngloAmericans can follow the recipe and still not eat Nuevomexicano
cooking. (Padilla: 1991:55).
Like my argum ent which highlights the legitim acy/prim acy of nontextualization of recipes to field consultants discussed at the beginning of this
chapter, Padilla reiterates how contextualization connotes cultural assertion.
Although Jaramillo is putting her recipes into writing, the use of
contextualization involves the subject "we" as opposed to "them." M any of the
narratives here do not exhibit coraje (anger) as do those of Jaramillo (Ibid.),
Santoyo's narratives, for example, but they do, using the tool of context, make it
harder for "us" to see, to experience, to understand. On the other hand, one can
argue that these narratives either (1) simply point out how lack of context inhibits
understanding, a n d /o r (2) discuss the missing context, elucidate it, and thus
improve the chances for understanding.
Philadelphia field consultant Federico Santoyo, like Jaramillo, argues that
an Anglo American can go to the restaurant he manages, b ut still not eat Mexican
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cooking. Roja's discussion of the U.S. prohibition of using fire outside voices a
curtailing of authenticity of experience. Fogones de barro (clay ovens) are
authentically "Mexican" in her rendering. One is just not going to find them here,
i. Federico Santoyo's contrast between 'Traditional" and "American" palate,
satisfying "outside" tastes, asserting difference: M aking "essential"
connections to place
Philadelphia field consultant Federico Santoyo cooks, but mainly he is a
manager of a well know n Mexican restaurant in Philadelphia. Some of the topics
which became im portant during our conversations w ere the following: 1) The
juxtaposition of w hat he calls "traditional" Mexican food, defined as using
regional recipes w ith ingredients which might repel the "American palate,"
which he loves, and w hat he says American audiences eat (which usually is not
"traditional" Mexican food); 2) street vendors and an inside perception of "real
Mexican food" as inexpensive; 3) The (both inside and outside) perception that
Mexican food should be "cheap;" 4) Accessibility of ingredients. His favorite
way to eat Mexican food, he says, is on the street in Mexico from street vendors.
There is an apparent contradiction in Santoyo's use of the term "cheap." At once
he discusses the value of eating off the street as opposed to eating in the high end
restaurants. Yet, he criticizes Anglo American audiences for their reluctance to
pay more for more "exotic" ingredients flown in from Mexico. He states: "Well, I
love food, and I m ean, Mexican is a wonderful food. I like a very traditional type
of Mexican cooking and I like eating off the street w hen I go to Mexico" (Santoyo:
2/96). He sees food "off the street" as "more authentic" (Ibid.). He elaborates as
follows:
F: I mean, yeah, you can eat everything off the cow...
E: ...morcillas...
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F: ...at the stands, the taco stands in Mexico City, or not even stands, but the little
stores and um, you know, I mean if you go to an open air market, I don't think
any American w ould buy anything at all out of them . There’s flies, there's no
cases, not m uch refrigeration and uh, since m y father knows a lot of people in
Taxco because it is a very small town, I talked to some of the meat people, the
butchers and they've told me that they cannot keep the food in the refrigeration
or in the boxes because people won’t buy them , they like to see them out. So...
E: So it's the display, it's the presentation...
F: Right, so, I m ean, that's, I think that the actual preparation or the actual way
that it's kept is p a rt of the reason w hy it's different.
E: Hmm hm m , H m m hm m , I just tried head cheese in Colorado, and that was,
you know, there is definitely, if you haven't grow n up eating some thing like...I
like tripe soup, too, you know, menudo...
F: Menudo, right...
E: Yeah, but I haven't, because that's probably because I've been exposed to it,
you know, at an early age...
F: Well, also you’re open-m inded and I think a lot of people aren't...
E: yeah, yeah that's true. I think there's som ething to be said for familiarity, too,
something that's completely unfamiliar you tend to think that you're not going to
enjoy it, so w hat are some of the recipes that m aybe some of your grandmothers
and aunts, some of their favorite dishes that you m ay have grown up eating...?
F: Menudo, panzita, one of my all-time favorites, any kind of tacos are favorites
of mine, posole, um , uh...
E: Panzita?
F: Panzita is another w ord for menudo, um , and that just mean little stomach,
you know that? O.K. and uh, you know, I love it all, really, I mean, I've gone,
I’ve walked through m arkets and even caught hepatitis in Mexico and it doesn't
scare me from eating in the markets. I mean, every time I go to Taxco my father
takes me and we have a cabrito, a taco de cabrito, I m ean, so just little things like
that are the ones th at m ake you know, get m e thirsty or hungry...
E: Right, do you actually, you prefer that to, I'm sure you had meals in some of
the...restaurants in Mexico City...
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F: I haven't had too many...I mean, I've had some, but I think they really, they all
come from the original places w hat they are, you know, and I think they came
from the market, they came from the peasants and there's nothing like w hat they
make. There's nothing like w hat my, my tias, m y aunts m ade or there's nothing
like w hat my woman, the w om an who helped raise me or bathe m e w hen I was a
child made...So, I mean, you know, there's all kinds of things, and my
grandm other's cooking, there's nothing like that. You know, I think the
restaurants are probably very good but they're also getting into the thing of using
French styles of cooking or other things that aren't necessarily grow n in
Mexico...arugula, w ho’s ever heard of arugula in Mexico? (Ibid.).
Santoyo still has family in Mexico. His father lives in Taxco so he often
goes there to visit. He says th at he tries to go visit at least once a year. He
explains his early exposure to Mexico through his dad's travel tours: "My father
right now lives in Taxco. A nd he was a tour guide for fifty years so in the
sum m ertim e when we were children, my sister and I w ould go visit him, when
we w ere off from school and he w ould basically take us w ith him w hen he had
tours traveling with him as well, so I got to know a lot of Mexico that way"
(Ibid.). Like Jackie above, Santoyo discusses the "American audience" which he
says has to be catered to in Mexican restaurants in Philadelphia. He states:
We call ourselves m ore contem porary Mexican cuisine because we
don't do things like use lard with our refried beans. We serve a lot of
salads on the side of the plate, make them look fuller, and also more
colorful and a little m ore attractive toAmerican people w ho don't like
fatty foods, or m eat or things that are cooked with lard. There's a lot of
reasons why w e have to do things I think the way that w e are doing
them now. You have to make them attractive, palatable to people
w hen they see it...(Ibid..).
So it seems that the notion of cultural appropriation is alive and well in a location
like Philadelphia w ith a sm all Mexican population. However, these forms of
appropriation also exist in Taos, New Mexico, as we will see later on in this
chapter in my discussion of a restaurant in that town. Santoyo argues that one
som etim es has to incorporate outside, even stereotypical, interpretations of
Mexican food in order to sell it. Nevertheless, they use a lot of ingredients from
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Mexico which one m ight call "traditional," including nopal, huitlacoche, and chiles.
Nopal is a cactus and huitlacoche is a fungus that grows on com . The latter has a
mushroom-like texture an d one can use it on cjuesadillas, for example. But
huitlacoche is really not an item they use much at the restaurant, partly because
one cannot find it fresh in the northeastern U.S. But also, non-Mexican clientele
m ay not be receptive to this item. Others may w ant to be perceived as
knowledgeable and em brace new and unfamiliar items. I certainly staged an
"authenticity" discourse in the above interview. I tried to claim authentic status
by stating that I had been eating Mexican food (including menudo) since I was a
child (which is true). In addition, as Santoyo points out, these items are also very
costly in the U.S. whereas in Mexico, they may not cost as m uch. For instance, he
says that zucchini flowers w ould be a tasty addition to his m enu, and yet, "they
cost, two or three dollars a flower here, it's very hard to do anything nice when
something costs that m uch money and they're so readily available in Mexico
City" (Ibid.). Tripe is less "exotic" than huitlacoche, perhaps, because m any people
eat tripe in the U.S., but tripe soup (menudo) is som ething that people will
definitely not consume in his restaurant, according to Santoyo, is tripe soup, or
menudo. He says that another term for this soup is panzita. Regarding panzita, he
states that "it's a little too spicy and people don't like tripe in the United States, I
love it..." (Ibid.).
Another concern of Santoyo's, which relates to concerns of other writers,
in regard to outside (hegemonic) perception of Mexican food is that it should be
"cheap" (Ibid.; Montano: 1992; Castillo: 1995). He relates this difference in
perception in terms of economic class:
F: I think in the United States people have this perception of Mexican food being
cheap it's gonna be, there is on occasions like on Fridays and Saturdays when we
seem to get a higher caliber of people, come in here and w ant to spend more
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money where we can do som ething like a rack of lamb or som ething really
special and maybe charge $17-18 dollars for it, but for the rest of the week it's not
gonna sell, people come in here w ith the perception that Mexican food should be
cheap. And that it should be burritos and nachos and tacos, I m ean in Mexico you
don't have, there's not such thing as nachos...
E: Or fajitas...
F: So, the chefs here are very capable, they do a wonderful job, unfortunately
when we w ant to do som ething really special, something with huitlacoche for
instance, people w on't buy it, or if we w ant to do som ething w ith the uh, you
know,flor de calabaza sells very well, but I mean, it's very hard to find, you can't
find it very easily and they're very expensive.
E: Do you make flor de calabaza?
F: On occasion we have, I’ve seen it here a few times and it's also a very short
season for it here.
E: The end of the sum m er...W hen the zucchinis are coming up, I guess, around
the end of the summer?
E: I guess you're saying that there's not the sensibility or not the, people aren't
exposed to, or don’t know here, is it an East Coast, or if there w ould be the same
kind of sensitivity to huitlacoche or an awareness of...
F: I don't think you'd sell too m uch of it even in, unless you're Mexican...and
unless you have a really, are really aware of what this is. I m ean you know, how
many Americans are gonna know it unless they've had some kind of background
with Mexican or someone Mexican that could explain to them w hat it is and tell
them, "well, you know you should try this, even though it's black." Because it is
black and not m any people will eat black food (Ibid.).
This comment especially relates to Goldman's discussion of the color of
food and the hegemonic and counter-hegemonic struggle betw een w hat is
comfortable for one group and w hat is defined as "unacceptable" to another. She
discusses the inversion of such a stance, where instead of "black food"
representing som ething th at people will not eat, it becomes a source of pride. A
subversive, decentered (and hum orous) embracing of food is revealed in the
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following statem ent by G oldm an (regarding African American autobiographies
of food):
Besides providing the w riter w ith a degree of interpretive control,
such tongue-in-cheek gestures at the expense of the credulous also
affirm black pride as they critique the paucity of white culture. The
w ord-play in recipes for 'Steak w ith Beautiful Black Sauce' and 'Stuffed
H eart Honky-Style’ (Sm art-Grosvenor, 1970, as quoted by Goldman,
1996) requires no further com m entary.
The hegem onic control of food as it relates to an exoticization (Savigliano: 1995)
of Mexican food is w hat M ontano also talks about w hen chili contests become
unrecognizable to those w ho m ay feel m ost closely (historically) attached to these
food events (Montano: 1992). Teresa Vigil's cautionary discussion regarding the
suppression of Hispano use of rem.ed.ios and N ative American practices w arns us
in chapter three that outsiders should be careful w hen they engage in others'
sacred practices, such as sw eat lodges. These symbolic dom ains are often
appropriated by the dom inant culture. These creative processes become
unrecognizable and unpalatable to those w ho use them. W ithin kitchen practice
itself, W eismantel aptly argues that hegem onic items introduced into the home
can cause strife between husbands and wives in the dom ain of nabus (an item in
the Ecuadorian Indian doxa) and w hite rice (mestizo commodity) (Weismantel:
1988). W eismantel outlines how nabus, a staple in the Andean communities, gets
devalued in the process of this outside mestizo food item ’s introduction into the
w om an's kitchen. The husband is no longer satisfied eating the leafy green of
Indian doxa. Instead, white rice is an item of cultural capital (Bourdieu: 1979).
This item then directly and negatively affects the relationship betw een the
husband and wife, marked w ith race and class issues. White rice, even in color,
symbolizes the wealthy classes as w ell as identifies w ith Spanish ancestry. In
G oldm an's discussion, this issue is further highlighted as she talks about a sense
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of white, liberal guilt as an active ingredient tow ard trying "ethnic" foods. This
issue may reveal the tendency of white patrons to try to feel good about their
relations w ith the "cultural Other" by buying their food, while really not opening
themselves up at all to participate in the lives of people of whom they may be
wary.
j. Food and Stereotype: The flip side to "essential connections" between Food
and Place
Food, as we have learned, is a vibrant tool for the conceptualization and
construction of cultural m em bership and ownership, but it is also symbolically
charged with racist and stereotypical images. Three experiences (two while I was
teaching and one during m y fieldwork) relate to this topic. One of my Chicano
colleagues, a professor at a sm all Liberal Arts college, told me about an incident
in which an Anglo adm inistrative assistant printed up flyers for a Chicano
student reception. The adm inistrative assistant thought since there would be
food at this event that it w ould be nice to have some kind of illustration on the
announcement. She found an image, copied the flyers, and p u t them up around
the departm ent and adjacent building. When m y colleague came to work that
morning, he was shocked at w hat he saw. The flyers had the classic stereotypical
image of the "lazy Mexican" complete with sombrero, sleeping u nder a tree.
Although the stereotype does not actually index food, the image does give a
Bacchanalian sense of revelry, in a food and drink setting. The image is a
stereotype of Mexicans w ho are perceived as not w anting to w ork, more to do
w ith the classic siesta period of the day, one may argue. And yet, I see the image
as a portrayal of party setting. Indeed, the flyer did point out that there would
be food and drink. Needless to say, my colleague, w ho is Chicano, explained to
the administrative assistant w hy this was inappropriate and they removed all of
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the posters before anyone else had seen them. Apparently the person who
created the flyers may have equated an abstract idea of Chicanos having food
and fun w ith the historically racist image of a Mexican who does not w ant to
work. Of course, she was horrified w hen she realized that she m ay have
offended someone, but that is w here the subtlety of food comes into play. I
argue that around food the boundaries can appear to be loosened (Bakhtin: 1971;
Abrahams: 1985), thus creating a kind of liminal state, a kind of "betwixt and
between" (Turner: 1969) culinary carnival (to merge ideas of Turner and Bakhtin)
in w hich the limitations are blurred through hum or and pleasure, in general. She
m ay have confused a general idea of a pleasurable occasion with the perhaps
vaguely, generally "humorous" image in her m ind (i.e. she may have seen the
surface m eaning of the picture as "harmless-Mexican-pleasure"). Of course, such
stereotyping only serves, in an imperialistic vein, to create new boundaries and
borders, if not upon maps, then on people. Loosening boundaries can be seen as
"freeing up," as a negation or deconstruction of the order of things. But the
loosening of boundaries can also allow a person, at least in her or his mind, to
interpret freely. The danger then arises of misconstruing this "freedom" as
perm ission to vocalize stereotypes, even unconsciously. Outsiders to a particular
food culture can come into a restaurant and call the host "my friend" (although
this an obvious vehicle for condescension to be played out) because the client is
spending money at the establishment, or because the arena of food, although at
times very formal, is a pleasurable (and bodily) event (Heldke: 1992: 218) and
thus allows one to "open up,” so to speak. The patron (or in Spanish, "patron,"
m eaning boss) and host relationship is hierarchical, taking place in a restaurant, a
setting w here the assumption reigns that the "customer is always right." But also
the host is selling hospitality—not just food, but "hosting" behavior, w hich is
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modelled on the hospitality of friends—a commodified facsimile of private
hospitality in w hich "my friend" could be used by either party in a com m oditized
way. Although the administrative assistant in the story above initially thought
she was doing som ething appropriate, the arena of food and drink opened up for
her, possibly, the idea that the image of the "lazy Mexican" was indeed fitting for
a party. She m ay have even seen the image as a bridge of understanding,
through hum or, betw een herself and the Chicano professors in the departm ent.
This wom an knew that the audience for her "clever" flyer would be Chicano. But
w hat happens w hen members of a culture group are not around to defend
themselves? Sometimes this situation leads to further painful dem arcations
between "us" and "them," "here" and "there."
In the next incident, I was showing Taiwanese Director Ang Lee's "Eat
Drink Man Woman" to one of my classes. W hile we were watching the film, a
w hite student (who emerged early in the sem ester as someone who could not
stop talking and w ho pushed a lot of buttons—m ine and other students’) m ade
three culturally insensitive comments. I was incensed, and I prom ptly w rote the
comments dow n so that I could address the issue in front of the entire class. The
first comment w as regarding the m ain character, Mr. Chu, eating soup,
"sloppily," apparently in this student's estimation. The student ye lled ," Hey!
Don't they have any etiquette over there!?" The next comment involved Mr. Chu
reciting his favorite dishes to cook. As he was listing his favorite dishes, this
student said, "How about cat!" In addition, the student yelled at one point of Mr.
Chu, "Hey is that Mr. Nyagi (of "The Karate Kid")?" Needless to say, I w as very
angry. I voiced to the students that culturally insensitive comments are
unacceptable in m y classroom. I said to the students: "If you don't know w hat
'culturally insensitive’ means, try using this method: If you say som ething about
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a person or a culture group and you think it m ay make her or him
uncomfortable, it probably is culturally insensitive." In reaction to m y statement,
the students were quiet, but I could tell from the w ay w e interacted positively in
discussion for the rem ainder of the class session, that I had gained the respect of
my students who had been upset about the stereotypes. Also, there were
students w ho came u p to me afterw ards who said they w ere glad that I had
addressed the issue, and that they had been angry about the com m ents the
student had m ade during the film. I also managed to stop the student in
question from m aking any m ore stupid comments. This situation reveals the
volatility of w hat one might think of as the "mundane" realm of food. And yet it
also reveals som ething about "film viewing" as a socially interactive zone. The
student obviously had a variety of ineffective social habits. U nfortunately, it is
not clear w hether he learned different behavioral rules from the experience. One
need only see D.W. Griffith's "Birth of a Nation," w ith its images of emancipated
slaves eating fried chicken and collard greens on the floors of Congress, to realize
that representations of food and culture can be vicious indeed.
The incident during fieldwork regarding stereotypes and food relates to
som ething w hich happened at a restaurant that m y husband and I w ent to in
Taos, New Mexico. This incident also relates to the idea discussed above of a
juxtaposition betw een the "outside" audience and "inside" workers. This
restaurant, as m y husband and I learned, had Hispano cooks, w aiters, and
busboys bu t was ow ned by Anglos and patronized largely by tourists. As Sylvia
Rodriguez writes in her work, the volatility of Anglo-Hispano-Native American
relations as they relate to the boom ing (and damaging) tourist industry in Taos is
highly politicized, an d is a result of a long history of colonial/anticolonial clash.
The m enu w as kind of a nouvelle-southwest cuisine w ith chicken in habanero
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sauce and red snapper in pom egranate sauce, some red chile dishes. The prices
ranged around $10-15, and this was an exception to w hat we had been eating at
smaller, less expensive places. I had checked out the breakfast m enu as well and
it had more traditional items like chorizo and eggs. The place was crow ded with
Anglo patrons and I did notice that almost all of the waitstaff and hostesses were
Anglo and the rest of the staff (the buspeople, the cooks) were H ispano or
Mexican. We w ere tired and hungry, so we decided to stay. As w e ate, my
husband and I noted this juxtaposition between workers and patrons-owners.
We had just been talking about the issue and justification of hostility tow ard
outsiders, a topic which has been w ritten about by many authors and an issue
about which m any field consultants have talked with me as well.
My husband got up to go to the bathroom after we had this discussion,
only to hear som ething very interesting. He was in a stall w hen two cooks came
in and were irate about the management. One of the cooks said that their white
boss had just fired a Mexican worker, and they vented about all of the gringos
who come in to the restaurant. The conversation was in English. O ne of the two
m en had a thicker Spanish accent than the other and he did m ost of the talking.
My husband, paraphrasing, describes w hat was said: "It's unfair that (the
Mexican worker) got fired. They don't care about us! We're their servants. No
fucking respect for us! All these gringo tourists coming in and they don't have
respect for the people and the land" (Sanders, paraphrasing: 3/97). W ard
describes the experience: He is in the stall and does not know if the other two
m en are aware of his presence in the bathroom. He though that they could see
his legs, so W ard surm ised that this conversation could have been for his benefit,
an intentional venting with an audience, although Ward states that he never felt
threatened, that he w ould be confronted directly. After this heated conversation
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between the two workers, they left and my husband came out of the stall. W ard
was curious to see w ho the two m en were so, after w ashing his hands, quickly
left the bathroom, to see if he get a glimpse of them. He did not find them.
When I asked W ard later how he felt about the experience, he replied: "I
understand their feelings of invasion, I’m sym pathetic and I didn't feel
threatened, but just fascinated that I was privy to the conversation" (Sanders:
3/97).
Entwined w ith the preparation and the enjoym ent of food itself can be the
hostility my husband heard expressed that night, the hierarchy and abuse of
workers which often occurs in such settings, and the frustration of people from
an area historically rich with open land and shepherding and farming, but which
has been complicated by outside encroachment. M any of the field consultants
with whom I have spoken express frustration with the tourist industry. First, it is
a seasonal industry, so those people who have jobs at the ski resorts and the
restaurants can only keep their jobs part time or for certain times of the year.
Second, the blatant catering to outsiders which happens in a tourist town like
Taos encourages, and necessitates, an "us" versus "them" juxtaposition because
the tourist industry is so unconcerned with local know ledge and local
communities. Farm ing has also suffered, as David Arguello and Luis Torres
discuss in chapter three. Arguello discussed the skyrocketing land prices and the
selling of land to celebrities like Julia Roberts and acequia damage caused by
eighteen wheelers driving up to the resort. Torres talks about having a part
break on his tractor. He w ent to buy another part and the prices for machinery
were almost four tim es w hat they used to be. Torres w ent ahead and just
repaired the existing p art instead of buying the new one. But this event caused
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him to say that people cannot m ake it farming anymore because of the current
cost of equipment.
In a statem ent which com pares to Torres' equipm ent purchase problem,
Rosa, a character in Gregory N ava’s film, "El Norte," expresses frustrations over
the misconception that the north is the "land of riches and freedom:" "They tell
you how much m oney you can make up in el norte. But no one told us how much
you have to spend" (paraphrasing). Embedded in the arena of food, and the
public presentation of it, are justified hostilities and w orker-em ployer inequities.
Yet, victimization is not the only emotional/psychological dim ension in food.
There is also the expression of creativity and political agency. O f course, there is
also the dis-ease which comes from public presentation of food. The anger that
m y colleague felt regarding the flyer w ith the stereotypical im age is connected, I
think, with anger tow ard the hegemonic, touristic exploitation of food and local
members of the comm unity for the sake of allowing outsiders a "taste of ethnicky
foods" (Goldman: 1996). If m y husband and I had stuck around at the restaurant
longer, we m ay have been able to spot even more subversive upsets of the
culinary order, a la Smart-Grosvenor (as quoted by C urtin & Heldke: 1992: 294297) in which the Anglo customers are made fun of and fooled. I am
embarrassed that as we ate, w e may have been the focus of some of the tension.
But it was an im portant ethnographic experience which allowed m e to peel back
some of the layers of experience and history in the Taos region.
Goldman, while w riting about Smart-Grosvenor's work, also touches
upon the idea of "us" versus "them, an idea I mentioned above. H er discussion
also sheds light on my interpretation of the two restaurant w orkers’ hostility
tow ard the public presentation of "their" food. Goldm an states in regard to
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Smart-Grosvenor’s presentation of the "Beautiful Black Sauce" to the white
audience and other polarizing comments:
...although such anecdotes are often framed as personal narrative, the
cross-cultural com parison they develop positions the subject as an
ethnographic 'we,' a collective identity rigidly fram ed in opposition to
'them.' Consider, for instance, how the following critique of 'white
bread culture' positions pronouns, constructing an 'I' contingent upon
its affiliation w ith an aggregate that is unable to accommodate
difference: 'You white folks just keep on eating th at white foam rubber
bread that sticks to the roof of your mouth, and keep on eating Minute
Rice and instant potatoes and instant cereals and drinking instant milk
and stick to your instant culture. And I will stick to the short-lived fad
that brought m y ancestors through four hundred years of oppression.'
(Smart Grosvenor, as quoted by Goldman: 1996: 50-51).
C ultural ownership and a separatist bent are revealed in the above passage.
Akhil G upta and James Ferguson highlight the upsetting (or reclaiming?)
of the dom inant representation of "Other-ness." Theorizing space problematizes
such notions as "homeland," "home," and even "culture" (Deleuze & Guattari:
1987). Approaching these concepts from an anti-colonial view point, Hispanos in
Colorado and N ew Mexico strategize in voicing their ow n stories. In the
Philadelphia narratives, the players may be active in tem porarily "mis
representing" their ow n foods, so that they will sell. But for someone like
Santoyo, as we will see below, imagined bridges and boundaries to the "real"
Mexico, the Mexico I cannot "see" (Santoyo: 2/96), are n ot so easy to cross.
Metaphorical, but also practical, strategically referring to hom eland asserts
political agency. M emory is also an important aspect of the above passage from
Smart-Grosvenor. "Four hun d red years of oppression" (Smart-Grosvenor, as
quoted by Goldman: 1996: 50-51) can be eaten in the food spoken of, not only by
those who can lay claim to that experience, but by culinary "aficionados" who
think they are consum ing "authentic" history. The long history of farming and
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cooking in Taos is trivialized in the restaurant-client relationship described
above, where the "help" is treated badly but all "outside signs" of patron
enjoyment are good. The money continues to come in, b ut m ost significantly, it
seems, for those w ho are benefiting from the institution of, and public culinary
display of, borders. Similarly, in the case of the Taos restaurant employees my
husband overheard, em bedded in food is not only the consumer's re-imaginings
and re-productions of earlier food sharing. But, the emotions of the cooks or
servers are also em bedded in the food they serve (see A udre Lorde, reprinted in
Curtin & Heldke: 1992; Esquivel: 1989). In this sense, the importance of cultural
memory in the realm of food and cooking is inextricably w oven into the cook's
perception and experience of the dish. The sam e relationship could be draw n
between the worker and his or her production.
k. Access and Sight/Site: "There's ju st no w ay you're gonna see these things
here."
Other issues which are im portant to Santoyo, as stated above, are access to
ingredients and the things one cannot find here th at one can find in Mexico. He
states: "...I know that we have to find places like in New Mexico for chiles or
Chicago for different types of meats...a couple of days, a few day's notice, right
now, they'll UPS, any company will UPS anything to you that you might need.
So it's not a problem getting the things, but the thing is if you can sell them, and
if you can m ark it up to show some kind of profit, depending on how much they
cost..." (Ibid.) Of course, I would add that Santoyo is talking as the representative
of a restaurant which is more likely than the individual to afford to have
something "UPS'ed." As he states, there must be a profit if his restaurant is going
to go that route. But for the individual in Philadelphia w ho wants certain
ingredients, there are fewer options. The profit m argin is im portant in the
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restaurant industry in both Taos and in Philadelphia. M any staples in the
Hispano diet are not going to be found on the "nouveau" Mexican m enus because
m any of the items do not cost much, or are grown on people’s land. Items like
quelites, discussed in chapter three, do not symbolize expense or the right kind of
exotic fare. Like products from the matanza, like barbacoa, quelites are used among
Hispanos but not valued in the textual, touristic arena. Between the two sites
studied in this project, there are significant differences in access to ingredients.
W hat can we learn from these differences? A sense of positionality, of identity,
centered around the topic of food can be distinguished in the tw o sites.
Difficulty of access to ingredients for the non-restaurant Mexican cook seems to
heighten the experience of general isolation and the juxtaposition betw een "here"
and "there.” Below one will find further discussion of here and there as
expressed in narratives of cultural memory. Santoyo below describes two
experiences that one will not find in Philadelphia that he says are im portant to
Taxco, Mexico identity, and therefore to his identity and m em ory. These are his
words:
F: Well there's a couple things that I could mention to you, just like a couple
things that are kind of interesting, like for instance, there's once a year in Taxco,
everyone goes up on the hills and they look for these little bugs they're about the
size of my fingernail and they make a salsa verde out of cooked tomatillos, and
add them to it live and blend it together with the bugs. And that's once a year
that they do that...
E: So it's a festival...?
F: Yeah, and it's like a picnic and then you'll see actually through that whole
m onth or for two m onths, I don't know exactly how long the season of these bugs
last, b ut there’ll be old ladies and ladies selling them in huge bags in the market
in Taxco, beautiful m arket, by the way. It's three levels. Three levels, basically
outdoors and just gorgeous and another thing my grandm other used to do, she
used to have a pigeon and she used to wait until the pigeons, just before they
started flying away, and at that point she would cook them for us. A nd I kind of
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have a little bit of a m em ory of that, I d on't even rem em ber how she used to
make them for us. But uh, I m ean there's just certain little things that I mean you
know, there's just no w ay that you're gonna see here o r it's gonna be hard for you
to see things here...
It is interesting that Santoyo talks directly to me in this narrative as in, "...well
there's a couple things that I could m ention to you" (Ibid.) and "...there's just
certain little things that I m ean, you know, there's just no w ay that you're gonna
see here or it’s gonna be h ard for you to see things here..." (Ibid.). Implicit in
these direct references to me, the learner of culture (and participant) as well as
the editor of these narratives, is the sense of, or m arking of, distance. Yet, this
direct reference can also signify co-presence. One can only say "you" to an
interlocutor—som eone w ith w hom one is interacting. Like Yvette Gallegos's
pedagogical narrative about G randm a Elaiza and m arriage's responsibilities,
Santoyo expresses the fact that there is som ething I need to know . In addition, in
the use of the w ord "could" in the first excerpted sentence, Santoyo seems to
assert ownership. This w ord seems to signify the idea th at these narratives are
not merely gifts to w hich I am "entitled," but which come w ith permission
granted, and in the context of m utual respect. Second, I am being told by
Santoyo that he is revealing som ething I will not, cannot possibly, "see" in the
U.S. or in Philadelphia. H e uses sight throughout the interview to emphasize
distance between he and myself. But he also uses the "I" to speak for an "us" set
in opposition to non-Mexicans. The autobiographical subject is used strategically
to claim authority of Mexican food. But by using "I," he also asserting ownership
of place. Perhaps because it so far rem oved geographically, the Taxco pilgrimage
to gather the bugs for the salsa verde increases in m ystique. "Otherness" is
emphasized by the act of eating bugs, som ething that w o u ld repel the average
Anglo. This self-exoticization is posed autobiographically against me as the
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folklorist, but also against "them." Another aspect of the above narrative from
Santoyo is the sense of past and present. He discusses the experiences he has
described as a "bit of memory..." (Ibid.) And not only will it be hard in
Philadelphia for me to see these festivals in Mexico or to experience the way his
grandm other cooked pigeon, it is almost impossible for Santoyo to experience
these things here.
Of course, as a participant in our conversations, in the context of speaking
w ith another person, I m ay m isinterpret or misjudge the m eaning of any
particular narrative. The process of giving these w ritings to the people with
w hom I have met over the years is a possible safeguard to ethnographic
miscalculation. Yet I also agree with G upta and Ferguson w hen they assert that
sim ply questioning older forms of textualization will not do the trick of
deterritorializing (Clifford & Marcus, 1986, as cited by G upta & Ferguson, 1993).
W ith Santoyo, as w ith other field consultants, I w ould w ant the reader to
acknowledge that the process is dialogic, and that I am a player in this dialogue.
Rather than asserting that the lives of others were dictated to me and that I have
not affected or tainted their presentation (an argum ent w hich could be extended
to make-believe that I am giving you "the real thing"), I recognize that I may
affect these conversations and therefore will present, as I did above, my
impressions of our conversations, and how a field consultant m ay have been
speaking to me personally, w hat our rapport was at any given moment, and their
expressed ideas about "audience." Given this analysis, I argue that there emerges
a tripartite strategy of food, place, and cultural memory for talking about oneself
throughout these narratives. The role of gender and the division of labor (as in
chapter three), land and environm ental rights, the comm odification of culture,
hegemonic and counter-hegemonic foods, and textualization versus shared
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experience in recipe transm ission have all been explored by field consultants.
Although seemingly disparate at times, these autobiographical narratives all
reveal, though using different symbolic launchpads, the assertion of selfpossession, self-determ ination, and positionality.
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Conclusion to Chapter Four
...Through food w e learned that there were other people in the world.
Maya Angelou (I Knoiv Why the Caged Bird Sings) 1969.
The foods grandm other cooked were from the fields and gardens in
Taos, each crop in its season. In winter we enjoyed beans, chile, fried
fruits, tasajo, chaquehue, and atole, the inevitable evening bowl, laced
w ith red chile or hot goat's milk. I absorbed all m y knowledge of
customs, traditions, cuentos, etc. with that evening bowl. Lorin W.
Brown (Hispano Folklife in New Mexico) 1978: 8).
The symbols analyzed here are not sacred, but secular and mundane.
M.J. W eismantel (Food, Gender, Poverty in the Ecuadorian Andes) 1988.
Identity and m em ory are mobile, active and help us articulate strategies of
experience and political agency. In this chapter we have discussed such topics
(expressed by the field consultants here) as "displacement" and sense of place,
"authenticity," public and private food sharing, hegemonic and counterhegemonic foods, the issue of textualization, cultural m em ory, and access to
ingredients. As an anti-colonial force and deterritorializing tool, food can
simultaneously assert and combat an "us" versus "them" juxtaposition while it
crosses national and state borders. Differences within localities can threaten re
imaginings of identity b u t they can also speak to the im portance of creativity of
ethnicity, and self-determination. Food, while a bodily and pleasurable entity,
can loosen boundaries as well as lead to stereotype. The dynam ism and fluidity
of culture can also challenge racism and border-m aking which sees Mexicans
from Taxco, Mexico, and H ispanos from southern Colorado and northern New
Mexico, and Chicanos in California as the "same thing" w ithout complexity, as
either a threat, or sim ply w ithout definition. The same environm ent which
encourages Proposition 187 in California and English-only legislation, thrives on
"us" versus "them" delineations. It can also thrive on Mexican or "ethnic" food.
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But m arginalized peoples can also combat dom inant culture in this relationship
between the unofficial and official. As Devon Pena points out:
Images o f powerlessness, isolation, exclusion, anomie, and social
pathology are persistent in the academic discourses on third-w orld
m arginality...such constructions are obviously ethnocentric and reflect
ideological presuppositions of the dom inant social classes...rejecting
m odernization (total integration), m arginals struggle for their own
autonom ous 'space.' The social structures of marginalized groups also
include com pletely autonomous dom ains in w hich cultural as well as
technical invention can develop free of core hegemonic intrusions.
(Pena: 1997: 237-239)
Thus, although n o t preferable, if one finds his or her culture at the periphery,
marginality can be the basis for mobilization. From the margin, pow er can
emerge, even if th at m obilization is constructed as a "conveyance of compliance:"
"...the im pression of compliance w ithout its substance...it is almost as if symbolic
compliance is m axim ized precisely in order to m inimize compliance at the level
of actual behavior" (Scott: 1989). The waiters in the Taos restaurant, for instance,
described in this chapter, were using a com pliance strategy to keep their jobs, not
a dum b move. Their expression of fruustration w as supposed to be private.
They did not know that my husband was in their perceived private space. The
larger space of the restaurant is touristic, voyeuristic (on their place, their land).
Therefore, the autobiographical "I" posed as a n "us" can occur not only in the
context of talking about a distant place, but in the immediate context of w here
one is. In the Taos case, these waiters com plained about an encroachment in
their own backyard. Their "on-stage" strategy is sensible and not w ithout pow er.
Like the food served in Santoyo’s restaurant, the food served at the Taos
restaurant is billed as "contemporary," m eaning not "homestyle," not "simple."
The food served in this culinary stage for the dom inant culture is public, not
private, food.
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Having a transnational identity (as I argue the Philadelphia field
consultants do) can in fact be empowering. The C olorado/N ew Mexico field
consultants also insert a transnational place identity in historical and current
food narratives. A slippery (and flexible) positionality (or duality, to use
Anzaldua's term, 1987) enbales one to dodge dominance. This transnational "I" is
especially clear in those people who w ork in spaces which are geared tow ard the
commodification of culture: the restaurant industry. Both in C olorado/N ew
Mexico and in Philadelphia, the cultural appropriation of others' foods is
ram pant. Yet, cultural insiders can also benefit (if they w ork/m anage these
restaurants) from the public (and sometimes hegemonic) display/m arketing of
food. They m ay get paid well, but they m ay also be abused. They m ay be able to
unionize, for exam ple, or they may get paid terrible wages. They m ay also work
under constant threat of being fired, which seems to be the case in Taos workers
scenario. So, here in the realm of food, especially in the contested symbolic
dom ain (Turner: 1969) of Taos, is a pitting of public space against private space.
The two sites discussed here share that similarity: Both in the urban and the
rural, food's public and private spaces are encroached upon. Santoyo's
discussion of Taxco, Mexico juxtaposed w ith his job as restaurant m anager in a
nouveau Mexican restaurant, illuminates m y argument. He does not fuse these
public and private spheres. He admits to accommodating cultural outsider
consumers by serving "approachable" fare w ithout giving away ("You couldn't
possibly see things here") his cultural authority.
We have w itnessed in the above narratives the power of self-definition
and the creative role food plays in people's lives. Vehicles for self-reflection,
narratives are guided by memory. Yet, these memories are framed by ideas of
place that are indexed by descriptions of recipes, food descriptions, food events,
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remedios, and agriculture w hich require cultural experience in order to fully
understand them.
In chapter five (the conclusion), I will further compare the two sites and
present my views, based on this research, of the role of location in the formation
and maintenance of identity's link w ith food. Food is at the heart of the matter.
W hat one calls "Mexican food" changes dramatically depending upon who is
doing the defining. But rather than being a discouraging realization, we will find
that the fluid nature of self-concept, and the meaning one m ay gain from place as
well as group, is testim ony to the pow er of creative processes in people's lives.
Like Walter Kunski, m entioned in the preface, the mementos we take w ith us
upon departure to other places continue to shed light and lend m eaning to new
places. At once public and private, both hegemonic and counter-hegemonic,
official and unofficial, food can set up flexible boundaries as well as tear others
down.
Like Kunski's m em ento, food can play the role of artifact in one's life, an
ephemeral artifact, nonetheless. But food can also be a tool for reenactment, for
solace, for enjoyment, and for performance of one's ethnicity.
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Chapter V: Conclusion
Resistance lies in self-conscious engagement w ith dom inant,
normative discourses and representations and in the active creation of
oppositional analytic and cultural spaces.
the point is not sim ply that one should have a voice; the more crucial
question concerns the sort of voice one comes to have as a result of
one's location—both as an individual and as p art of collectives.
(Mohanty: 1989/90: 208)
Rather than constructing Chicano identity as an im m utable given, a
once and for all to be recovered arbitrarily through m utually exclusive
gender categories, (Chicano identity can be) constructed as a shifting
positionality, variously enlisting competing interests and alliances
throughout time and space.
(Chabram-Demersesian: 1992: 85)
During m y fieldwork and analysis for this dissertation, I increasingly saw
fluidity, a dynam ism to positionality in people's articulation of self-definition's
link to the intimate arena of food.
Positionality is fluid and involves a mental and social construction of who
one is. Food is an effective m arker of ethnicity and of positionality. In the
narratives examined in this dissertation, people present publicly their ow n lives
in descriptions of food, the environm ent, remedios, recipes, restaurants, etc. Class,
race, ethnicity, and gender issues help people construct their ow n boundaries.
As w e have seen, consideration of these issues is voiced in regard to people's
experiences of wom en in their lives, changes in local political economies
(agriculture to superm arkets), memories of earlier herbal usage, hegemonic and
counter-hegemonic foods, and textualization and non-textualization of recipes.
Chapter 3: southern Colorado/northern New Mexico
In Colorado, a rural area w here agriculture is very im portant, at first
glance the issue of "commercial" encroachment of cooking may seem not as
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param ount. Yet, an agricultural, cultural (i.e. remedios), and historical
understanding of displacem ent, co-optation, and encroachm ent is crucial to one's
knowledge of Hispano topophilia. In addition, as discussed above, in the Taos,
N ew Mexico area, still rural, there is a commercial Anglo appropriation of food
through the tourism industry. There are many restaurants employing
H ispanos/as b ut catering alm ost exclusively to w ealthy outsiders. Therefore, in
both sites, the problem atics of making one's home (and speaking about one’s
home) involves a creative strategy of self-presentation (and preservation). One's
positionality m etam orphoses on shifting geographical, political, and economic
terrains. One's culinary/narrative audience influences this mobile strategy. One
can see, for example, in Santoyo’s descriptions, a malleable presentation (public)
of Mexican food for profit and a private, proud discussion of street vendors.
Betwixt and betw een m ore static definitions of a "homogeneous" Mexican culture
which does not exist, Santoyo's descriptions link hybridity w ith food.
"Placeness" comes in all shapes and sizes, both consciously tailored and
subconsciously preserved.
In the chapter three narratives, the key them e is the interconnectedness of
place to creative process. A sense of place as ideological stance emerges in
narratives about food: the grow ing of food, encroachm ent/colonialism issues, food
and gender, non-textualization (of local knowledge, of recipes), herbs and
preventative diet and change between then and now (antes and ahora). Food and
place is articulated in an "us" and them" narrative form which seems to be in direct
relationship w ith colonialist forces which have necessitated local mobilization to
keep one's land, or to ensure that the land is not dam aged.
Using Bourdieu, I dem onstrated the interconnectedness of food and place,
and social justice in the context of these farms. People express in the preceding
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pages the private and public spaces of food. Commercial consum ption of food in
restaurants and in superm arkets has partially changed the landscape. These
changes emerge in the narratives above as signposts to the crucial role food plays
in the field consultants' lives. The past and present inform these food narratives
as they introduce the topic of political mobilization as well as less charged senses
of place. The Gallegos' discussion of La Valdeza dem onstrates how their farm
has changed, w ithout its m atriarchs who got everyone up by 6 a.m. The
introduction of the gold m ine necessitated mobilization and a look at past and
present concerns. The focus on how Anglo-American medical practitioners have
condescended to and attem pted to invalidate Hispano m edicinal practices
demonstrates how place and food/herbs have changed and are being reclaimed.
The focus on non-textualization calls into question the reliance on the written
w ord, both environm entally (w ith regard to the Arguellos' critique of the U.S.
forestry service), and in the culinary arena (the field consultants' focus on the
non-use, for the m ost part, of recipe books).
In addition, in chapter three, I have discussed m any images of wom en and
food which are a strong p art of H ispano cultural memory. In these images of
wom en and food, women take on the symbolic role of m eal provider and
sometimes of healer. In one farm er’s description, the dim inished presence of a
w om an on his family farm has contributed to the loss of the farm ’s "soul." Yvette
Gallegos relates the story of La Valdeza, the matriarch on her family ranch.
Valdez discusses the division of labor in the kitchen on her family farm and her
grandm other's "Indian W oman's" basket. Vigil discusses the herbs "Grandma
used" as well as a powerful N ative American wom an in her past.
As stated above, Joe Gallegos (Yvette and C orpus' son) is som ebody for
whom I have a lot of respect. He has joked around w ith m e about doing
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"research," which he thinks can be a lazy, often silly, self-aggrandizing, endeavor.
He has talked with me about the idea that if a person w ants to learn about
farming, for instance, h e /s h e should work on the farm , contribute som ething
while learning; get in a tractor, don't come with pen and paper and take notes.
Thick description, he m ight argue, does not come from strategic questions, but
from action and experience. Well, for my part, I did get in the tractor w ith Joe, as
he proceeded to tell me about all of the possible ways in w hich people get
maimed, mangled, and killed on tractors. He is alw ays testing me, testing others.
However, I did not w ork at the farm for several m onths, which I w ould have
liked to have done, b ut d ue to m oney issues was unable to. But Gallegos's fusing
of theory and practice is a valid critique, one which calls into question all of the
anthropological presuppositions about textualization in the first place. I find it
ironic that here I am putting into text what everyone is telling me cannot and
should not be. The field consultants are not questioning the im portance of
documentation of their farms. But they repeatedly dim inish the importance of
textualization in the changing and creative practices in w hich they engage. They
do not need pen and pencil to engage in traditions. Gallegos' statem ent also
seriously takes to task the notion of the "objective observer." Rather, he insists
that the "researcher" contribute his or her fair share. I agree w ith this argument.
It is an argum ent that ethnomusicologists know well. And so it w as that I got
into the tractor while Joe plow ed the field, helping him steer. I did not feel as if I
was really contributing som ething, but I engaged, in part, in the work Joe does,
and allowed him to scare me w ith grisly tales of tractor accidents.
I remember the first time I visited Joe's house in A ugust of 1994, he said he
was impressed that I d id n ’t have an angle, an agenda. He said that I "proved"
myself to him at this first m eeting because I w asn't determ ined to get specific
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inform ation "out of him." He said that I related to him as someone I w anted to
get to know and to leam from. He said it is im portant to let the person from
w hom one is learning to steer the conversation, to lead the way (Briggs: 1986).
G iven the fact that we have spent tim e together, talking, w riting each other
(postcards, mostly), visiting, eating together, joking and teasing each other, there
evolved respect and friendship. In this process I shared my life’s stories. I was
vulnerable.
I call a "meta-dialogue" the conversation in which we participate and
w hich can be disconnected from (either tem porally or topically) the contrived
interview frame. The meta-dialogue can be, and often is, symbolic as it speaks to
statem ents m ade in earlier more "formal" interview settings. For instance, w hen
Yvette Gallegos told me the story about La Valdeza, I believe it was, in part, a
story about m e and my upcom ing nuptials. Symbolically, although we were
talking about her life, the narrative also revealed something about mine.
Tem porally, the meta-dialogue can take place in another context (a restaurant or
bar, for exam ple) than that of the (formal) interview about food. In this case, and
w ith this definition, the m eta-dialogue comes out of our understanding and
appreciation of each other. Joe, for exam ple, knows that I am w riting my
dissertation an d that I want to teach. H e also knows that I come from a family
w hich has struggled financially at tim es (he has alluded to his perception of me
as "w orking class," which I see as an inclusive gesture). We have talked about
m y d ad being an activist, a protester, a "union man." I see Gallegos' com m ent on
the "spurious" or "disingenuous" quality of som e research as non-threatening in
this context. Rather, this teasing has actually increased the am ount of intimacy
and the level of comfort in our friendship.
Chapter four: Philadelphia
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In chapter four, for Federico Santoyo, his restaurant's public presentation
of Mexican food in Philadelphia is very different from his personal accounts of
Taxco, Mexico or eating the tacos de barbacoa bought from street vendors in
Mexico City. In Santoyo's narratives, he distances himself from the public
presentation of Mexican food. Using the sense of sight and taste as evidence, he
tells me that "there is no w ay you are going to see these things (street vendors,
village pilgrimages and bugs used for salsa verde) here." In this declaration, he
not only distances him self from the com m ercial/textual representation of food in
Philadelphia restaurants, but he is exoticizes himself, at least ideologically, as a
cultural other in order to m ake a point. He asserts a m embership to another
place: Mexico. He politicizes the realm of foodm aking so that it becomes not
only the stuff of sustenance b ut a launch pad for autobiographical ownership. In
his statem ent regarding "real" Mexican food, he creates boundaries around food
(boundaries that already exist?), a conceptual distancing laid like a transparency
atop the geographical distance of Mexico, across the border, from Philadelphia.
The field consultants in Philadelphia seldom discuss the idea of the border as
im portant to their self-concept in the sense of Aztlan consciousness. For
example, a few of the Philadelphia field consultants think that "Chicano/a" w as a
"bad" word. And yet, the notion/reality of border, w hether or not one sees one's
political consciousness linked to this notion /reality, is key to the narratives
analyzed here.
Santoyo's positionality differs greatly from where he is geographically.
The m ental jumps across the border in the Philadelphia case emphasize a longing
for other places as well as other times. In Colorado and New Mexico, the
longevity of ancestry in the area seems to em phasize the power of border
consciousness sometimes defined in terms of "Chicano/a-ness." What is also
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emphasized, however, is the immediacy in people's m inds of the Treaty of
G uadalupe Hidalgo and injustices done to the H ispano people (1848). In this
sense borders are very im portant. The imposition of borders has m eant the loss
of land. Of course, the state boundaries are scoffed at because they really impose
a border on Hispanos as a culture group, it is a rem inder of colonialism. In
addition, for the people in the Philadelphia site, the political border and
C hicano/a consciousness does not emerge as powerful. Also, in the
C olorado/N ew Mexico site, there is often a dow nplaying of Chicano identity in
older H ispano/a field consultants. There is an em phasis on Spanish ancestry.
M any of the field consultants (almost all) self-identify as "Hispano/a," some as
C hicano/a. Based on one's positionality, self-definition varies. But this variation
does not always dim inish the powerful components of an ideological "collective."
But there are counterexamples as well. Gloria A nzaldua writes about her deep,
angry ambivalence about gender roles (Anzaludua: 1986). In chapters three and
four I have outlined how juxtaposition in narrative, betw een "here" and "there"
using geographical signposts, or as "us" and "them," paves a way for the spoken
"I." This subject-position clarifies political stance and cultural affirmation for an
outside audience. But this subject-position is not an immutable given either.
These narratives are organized (by me) to dem onstrate how positionality alters
the shifting terrain at any given moment.
Identity and m em ory are mobile, active and help us articulate strategies of
experience and political agency. In this chapter we have discussed such topics
(expressed by the field consultants here) as "displacement" and sense of place,
"authenticity," public and private food sharing, hegemonic and counterhegemonic foods, the issue of textualization, cultural memory, and access to
ingredients.
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Food's complexity lies, in part, in the way people describe it, represent it
(by cooking and sharing food), eat it, tell stories about it, and w rite about it
(written recipes), or tell you how to cook it (oral recipes, w hich comprise most of
the recipe sharing in the southern Colorado and northern N ew Mexico area).
Autobiographical accounts of food include m y interaction w ith field
consultants outside of the context of the interview. This interaction weaves past,
present and future concerns throughout this dialogue. Ultimately, a look at
personal experience narrative gives us a merging of "theory and practice"
(Heldke: 1992). Gallegos' idea of the circularity and interdependence of water,
political agency, and the grow ing of food teaches us how to m ake "research"
more meaningful. Therefore, the learner of culture (who is also inevitably a
participant as well, and as a learner, can make mistakes) can see his or her
activity as one which prom otes intercultural understanding. Goldman, through
the narratives of Jaramillo and Cabeza de Baca, shows us how complicated the
role of learner is. Goldman also discusses the dam aging history of the
relationship between authorship and authority, both in biography and in
"collaboration."
In both the C olorado/N ew Mexico and Philadelphia sites, the cultural
construction of place, displacem ent, and the problematics of m aking one's home
is found in food narratives. These narratives, I argue, can be seen as what I call
"performative maps," or perform ances of place. I argue that the emotive
discussion of food in people's lives can be as valuable as the enactm ent of
cooking. Displacement and encroachm ent are issues in both sites. In southern
Colorado and northern N ew Mexico, encroachment comes in the form of
tourism, real estate brokers, agri-business interests, and new landowners. In
Philadelphia, field consultants talk about feeling displaced and attem pt to
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recapture other places by juxtaposing narratives of here and there. There is
liminality (Turner: 1969) to th eir existence in Philadelphia. They belong to a
small b ut growing com m unity (largely outnum bered by Puerto Ricans) and they
express a longing for the hom estates of Mexico. In both sites, coupled with this
sense of displacement is, in the lives of people who work in restaurants, the
public presentation, co-optation and distortion of "their" foods. In Taos, the
restaurant experience m y h u sb an d and I had underscored the sense of cultural
"fraud" and distortion felt b y w orkers there. In Philadelphia, m any dialogues
emerge about the Anglo or Jew ish audiences to which they cater. From
comm ents they are subjected to regarding the fattiness of avocados to the "dishes
we can't serve in our restaurants (menudo, for ex.)," encroachm ent presents a real
challenge as well as a rem inder that Mexico is far away.
In my role as researcher, one can say that I have tipped the scales in favor
of food narratives taking a focal role in this project (as opposed to looking at
cooking more directly, i.e. the rules and regulations, events and enactments).
After all, I am asking people questions about food, so narrative already takes
precedence. But I also ate an d drank with people and participated in festivals
and family meals. W hat seem ed to w arrant further comm ent in this context was
the intimate and emotional perform ances of people discussing food experiences.
Place profoundly figured into people's performances of these narratives and
caught m e off guard. To a large degree, although I was w riting about food in
different places, the way people discussed place as linked to food expanded my
idea of w hat place w ould look like. People like to talk about food and cooking
because it seems to help us m ake sense of who we are. Even if we are not cooks
ourselves, the simple conjuring of relatives, mothers, fathers, uncles, tias
(Castillo: 1996) who do cook or have been known for their cooking enlarge our
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ow n senses of community and im aginings of place. The re-enactments of
foodmaking perform the pow er of place in people's memory. Like speech acts,
the actions of making food pow erfully recapture memories of other places, other
people, enlivening a sense of personhood and connection, individual and
community.
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APPENDICES
Appendix A: Annotated Glossary of Terms
1. Mayordomo: Elected supervising ditchrider (Stanley Craw ford, 1988, wrote a
w ork regarding his experiences working on an Hispano irrigation ditch, entitled
M ayordomo. I have heard some Hispano farmers criticize Crawford’s work,
because it offers a romantic view of male interaction from an "outsider's" point of
view. His role as outsider may have contributed to this criticism. Although I
have read Mayordomo and think it is a bit patronizing look at Hispano male
culture). Mayordomo signifies the manager of the acequia. In a democratic form
of self-governance in southern Colorado and northern N ew Mexico, community
members elect their mayordomos. Some of the job consists of m anaging who gets
water and when, and m aking sure that everyone who has a ditch is sharing water
based not only on need, but on prior agreement. In a paper entitled "Pasture
Poachers," Devon Pena and Joe Gallegos look at the folklore (derogatory as well
as celebratory) such as names applied to people who do not share land or water
in the community.
2. Acequia: the word, etymologically, and the thing, for that m atter, has North
African roots. The thing also has Moorish historical origins. It was a Moorish
invention which can be found in parts of Spain. The acequia is a gravity-driven,
earthen ditch, sometimes cemented nowadays, irrigation system.
3. Landrace: Indigenous crop (Hispanos will often save beans as seed stock).
4. Rezador: Prayer leader
5. Bulto: W ooden image of a saint, as in San Isidro, which is often carried during
procession and festivals.
6. Diente de Leon: Dandelion
7. Cantos: Songs
8. Oraciones: Prayers
9. Remedios: Remedies (herbal)
10. Recetas: Recipes
11. Diade santo: Saint day
12. Hybrid: Not native crop. Needs higher quantity of w ater and pesticides, and
crop erosion, according to Devon Pena (Personal communication: 1995).
13. Vara: N arrow strip of land (called "extension," in some areas) A
m easurem ent for land (33.3 inches). Only a m easurement of width, a riparian
long-lot is usually anyw here from 100-500 varas in the San Luis Valley.
14. Riparian long-lot: The way Hispano farm land is organized (Franco-Iberian
in origin), in long, thin strips rather than the Anglo square grids. Four or five
ecological zones are in one long-lot. The riparian long lots increases biodiversity
of land. By contrast, the square grid leads to hom ogenization of land, which only
degrades topsoil (See draw ing A from Pena & Gallegos: 1994,2nd draft,
"Anatomy of the Disappeared"). The riparian long-lot is characterized by
transitional ecological sections such as pinon-juniper w oodlands to sagebrush, to
cottonwoods, to wetlands, to grasses, to pasture. This diversity can also be found
in the companion-planting implemented by local farmers. O n the Gallegos farm
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(formally called Corpus-Aquino), one can find English peas next to com , for
instance. This diverse planting strategically and effectively protects against
pests. In other words, a farm er will plant different crops next to each other
w hich naturally repel or attract different insects.
15. Extension: The agricultural landscape (vara, or riparian long-lot) described
above. Different names for the sam e thing.
16. Wildcrafting: Harvesting m edicinal plants.
17. Bolita beans: Native landrace of beige-colored beans related to the pinto
grow n in San Luis. Referred to by local farmers as an "heirloom crop" because
the seeds are kept each year and used again and have been in the sam e families
for m any generations.
18. Chicoscom: native landrace of w hite roasting com (Pena & Gallegos: 1994).
A nother important heirloom crop in the San Luis area and in northern New
Mexico (see Y. Gallegos' recipes: 1995).
19. Habas: Horse beans: A nother heirloom landrace found in the San Luis Valley
and grow n by the farmers on the NEH project.
20. Calabazita: Mexican green squash. Very popular in this area. Sold in m any
m arkets. Another native landrace.
21. Polycultures and rotational intercropping: As Pena and Gallegos state,
"Hispano agroecosystems combine elem ents of both perennial and annual
polycultures. The perennial polycultures include native grass m eadow s that are
never tilled or cultivated. These m eadow s are used as pastures for grazing
livestock. The annual polycultures include rowcrops that are usually
intercropped with the com-bean-squash-c/n/e complex being the m ost common"
(Pena & Gallegos: 1994:37).
22. carreta: Cart, "constructed to transport farm produce to the market" (Ibid.: 41).
23. Acequia Madre: "Mother Ditch." O ldest water right in Colorado. Shared by
people of San Luis. It is now lined w ith concrete, but there are other ditches are
not lined with cement, but are still dirt. My friend Joe tells me that he regrets
that his ditch was lined w ith cement, for instance (Personal communication:
1995). Annually a blessing is perform ed at this ditch, especially at times such as
the Festival de San Isidro el Labrador w hich occurs on the fifteenth of May. O n
May 15,19951 participated in a procession from one tow n in the Valley to
another where we met at a church and sang songs honoring the saint of the
workers in the Valley. We also ate food cooked by the families of San Luis,
including chicos and pork and chile and red enchiladas. We also listened to the
priest give a sermon about the pow er and goodness in w orking hard. Prayers
were m ade for clean and plentiful w ater and bountiful harvests. We also visited
the old adobe church at San Acacio which is about five miles from the town of
San Luis. The Acequia M adre im plicitly symbolizes the com m unal bond in San
Luis. The Acequia M adre is also a realistic rem inder of the im portance of w ater
and of land and communal interdependence.
24. Acequia de en medio: M iddle ditch
25. Acequia espinazo: spinal ditch
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26. Sangrias: Bleeding ditches. Deliver w ater to different parts of the irrigated
fields.
27. Cirhuelito del Indio: N ative, m iniature black plum found in the Sangre de
Cristo (Blood of Christ) m ountains above San Luis.
28. Mont Blanc: The m ountain just north of the town of Fort Garland (the town
approx. 10 miles north of San Luis).
29. "El Aguila" or "el pajarito" (Eagle or little bird): This is the patch of snow pack
that can be seen on the highest peak on the Sangres de Cristo above San Luis,
farmers use the am ount of snow and how long it stays (which looks like an eagle)
to gauge how m uch w ater there will be in the spring and sum m er.
30. Dispensa: Dispensary. A storage area for com and other foodstuffs. On the
Gallegos ranch, there is an adobe, pitched roof dispensa (c. late 1890’s), which was
the original home w here Joe’s grandm other was bom . This structure is also the
oldest house in Colorado (Pena & Gallegos: 1994:51).
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Appendix B: Sample of Journal entries and reflections
12/1/94
Ida Valdez
San Luis, Colorado
Journal reflection on my conversation w ith Ida
When Ida describes her family's farm she describes it as her
"grandm other’s farm." But she also insists th at the roles of men and wom en were
very clear defined in her household. Ida states that in her family w hat the father
said was the final w ord, on any topic, in any debate. (Note: Interesting use of
"Grandmother's," in the possessive form, in light of Joe's own expression of the
idea of "woman as center" of the farm environm ent).
Appendix B: Journal entries and reflections, continued
11/29/94 Tuesday
San Luis, Colorado
I'm exhausted—so many expectations and anxieties. The drive to San
Luis was beautiful—La Veta Pass was very w indy and slowed me dow n to 30
mph. It seemed that I kept stalling my trip. In Colorado Springs I met Kathy
Kaylan the project secretary, and Devon, and then I returned to the airport to
retrieve my luggage, which came in on the flight after mine (It didn't m ake the
Denver connection). I also went to get my N issan Pathfinder in the Alamo
parking lot of the Airport to find that the tire carrier light wouldn't turn off, so I
though that the tire carrier was loose. I finally remedied that problem and got on
the road at 2:30 p.m. All these meetings and errands took about three hours. I
arrived in San Luis at 5:30-6:00 p.m. Thanks to Devon, who gave me shorter
route to take than I anticipated taking, I was able to get to San Luis just after
dark.
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Once in San Luis I stopped into the San Luis cafe for an enchilada and
sopapilla. The w om an w ho w aited on me was very warm. I found the Bed and
Breakfast (El Convento) and devoured the enchiladas in m y room. The
enchiladas w eren't as tasty as I rem em ber Emma's food being (the restaurant
dow n the street). Once filled w ith enchiladas I w ent dow nstairs to the dining
room and called Mom and D ad and Ward. I miss W ard so m uch. I feel a bit
lonely, missing W ard com pounds m y loneliness. I feel like I'll sleep well tonight,
though. W ard said I’ll do a great job tomorrow. Dad said I'll do a w onderful job
tomorrow. It's comforting to have such strong support from the people I love
m ost in the world.
I've read through m y questions for tomorrow and checked the tape
recorder Devon checked out to me. It works really well. I plan to approach these
interviews as conversations. I w ant to have dictated to me the line and focus of
conversation—I don't w ant to control it. I am here to leam about Joe G., Ida V.,
Ida M. I know I will leam a lot. I believe that w hat they each choose to speak
about will reveal what's im portant to them. And I can ask questions, too. I just
w ant to avoid question and answ er sessions which aren't conversational.
In fact, I was touched by Joe Gallegos' comment that I am a good listener
after our first conversation. Initially he had asked what my agenda is. I told him
basically w hat I just said above, that I don't have an agenda. I feel w hat someone
tells me js the agenda. It is not m y place to pick the topic of conversation. First
of all, focusing on an agenda does not inspire natural conversation.
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Appendix B: Journal entries and reflections, continued
11/30/94
Joe Gallegos
San Luis, Colorado
Journal reflection on my conversation with Joe
It took an hour for us to start to connect an d feel comfortable with each
other. Joe seemed to be looking for m y direction. H e w anted to know w hat
information I was seeking. We talked about various issues, including
proposition 187 in California, which unfortunately had just passed, but
thankfully, was immediately contested. He gave m e some jars of apple sauce,
apple butter, and honey.
Our conversation's pattern w as disjointed, m oving in many directions, but
pretty m uch concerning food, cooking, remedios, land, water. Our conversation
flowed to talking about canning, remedios, cooking, nutrition, small farms, big
farms, and the dangers of profit. Gallegos' stance is that the most im portant issue
around food, land, and water, about living well, is clean food. Joe said that he
has read that much of then violence in the w orld can be seen as a product of poor
nutrition. It makes sense. He cites the example of his ow n health: He eats well,
he feels good. Pesticides breed toxicity. Clean food engenders clean living. It
seem s like a simple ideology. But as Joe points out, this ideology is combated by
those who over-produce to win a profit. Joe states that small farms are simply
preserving a w ay of life that has existed for a long time. There is nothing radical
in that. But bigger farmers continue to think that "bigger is better."
By the end of the conversation w ith Joe I felt very comfortable, maybe
because he became more comfortable w ith me. I feels he knows I am sincere and
care about w hat I am learning. I like him. He said to me: "You have a good ear
for listening." That comment m eant a great deal to me. In part—I think—my
willingness to be vulnerable and to explain that I am here to leam, and not to
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control our conversation was helpful. He appreciated it and I think I may have
earned his trust. That m akes me feel good.
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Appendix B: Journal entries and reflections, continued
Erica Rubine
11/30/94
Ida Valdez
San Luis, Colorado
Journal reflection on my conversation with Ida Valdez

W hen Ida describes her family's farm she describes it as her
"grandm other's farm." But she also insists that the roles of m en and women were
very clear defined in her household. Ida states that in her family w hat the father
said was the final word, on any topic, in any debate. (Note: Interesting use of
"G randm other’s," in the possessive form, in light of Joe's own expression of the
idea of "woman as center" of the farm environment).
9:45 p.m. I'm very tired and m ay have to cut this short. I wanted to
rem ind myself that Ida pointed out more than once that she grew up with more
than one w om an in the kitchen—her m other and her grandm other. Ida's father
died shortly before she was bom Her m other then m oved back in w ith her
parents. Thus, Ida's growing knowledge of cooking was formed most
im portantly by her grandm other's cooking. This also m eant that Ida didn’t help
in the kitchen much. Ida's m other didn't cook significantly either for this reason.
H er m other did, instead, most of the cleaning. Ida says this was also true for her
ow n daughter. Ida says that she regrets not teaching her own daughter to cook
the traditional dishes.
It's understanding that both Ida and Joe didn't w ant me to record our
conversations. In some ways it actually cuts dow n my work load (no
transcribing). In a sense, also, being forced to write dow n people's words is
im portant. Although, by the same token, while taking notes, without the ease of
constant eye, the conversational flow is sometimes halted by my need to write.
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But w riting w hat someone is saying can be helpful. It's a technique I used while
studying for exams. W riting helps one remember. In m y conversation with Ida
Valdez I was able to verify and cross-reference items because I remembered food,
recipes, and tools that Joe had talked about. My m entioning of items from my
previous conversation w ith Joe also helped jog Ida's m em ory at certain points in
our conversation. Nonetheless, m y preference is for the use of a tape recorder as
opposed to note taking because it can capture the conversation much more
accurately.
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Appendix B: Journal entries and reflections, continued
Erica Rubine
NEH "Hispano Farms of the Upper Rio Grande" Project
Journal notes of interview w ith Teresa Vigil
Date of interview: 1 2 /1 6 /9 5
We began o u r conversation talking about potatoes and the all of the foods
that have come from the "New World." We talked about different varieties of
potatoes, purple and golden, for instance. We also discussed chocolate as well.
The m ain focus of o u r conversation seem ed to be the value of rem edios.
Teresa told me she w as going to a conference in Del Norte in January for which
gathered medical practitioners, nurses, health adm inistrators. She was attending
to give a presentation on the value of remedios. We talked about the connection
between diet and rem edios. How can one use rem edios in cooperation w ith
regular diet to prevent disease, and to live a healthy life. She talked about her
grandfather on her m other's side, Antonio Baca, w ho apparently had heart
problems.
Again, the conversation flowed easily, b u t I feel that I could not have even
touches the surface of the topics surrounding rem edios and their qualities.
Teresa's expertise is so pow erful, that is difficult to get a grasp of the enorm ity of
information available regarding remedios. I feel I w ould need to apprentice with
her for two years before I could feel competent enough to discuss remedios. I am
certainly not an authority. I am only attem pting to represent through m y w riting
the bulk of w hat Teresa feels is important to im press upon a wider audience. She
is the expert. So, I feel good about sending, as I do to all of the field consultants,
a transcript of our conversation, so that she can m ark it up, edit it, and provide
comments on my representation. That is that the closest I feel I can get to
collaboration. If I can be edited by the expert her/him self, I feel more
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comfortable with the process. From James Clifford to Steven Feld, ethnographers
are always trying to "do w hat's best" for the field consultant and for the field,
often to no avail, or to self-aggrandizing failure. Though the alternative (of not
doing ethnography of "collaborative" work), I feel, is n o t a good one. Even if it is
not always perfect, I feel it is necessary and admirable. This process is how we
leam from one another. Isn't that, in some sense, w hat anthropology is all about?
Appendix B: Journal entries and reflections, continued
Erica Rubine
NEH Project: Upper Rio Grande Hispano Farms
Transcript and journal notes: Ida Valdez
Interview date: 12/16/95

We began our conversation by discussing some of the dishes Ida and her
family prepares for the Christm as holidays. First, she gave me a recipe for
"Empanaditas:"
Boil pork.
G rind meat.
A dd sugar.
A dd little bit of w alnuts, raisins, mincemeat.
You can also add pum pkin to the turnovers.
Empanaditas are sim ilar to turnovers. They are very pretty and can either be
large in size or very sm all (bite-size). The em panaditas w hich Ida made and
which I sampled (see picture) were quite large and filling. They were very tasty.
• Morcillas (which I tried over at Joe's):
Ida says that she hasn't eaten morcillas since her grandm a made them
w hen Ida was a little girl. Ida called Father Pat Valdez (the local priest who
m any see as an authority on local traditions) to get a receta for morcillas:
Use Chile seeds, blood of pig, raisins, oregano, salt, pepper.
Stuff intestines and boil.
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I tried Sally Chavez's morcillas (I think) Joe fried the stuffing up for me to taste. I
was a little queasy (adm ittedly, it had been a long time since I tasted blood
sausage, which I had eaten in Spain). Ida states that the pig fat comes out like a
gelOther items Ida discusses for Christmas are biscochitos (which I had the
pleasure of eating often while I w as in San Luis over the holidays) and posole
which is a dish cooked at this time as well. I had posole at Yvette's. Yvette
makes w onderful posole with green chile.
Ida explains that posole is cooked with com which has been soaked in lye
to make the kernels puff. The posole is cooked w ith pork (shredded) and
onions.
I also ate chicos at Joe's, and chicos are eaten at Christmastime too, according to
Ida. Ida explains the process of cooking chicos (which Joe also explains in a
previous paper, 12/94) Chicos are very tasty. The chicos com are cooked in the
hom o (adobe oven) for twenty four hours and then hung out to dry on a
clothesline ( in Ida's family). You can also dry the chicos over a screen, Ida states.
And then the husking begins. Ida also discusses harvesting chicos in the Fall at
Sally Chavez's hom e (which is next to Joe's house).
Regarding the division of labor within Ida's family:
"(My) grandfather did outdoor stuff, the butchering of pigs for instance, the
women did indoor things."(12/16) Ida relates how her grandfather w ould take
care of the bank account (which is a different situation than the Gallegos', for
example, in which Elaiza, the grandm other, was in charge of not only the bank
account but the farm itself). Ida explains that the "men did the financial things.
The women didn't do much of the business affairs."
E:

Did your grandm other talk about food and cooking and its meaning?
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I: No, it w as just 'tradition.'"
Ida said that she hasn't m ade tamales, but describes tam ales as an im portant
dish for New Year's Eve and Christmas eve.
•Rice pudding: She states that "some people add (lemon) jello and m andarin
oranges to their rice pudding, but that spoils it." She offers a "traditional" recipe:
Cook rice.
Drain rice.
Use canned milk.
1 yolk of egg.
Sugar
Vanilla
Mix liquids. Ida likes her pudding liquidy.,
Mix with rice.
A dd raisins.
Beat egg white until foamy.
Blend into rice mixture.
Bake in oven.
Bake rice m ixture 45 m inutes.
Spoon in white egg m ixture and wait until it turns golden brow n. After you take
the pudding out, sprinkle cinnam on on top.
Cool five minutes.
Ida then discussed her family tree, which is very detailed. She said she
would send me a family history with genealogy (which she did, and I will enter
into the computer). W hile discussing her family and the connection to food, She
states that her grandm other Francesquita (Candido’s wife) w ould always say, "So
and so doesn't know how to cook. Keep it plain." Ida still em phasizes w hat she
sees as the importance of keeping dishes simple, rather than adding new items to
"traditional recipes." (Valdez: 12/16/95) Ida adds that during Christmastime,
there was always a Christm as ham which was butchered and cured for the
occasion. N oting this, Ida states: "Oh, those poor people used to w ork so
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hard."(Valdez: 12/16/95) In addition, some of the Christm as spices, Ida notes:
cinnamon, raisins, nutm eg.
In regard to her family history, Ida states that the nam e Olivas originated
from Spain from a family of live growers. Ida rem arks that it's "important to
keep the tradition. I should have taught (Laura). Sometimes w hen Laura (her
daughter) is visiting she asks 'why do you m ake tortillas w hen you can buy
them?' I reply, 'because they're better homemade." Ida adds that it is important
to her to attend the m idnight mass and the posadas. She states that everything is
centered on religion and that food and cooking is related to the religion. In this
sense, the pow er of food and cooking seems to alm ost transcend the notion of
"sustenance" due to its relationship with religion.
Ida describes the posadas (which were occurring the day after I had to
return to Colorado Springs, I was still teaching the A nthropology course):
"People get together and enjoy a variety of foods. C anning is im portant during
this time of year. We freeze and preserve veggies, for instance."(Valdez:
12/16/95)
• Butchering:
They used to butcher at a certain time of the month. She also discussed head
cheese, which, she describes, is m ade out of the m eaty part of the pig's head, but
not the brain (which I had at Joe’s, too). They (the "old-timers," as Joe might call
them) w ould cook a lamb's head in the oven (wood stove). She also points out
that butchering takes place all year long.
* Feast days:
Christmas eve
Christmas day
Posadas
Lent
Holy Week
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Appendix B, continued.
Giga Martinez and remedios
Another person I have interviewed, but who is not from San Luis
originally, is Ida "Giga" M artinez, who is from Paraguay. She is m arried to
Maclovio Martinez, county assessor and owner of a C entennial farm. Like Joe
Gallegos, Maclovio M artinez is a research member of the H ispano Farms project.
His wife, Giga, runs a store on the north side of town. Recently someone
suggested that because M artinez is not a native of San Luis, I should not focus on
her as a field consultant for the NEH project. The im plication is that because she
is not from San Luis, she m ay not accurately portray herbal usage in San Luis. I
also think there may be som e tension between M artyinez and the person who
suggested her exclusion to me, but out of respect for both parties I choose not to
discuss this tension here. I only w ant to stress that the NEH project co-principal
investigators did urge me to interview her. I am thankful for the time Martinez
has spent w ith me. I feel her comments on herbal usage are relevant for my
dissertation, and further, her statements are helpful in that they support the idea
of the complexity of "community" and of multiculturalism, in general. Therefore,
I will briefly discuss our conversation, noting that w hat she provides may be
different than what, for example, someone like Teresa Vigil will provide, who is
a native of San Luis. In Novem ber of 19941 m et Martinez at the store she runs
w ith her sister and we discussed remedios (herbal remedies) in the San Luis valley
as well as in her native country. In addition, the difference in attitude tow ard the
use of herbs in the United States and in Paraguay was explored. With regard to
remedios, Martinez states that one m ust be very careful w ith them. Many of the
plants and herbs which are helpful for healing often look like deadly plants. So
one m ust be cautious w ith regard to using remedios. In our conversation,
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Martinez was careful to say that "se debe tener cuidado porque todos rem edios
pueden ser toxico" (Martinez: 11/30/94). M artinez seems to support the idea
that the curandera is an expert and that the com bination of herbs, which she states
is very im portant in the use of remedios, is an acquired knowledge. The use of
remedios is a long and sensitive education (Ibid.: 11/30/94).
The day I m et Giga, it was in the m orning, about 9:00 am, I met her
husband, M aclovio Martinez, a principle figure at the San Luis Valley cultural
m useum and county assessor's office, and a research team member on the NEH
grant. I first m et Maclovio at the Retreat in A ugust of 1994 at Colorado College's
Baca campus and conference center in Crestone. Maclovio and I m et and talked
about the project a little and he called his wife to see if she was ready for m e to
come visit her. H e asked me if I speak Spanish and I said "yes." The phone was
busy for aw hile and Maclovio and I chatted about Maclovio's experience
growing up in the town. About a half hour after I arrived I went to see Ida.
While I w as at the Assessor's office I ran into Ida Valdez (discussed above) and
her son and said "hello" briefly.
I had no trouble finding the store w here I m et Ida Martinez and her sister.
Ida gave me a h u g and put me immediately a t ease. I came in and we prom ptly
sat dow n behind the store counter on plastic milk crates and began to talk about
remedios.
While Ida and I began our conversation, w e also did not find an outlet for
m y tape recorder. So, instead of detracting from our conversation by searching
for an acceptable outlet, I decided to take notes while w e talked. Because the
conversation is in Spanish, my notes may be m ore disjointed here than other
conversations excerpted here. Giga began a listing of remedios and their
properties. The following is an excerpt from m y notes and from correspondence
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(where noted), in E nglish and in Spanish (Note that Giga often uses a "v" instead
of a "b," as in "deven, instead of "deben") of her itemization:
1) Ortiga (English: Nettle) (From correspondence: 11/22/95, includes my
translation): Es util to d a la planta, las hojas, tallo, y raiz (the w hole plant is
useful, the leaves, the stalk, the root). El efecto de la raiz es m as seguro (the effect
of the root is the best). Las hojas en forma de te es diuretico (the leaves used in
the form of a tea is a diuretic), purifica el organismo y baja la presion de la sangre
en la hipertension (and to purify the organism and low er blood pressure and
hypertension). Lim pia la sangre y es eficaz contra la disenteria (it cleans the
blood and is effective against dysentery), enferm edades del pecho (chest
illnesses), esputos sangrientos (blood in the saliva), orinas con sangre y
aim orranas (and blood in the urine). Ayuda a m ejorar el estado de los diabeticos
(improves the state of diabetics). Ayuda a elimnar las arenillas (calcios) de rinon
(kidney) y la vejiga (bladder). La depuracion se afectua por los rinones (The
purifaction is effective for the kidneys). Es m uy im portante y util en el
tratam ientos de reum atism o (it is very imrpotant and useful for treatm ent of
rheum atism ), artrites (arthritis) y gota (gout). Es bueno contra la caida de
cabello (It is also used against hair loss).
2) Achicoria (English: Dandelion) (From correspondence: 11/22/95, includes
m y translation): Es bueno contra la infecciones del higado (It's good to use
against infections of the liver), tambien es purificador de sangre (it's also a blood
purifier), lim pia el rinon ( It cleans the kidney), el bazo (the spleen) y la vesicula
de la hiel (gallbladder, also "vejiga de la bilis"), aum enta el apetito (increases
one's appetite), cura los tisicos asmaticos (cures tubercular asthmatics) y los que
sufren de catarros cronicos de los pulmones (and those who suffer from chronic
colds of the lungs). Encontraron en esta planta gran alivio para las flemas del
estomago (they find th at this plant is a great alleviator of inflam m ation of the
stomach), evita esputos con sangre (to avoid spitting up blood). Las hojas
hervidas en vinagre m anzanas calma la diarrea (the boiled leaves in apple
vinegar calm diarrhea). Se usa para lavar los ojos inflam ados (Also, one can use
it to wash o u t inflam ed eyes). Es buena el agua en la que se ha hervido las flores
de achicoria pero deve servirse fria por personas debiles (The w ater in which the
dandelion flowers have been boiled is good but one m ust serve this liquid cold to
people who are weak) y los que no tienen apetito (and to those w ho have no
appetite) y deven com er la achicoria en forma de ensalada (and they m ust eat the
dandelion in the form of a salad). La gran cualidad es que esta planta elimina las
enferm edades de la o rina (The best quality is that this plant eliminates urine
infections). It can be d ried and used as a tea, as above, but it can also be eaten
fresh, as in a salad.
3) Cota: (N av ajo /H o p i Tea) dolor de cabeza y el estom ago (Use for headaches
and for stom ach problem s).
4) M anzanilla: (Chamomile) El te deve cuidarse no dejar m ucho la manzanilla
en el agua caliente y tap a r bien porque el aceite de la m anzanilla se evapora y el
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te queda sin el efecto esperado (used as a tea, one has to be careful not to leave
too much of the chamomile in the hot w ater and cover it well because the oil of
the chamomile evaporates and the tea will not have the desired effect).
Es contra dolores de vientre (It's good against stomach pains), facilita la
digestion (helps digestion), quita los calambres y disminuye la acidez (Takes
away cramps and dim inishes stom ach acidity). En forma de lavado (In the form
of washing, it can cure)...heridas infectadas en general (infected w ounds in
general )y afecciones de la piel (skin diseases). Tambien cura las inflamaciones
de los ojos (it also cures the inflamm ation of the eyes).
5) Abedul: (English: Birch) En la medicina domestica se emplean las hojas para
hacer sudor el enfermo en los prim eros resfrios, gripe, etc (In domestic medicine
they use the leaves in order to sw eat out illness in the first signs of chills, flu, etc).
La corteza es buena para el cancer (The bark is good for cancer), para hacer
buches (for goiters), y para las encias (for gums), dolor de garganta (throat pain)
y cura enferm edades cronicas de garganta, boca, encia, ulceras, llagas, etc. (And
it cures chronic illnesses of the throat, mouth, gum, ulcers, sores, etc.).
6) Sen: (I haven’t found an English term for this herb, and Giga didn't know of
one. She did say that "sen" w as good for constipation, and I found a "te de sena"
(cassia spp.) which is not native to the Southwest, see Moore, 1990). Es purgante
ligero y seguro que exita las contracciones del intestino grueso provocando
facilmente la exitacion para pasada de cuerpo (It's a light and safe purgative to
stop contractions of the large intestine) En los casos de embarazo puede
provocar aborto (In the case of pregnancy, one can use it to provoke an abortion).
El sen contiene aparte de otras cosas una esencia y la propriedad que es purgante
(El sen contains am ong other things an essence and quality of a purgative).
7) Fruta seca (dried fruit), como la m anzana (apple), higo (fig), durazno (peach):
para evitar el colesterol (to cut dow n on cholesterol).
8) Alvahaca (or Albacar): (Basil) Like spinacha (spinach) and swiss chard
(acelga) can be cooked. Ida states that so many "hierbas" that are used for
cooking like basil can also be used medicinally. Basil is generally used as a tea
for m enstrual cram ps and labor pains. It can also be used as a tea to cure
diarrhea.
9) Acelga (Swiss chard): Se puede prepararla para la comida, con una plata de
rellenos, con salsa blanca, es buena en acelga para hemmoroides y venas
varicosas. (One cna prepare it with a meal, with a plate of chiles rellenos (roasted
peppers, w ith white sauce, sw iss chard is good for hemorrhoids and varicose
veins.
10) Oshd: She talks about a w om an she knew who would only take osha. Ida
recommends always that one mixes herbs rather than concentrate on only one
herb as a "cure-all." But she states that one should know how to mix the herbs.
11) Molena (mullin): Se fum aba como cigarros y es para las vena varicosa.
Y es para la piorres y dolor de estomago.
12) Clavo: para el dolor de los dientes y para la presion.
13) Rama savina: Hay muchisim os en las montanas alrededor de San Luis
(There is a great deal of this plant around S an Luis). Y hay mucha historia sobre
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esta planta (And there is a great deal of history about this plant). H ay rum ores
que es bueno para term inar el nino cuando una chica esta em barazada (There are
rum ors that this plant is good for terminating a baby w hen a w om an es
pregnant). Pero la triste realidad es que las muchachas que dicen esto no saben
sobre los remedios y tom an ram a savina con malas concequendas posibles (But
the sad reality is that the girls that say this don’t know about herbal rem edies
and they take rama savina w ith bad possible consequences).
14) Una de gato (margarita blanca, also called "cat's claw acacia"): "Se usa
cuando una persona rom pe u n hueso." (One uses this plant w hen a person breaks
a bone). The pod is ground and used in poultice form for muscle aches, sprains,
etc. During the fall, this flower is purple and can be found in the cam po. Giga
said that one journal stated recently (as of Nov., 1994) that una de gato is very
useful para el SIDA (AIDS). Es una idea nueva y m uy im portante (It's a very
new and improtant idea). She said that this flower grows a lot in Argentina. But
one cannot find this flower in Paraguay where Ida is from.
15) Hierba de la negrita: Used for shampoo, and said to prevent o r restore hair
loss.
In addition, she points out that many of the foods that we eat are useful as
remedios. For instance, M artinez recommends the use of basil, spinach, Swiss
chard, etc. Giga dice: "En los estados unidos los medicos quieren que la gente
use los capsulos para dolor de garganta. Pero en Paraguay el m edico quiere que
la gente use las plantas primero" (Ibid.). (Translation: "In the U nited States
doctors want people to use pills for sore throats, for example. But in Paraguay
the doctor wants people to use plants first"). Giga emphasizes the prim acy of
plants in Paraguayan medicine, as a first resort. She emphasizes not only plants
used as remedios but as tools in preventative diet, eating them as p a rt of one's
everyday diet.
Giga also warns that "la medicina (capsules, pills) provocan m uchas veces
otros enfermos..." (Ibid.). (Translation: "Medicine, capsules, pills, provoke many
other illnesses"). She also notes that she thinks mainstream Am erican doctors are
too quick to prescribe w ithout getting to know their patient's ailm ents.
According to Giga, these doctors treat the symptoms, not the cause of the
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problem. She states that curanderismo and the use of remedios are a m ore "holistic"
medicinal tools than resorting to "mainstream medicine."
But even in her use of remedios, or just the eating of good food, she warns
that "too much of a good thing" can be harmful. For instance, she states many
people eat a lot of asparrago because they think it is good for them. A nd it is good
for people to eat. Just not all the time. Ida advises that people "dcn't eat too
m uch asparrago” (Ibid.).
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Appendix B: Journal entries and reflections, continued
Erica Rubine
NEH Project
Journal notes: Yvette Gallegos
1st interview 12/03/95
My first impression of Yvette Gallegos w hen I m et her today w as that she
is very proud of her family, her children, her husband, her granddaughter.
D uring our first conversation, she rem arked that her son Jim, who is 35 years old,
is a law yer in Denver, having w orked for Janet Reno and the Justice Departm ent.
He has a business degree from C olorado and attended University of M innesota
law school, after which he w orked w ith a federal judge. Her son, Joe, runs the
family farm in San Luis. He has traveled extensively throughout the w orld and
has an engineering degree. H er daughter, Rafelita, lives in Denver w ith her
husband. After getting to know Yvette while teaching at Colorado College, I
w ould think a lot about one of the things Yvette likes to say: "I tell all of my
children, be whatever you w ant to be, but w hatever you decide to be, be the best,
not second best, the best! If you are going to be a plum ber or a doctor, w hatever,
be the best."(Paraphrasing) Yvette seem s to be pleased that I am interested in
docum enting her family's history, that I w ant t interview her. She says that she
has jokingly told Devon that "you w ould think that these kids were found under
a cabbage patch!" She is alluding to her observation that the NEH project is eager
to capture the words of her son and husband in print but has yet to interview
her. Yvette appears happy that food and cooking will be explored as key
research areas for the NEH project.
Yvette Sanchez Gallegos grew up in San Luis, raised by her grandparents.
In 1947 she met Corpus Aquino in San Luis. Yvette's mother's name w as Maria
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Garcia. Her grandparents' names w ere H enry "Daddy Henry" M edina (his
grandm other's m aiden name) and Felicita Medina (Maiden name: Cordova)
Corpus Aquino was bom on July 15, Corpus Christi, 1922. As Yvette,
describes, the name Aquino comes from St. Thomas Aquinas. Corpus' mother's
name was Elaiza and his father's nam e w as Celestino. Felice was C orpus's
grandfather and Dario was his great grandfather. An im portant m om ent in
Aquino family history was when Felice (Dario's son) was bucked off a horse.
Virginia (the family matriarch and C orpus' grandmother) took over the
responsibilities of the farm. She ran all of the affairs on the farm, including the
accounting and bank concerns. She is described by Yvette and being "beautiful, a
little woman." Virginia was called "La Valdeza." Other family m em bers
described during our conversation w ere Francsesquita (wife of uncle related to
Elaiza Quintana), Doroteo, a "handsome, tall man" and Elaiza's uncle, and
Epimenio (a tio, brother of Doroteo). W hen Yvette describes "La Valdeza" she
states that this woman was very tiny an d had a lot of "finesse." She spoke only
Spanish and grew accustomed to calling Yvette "livel" meaning level because she
couldn't pronounce Yvette.

The people discussed during my first conversation

with Yvette were the following:
Men________________________________W omen________________________
Dario
Maria Eulogia (Joe's great grandm other)
Felix
Virginia Valdez ("la Valdeza")
Donaciano
Refugio (Lucero)
Celestino
Elaiza (Grandma)
Corpus
Yvette
Rafelita raised by grandm other (Elaiza). Elaiza would pronounce garlic "garli" so
that that's w hat Yvette and her family call garlic today, "garli."
In regard to cooking we began w ith a discussion about specific dishes
which Elaiza liked to cook. First, Yvette m entioned "biscochitos." She notes that
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Elaiza called biscochitos "bollitos." Elaiza also apparently m ade pinto bean pie
during Holy W eek (Lent), which Yvette describes as "wonderful." Besides
biscochitos, Elaiza also m ade torta de huevo during this time. She describes making
torta de huevo: Take an egg and froth it up with a fork until it becomes a
meringue. Elaiza w ould use manteca and brow ning flour.
Yvette says that Elaiza w ould to write down recetas but instead she would say
"use a pinch of this, a pinch of that," she m ight tell you as recipe for a special dish
but she w ouldn't w rite it down. Yvette also show ed me some wonderful old
recipe books, one in Spanish and one in English. Elaiza used these books often.
One was a publication by Calum et Baking soda.
Yvette also discusses quelites or "lamb's quarters" as something Elaiza would
make to eat for the family. She describes the process of procurem ent and food
preparation:
Get quelites in the spring, get it while it’s very young and tender.
The stem is red. D uring the summer, she points out, that one should be very
careful for w orm s if the weather has been warm. Yvette also explains that this
tradition of eating quelites goes back to the Moors in Spain. According to Yvette,
the Moors historically ate lamb's quarter. (Erica: Does this m ean that the
Spanish brought quelites to the southern Colorado area?) Clean the quelites very
well.
Cook the quelites very well, until tender.
Use manteca or Crisco oil in your pan.
Chop up onion really well. And use fresh garlic. You can use minced garlic but
the fresh is better.
Simmer until all liquid is gone.
Add chile seeds. Break off some chile and add to quelites as well.
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Finally serve the quelites w ith beans on the side.
Yvette does say that you m ust irrigate the quelites very w ell because if
there is not enough w ater the quelite plant can becom e too d ry easily. She talks
about going over to Adelm o's farm and picking quelites which were very tender.
But she w arns that one has to be careful because you m ust irrigate your plants
very well to protect them from drying out.
Yvette distinguishes quelites from quelites yus. Quelites yus is often called
"pigweed," its English term being amaranthus. Pigw eed is like spinacha and has
a broad leaf. Its is im portant to make the distinction betw een the tw o plants
because they are different plants and should not be confused, w hich is w hat I did
as a novice to the area's plants.
Secondly, as far as quelites are concerned there are two distinct types. For
instance there are quelites de burro which have scalloped leaves like holly, and
should not be eaten. A nd then there are quelites silvestre, w hich the type of
quelites (Remember: distinct from quelites yus) w hich can be eaten. These quelites
are also like spinach, b u t are iamb's quarter, not quelites yus, discussed above.
She also m entions quelites Colorado yus, w hich is distinct from the other
three types discussed above. Quelites Colorado yus also grows in San Luis. Yvette
does not elaborate on its characteristics, but just m entions it in addition to those
discussed above.
Yvette also states that the former Aztec w ord for quelites is "quilitl."
•A nother recipe: Panocha or"A tole dulce"
Yvette discusses the sexual connotation associated w ith the term "panocha” which
is a term like "pussy," w hich is used colloquially to describe a w om an's vagina.
She states that m en w ill often use the expression "panochando” to describe a m an's
action to "get som e pussy," for example. She describes panocha as a "bad word."
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The recipe for panocha is pretty simple b u t it takes a while to cook. Use
sprouted w heat gro u n d into flour. It's like pow dered wheat, explains Yvette.
Use caramelized su g ar and sometimes white flour is used. Often people will
now use vanilla too. Cook all night long in w rought iron pots.
Yvette states: "Panocha is eaten w ith thick cream, como cream of wheat." She also
states that the costras (rust) tastes like caramel.
• Verdolagas: This grow s in every garden, according to Yvette. Yvette
characterizes this p lan t as a "green." She states that another names (or the
English name?) is "purslane." This plant has oval leaves and grows prostrate,
which m eans it spreads out. She advises that one w ash this plant well before
boiling. She also states that one m ust be careful w ith this plant because it can be
damaged easily in h o t weather, m ust be irrigated well. It grown close to the
ground. She says th at this plant gets the same preparation as quelites, using real
Chile caribe and seeds.
Then Yvette begins to discuss abas which are horse beans and were grow n
in Yvette's ow n hom e, grow ing up, she rem embers, during the late 30's. She
remembers that her fam ily didn't have a fridge and that there was ice storage in a
stone building on their property.
Along with abas, Yvette also mentions lentejas and reditas secas, calabasitas
secas, dried green chile. These were all very im portant in her household.
• Calabasitas secas: Cut up in slices. Dry. Cook and fry (saute) with com,
onion, chile. Store in bottles and jars in the root cellar and kitchen. I think that
Yvette also m entioned that in her family the root cellar w asn't used, but she is
pointing out general use in the Valley (referring to the San Luis Valley) as well as
w hat was specific to h er family. She does state th at her family (and she continues
with this tradition) canned everything (potatoes, carrots, turnips) in jars.
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With regard to canning, Yvette is careful to state that you m ust be very
careful with botulism. Especially Yvette points out with green chile. Also, with
beans and tomatoes. If the w ater is murky, she advises, do not eat it. It can mean
that the vegetables are bad—it can be very dangerous.
•C how Chow: Yvette discusses "Mamaita" Rafelita C ordoba w ho w as Yvette's
great grandm other who w ould keep a green house and can everything. Mamaita
was 103 years of age w hen she died. Yvette was nine years old w hen Mamaita
died. Yvette reminisces regarding the times when she and M am aita w ould "play
house."
• Remedios: Yvette also talks about the herbs which M amaita w ould use
medicinally and with cooking. For instance, poleo was used often. A nd also
yerba buena and el camphor. She also discusses polliadas, w hich consist of toasted
flour (toast until brown) and cinnamon, which has the consistency of paste,
according to Yvette, and is used for a stomach ache. Yvette also talks about Aunt
Carrie who eighty five years ago would not have used aspirin, used yerba buena
(spearmint), for any ailments.
•Finally, Mamaita's cuentos (or stories):
Yvette brought out this book w hich was published only once in 1949, entitled
The strange little m an in chile red pants. Yvette says that only 1,000 copies of this
book were published. A m an nam ed William Wolrich researched and compiled
these stories from Fort G arland, Colorado to Taos, New Mexico. Yvette believes
that Wolrich m ay have obtained one of the stories "Pepito el Corcovado" from
Mamaita herself. This w as a story which Mamaita would tell Yvette often when
she was a little girl. Yvette says that some of these stories originally come from
N orth Africa, Spain, and the Southwest. In the story "Pepito el Corcovado” San
Luis is referred to as Culebra, the snake. "El Corcovado" m eans the hunchback.
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W hen recounting this story (Yvette read the story to me in English from the
book) Yvette became em otional because the cnento rem inded her so m uch of her
great grandm other w ho w ould tell her this story.
At the end of o u r first visit, Yvette sang "Arroz con leche." This is a bit of a
baw dy song (see transcript), which Yvette sang at m y request for songs or stories
regarding food and cooking. In addition, Yvette rem arked that there is a song
called "Naranja dulce" w hich I believe she explained w om en sing to their children.
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Appenidx C: Q uestions for Field Consultants (Colorado and New Mexico)
Erica Rubine
NEH Project, 1994-1998
Methods: unstructured interview s/conversations w ith w om en and men,
audiotaping, journal entries, focus on remedios, food preparation, cooking, and
recipes.
Various topics:
1) Material culture—tools and instrum ents in the kitchen; divisions of labor;
looking at food through personal experience narrative.
2) Remedios
3) Day to day meals—history of food preparation—collaborative, will share
everything w ith the w om en and men.
4) Personal associations w ith food; food and m em ory; recipes (oral and written).
5) Move beyond m arket-oriented crops: native (wild) crops; pinon, capulin,
cham pa, osha root, etc. pinon root tied to storytelling during winter.
6) Idea of kitchen as center
Questions for field consultants:
1) End of November—W hat w ork is being done on the farm right now? W hat are
the qualities of this agricultural season?
2) Please describe w h at N ovem ber and December are like on your ranch.
2) W hat is being cooked now? W hat celebrations m ight be taking place now in
San Luis?
3) W hat kinds of fam ly celebrations m ight take place in November or
December?
4) W hat kinds of m eals m ight be cooked daily in N ovem ber and December in
your house? In other local homes in San Luis?
5) W hat kinds of indgredients are used at this time of year?
6) W here do you get these ingredients? Do you b uy them ? If so, from whom?
7) Do these ingredients have any medicinal properties? If so , what kind?
8) Do you make any kinds of teas?
9) W hat kinds of teas do you make? Are they helpful medicinally? For what
kinds of ailments?
10) W hat plants are these teas made from? Are they grow n locally?
11) Do you sell teas or m edicinal herbs?
12) W hat is the native crops' impact on local cooking?
13) H ow much of w h at you use to cook is native?
14) How much of w h at you grow is native?
14) W hat kinds of utensils do you use to cook or w hen you are in the kitchen?
Please show me these utensils. Who gave you these utensils?
15) W hat types of furniture do you think of w hen you rem ember the kitchen in
w hich you grew up?
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16) Are there any of those pieces of furniture in this house? W hose pieces were
they originally? Please tell m e about this person.
17) W hat are your favorite recipes? (Do they remind you of som eone in your
family or a story?) Are these dishes m ade at a certain time of year, when?
18) W hat was the kitchen like w here you grew up?
19) W ho did the cooking in the house in which you grew up?
20) Did you help in the kitchen w hen you were growing up?
21) If so, what kinds of duties did you have?
22) Describe the kitchen in whicb you grew up.
23) W hat meals do you like to cook?
24) W hat meals do you like to eat?
25) O n w hat occasion(s) do you like to cook these meals? Eat these meals?
26) W here did you grow up?
27) W hat kinds of herbs or plants do you use medicinally?
28) Are they native or do you buy them?
29) W here do you buy them?
30) Can you show me these plants or herbs?
31) Can you also cook w ith these remedios?
32) W ho told you about the m edicinal properties of these plants?
33) Please tell me about these plants or herbs.
34) W hat kinds of meals do you m ake presently from day to day ?
35) Do you use any of the herbs or plants grown on the ranch?
36) W hat are these plants an dherbs?
37) W ould you show me these plants or herbs?
38) Are these plants or herbs native?
39) W hat kinds of m eals/foods do you remember as a child eating on a daily
basis?
40) W hat were your favorite meals as a child? Who would m ake your favorite
meals? O n what time of year do your remember eating your favorite
foods /m eals? Were these m eals m ade during special occasions or every day?
41) Are there family mem bers w ho rem ind you of these m eals/foods?
42) Can you tell me w hat are som e of the recipes of the meals you grew up
eating?
43) Do you still use some of these recipes in your own cooking?
44) Presently who cooks in your house? If you cook, who helps you with the
cooking?
45) W hat kinds of crops do you grow on your land? How long has your family
grow n each of these crops?
46) H ave there been any changes in the crops you may have noticed in the past
ten years? Twenty years?
47) If so, how did these changes come to your attention?
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Appendix D: Philadelphia
Questions for field consultants:
1) W hat are your favorite dishes to make? To eat?
2) Where do you live and do you work? If so, w hat do you do? If a restaurant
employee, at w hat restaurant do you work?
3) How did you learn to cook? Who taught you? Please describe some early
experiences w ith food?
4) W hat w e re /a re your grandm other's, mother's, aunt's favorite things to make?
To eat?
5) Did your father cook? W hat did he make?
6) W hat are some of the recipes for your favorite dishes? Did you and your
relatives record recipes in a book? How did you learn to cook? How do you
remember certain recipes?
7) Where are you from originally?
8) Did you family ever use remedios? How did they gather them ? Did they go
to the m ountains to pick them? Did they have a greenhouse? Or herb garden?
9) Do you know any songs about food?
10) Do you have any stories about food?
11) Do you have any dishes or kitchen utensils which are especially dear to you?
Who gave them to you? W hat are their uses? W here did they originally come
from?
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INDEX
Acequia, 6-7 (definition), 26, 28,35,36,38,47,49,53,55,56, 72,80 (Pena);
etymology, 107; as cultural innovation, 112; damage of, 140
Anchos (chiles),, T7, 126
A nzaldua, G loria, on Chicana experience of duality, 14,149
Bakhtin, M ikhail, 108, "taking the word" and the cam ivalesque; loosened
boundaries, 135
Barbacoa de cabeza, 54,65,114-15; tacos de, 127,144,155-56
Bourdieu, Pierre, 33-37; and social structures, 36-38; and strategy, 52; and
language, 92; and naming, 93; an d interconnectedness of food and place, 134,152
Butchering, 72,92; described as matanzas, 51,72,92
Chef(s), non-Latino, 120; in Philadelphia, 121-23,132; apprenticeships with, 114
Chiles, 17-18 (Anchos, Serranos, Jalapehos), 43, 71,73, 77,99,101-05,109; Anchos,
125,131,138,143,147
Colonialism , 67,96,153,158; a n d /o r versus Postcolonialism, 61
Cookbooks, 89,96,98,122-24
Cooking, 3-7,10-11,13-16,19,21-23,31,38,44-6,54, 66,67; of quelites, 70; 73-4,
79,85,94,96,98-9,100,107,111-12,115-17,121,125-31,143,152,158-60,167
C uisine, ethnic (Goldman), 128; Mexican, 132; "nouvelle-Southwest," 139
C ulture, 1; Hispano, 5-11,18-22,26-31,35-39,79; food and, 53-56; Philadelphia
L atino/a, 18; spatial arrangem ent of (Malkki), 19-20; and ethnography, 30-31,
148-9; and habitus (Bourdieu), 35-39; acequia, 39; of exchange, 53; and
encroachment, 61,80-83; and "m yth of the disappeared" (Pena), 80; separation of
nature and, 83-86; dom inant, 90-93 (Montano), 92-93,118,121-24,142-43; and
foodways, 93,118; mestizo, 108; and borders, 108,149; transportability of, 110; and
identity, 112; and co-optation, 111-13; white (Smart-Grosvenor), 128,137-39; and
stereotype, 134-35; cultural distancing, 138; commodification of, 142,145;
dynamism of, 150-59
Ditch blessing, 27
D ivision of labor, 3-5,22, 28,38-40,45,66,136,154
Encroachment, history of on H ispano land, 6,8-9,76,130,141-42; combatting, 7;
from outsiders, 9,45,54; land and water, 19,36; and the m indset of separation,
49; Anglo forms of, 50; in Taos, N ew Mexico, 76,141; agricultural, culinary,
cultural forms of, 88,90; displacem ent as, 108; Anglo-American, 117; in both sites,
149
Environm ent, 1, 3,6-8,11; degradation of, 19,28,29; and ethics (Pena), 24-25;
history, 27-29; and awareness, 38-39,46,48-49, 54,56,58-60, 74; in narrative, 8084; Goldman, 82-83; environm ental ownership, 121; rights, 147-48; and nontextualization, 148,152.154
Esquivel, Laura, 102-03; sensuality and foodmaking, 108,111-12,143
Ethnicity, 11; and tourism, 55; as a product of history, 59,95,96,124,128,148,
151-52
G ender and gender roles, 4-5,11, 22, 26,31; and the division of labor, 38-40; 147,
152-53,158
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G eography, 1; and identity, 2; cultural, 49; riparian long lot, 56; physical, 117
G oldm an, A nne E. (Take M y Word), 16, critique of textualization, 43,85-87,88;
critique of "poverty" perceptions, 47; discussion of color of food, 134-35,142-43;
authorship and authority, 159
Grillos (crickets), cooking of, 105-06,109 (Roja)
G riffith, D.W., Birth o f a Nation, 139
H ead cheese, as p ro d u ct of butchering, 72,93; in Colorado, 130
H egem ony (and counterhegem onic foods), cultural (Gramsci), 69-70; hegem onic
and counterhegemonic foods, 3, 93-95,99,147-48,150-52,158; analogy to the
legitimacy of language, 99; and authenticity issues, 119; place and
counterhegemonic foods, 119,128,133-35
H eldke, Lisa M., on theory and practice, 16,159; on food and emotion, 112; and
thoughtful practice, 86,90; on bodily experience, 137,142-43,159
H erbalism , validity o f and need for, 62; and self-perception, 63; exoticization and
acceptance of, 64; sustainability, 69
H erbs, and wom en, 3; picking of, 10; and "mainstream" medicine, 54; use of, 61;
and healing, 62-68; connected to place and food, 72,82,153-54; for allopathic use,
66; knowledge of (Vigil), 67
H om e, as research, 2; state in Mexico, 10,92,113; and issue of displacement, 12,
18; as link to place and food, 13-14; food consumed at, 18-19; narratives express a
longing for, 17,98,105; as context for interview, 32,34,40,52,71, 75, 77, 79,81,
82,89,92,95-96,100,106,114; w orking outside of, 69; food made at, 76,85,88,
117; missing, 115-27; hegem onic food items introduced into the, 124; theorizing
space and , 135,143,149,153,159
Huitlacoche (com fungus), as subversive food item, 93; and Anglo audiences,
127; as "traditional" ingredient, 132-34
Identity, and positionality, 2; 9-11,13-14,16,18-19,21,39,47,96,117-118,142-45,
148-52,158
Land grants, 55 (Van N ess & Briggs)
La Sierra, in reference to m ountains above San Luis, Colorado, 21, 25, 27; in
reference to La Sierra Foundation, 29,49,60; publication of, 48
Levi-Strauss, C laude, and structuralism , 16
Lim on, Jose, on "native" ethnographers, 30; and came asada event as
counterhegemonic perform ance, 117
Literacy, Anglo Americans as literacy-dependent, 43; Book and the Cook series
as literate, 122-24
Logging, in San Luis, Colorado, 21,29,36,49; mobilization against, 60
M aterial culture, 5,8, 24
M enudo, 130-33,160
"M eta-dialogue", w ith Yvette Gallegos, 41; description of, 156
M oles, in Colorado and N ew Mexico narratives, 17-18; regional differences of
(Mexico), 100-111; colors of, 100; typicality, 104,115,122
M orcillas, as food pro d u ct of butchering, 72; as subversive food item (Montano),
93; experience of eating, 116; Santoyo's discussion of, 130
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Nation(alism ), "we" posed against a "nation," 2,137; nationality, 4,34,65 (of
tango); nationalism (Anderson), 69; 117-19,121 (Malkki); imposition of borders,
82; boundaries, 90; assertion of "nation-ness," 117; transnationality, 148-50
Pena, Devon, as co-principal investigator of NEH project, 5-7,22,27-28; on
Hispano land ethics, 7,22; w ith Joseph Gallegos on H ispano agroecology, 27;
w ith Ruben Martinez on "humanistic approaches" to farming, 28; on Hispano
environmental record, 28,49,51,56-57,76; on reciprocity, 49-51; on Chicano
agroecosystems, 56-57; on cultural landscape of Colorado and New Mexico, 76,
75; on "myth of the disappeared," 77; on ideological separation of nature and
culture, 83; on perceptions of marginalization, 149
Performative m apping, 1, as narrative assertion of place, 16; and imaginings of
"home," 19; definition of, 148
Place (sense of), displcement, 1-7,9-10,13-14,19,20,60,77,117,120; sense of, 2325,28,33-34,42-43; topophilia, 44,53-54,64-65,67-70, 79-82,86-88,90-91, 99-111,
113-16,119
Pulque (fermented m aguey drink), definition of, 113-16
Racism, against grow ing "minorities," 15; intracultural forms of, 107-08; fluidity
of culture as challenge to, 148
Ranchos, of Mexico, 42, 54, 65,103,115; fresh products of, 65; an d'landed elite,"
103; stoves on, 115,117; of the upper classes, 128
Remedios: and farming comm unities, 3-6; and m others, 11; and cultural
boundary maintenance, 18,22,61-62,64-67, 73,82,90; preventative diet, 60-1;
Michael Moore, 73,82,90.. 100,107; suppression of, 135; 150-53
Restaurant(s), m anager, 58,89; and staged authenicity, 15,17-18,141,142; in
Philadelphia, 119-33,137; experiences in, 21; as context for interview, 32,58; in
Mexico, 40,92-93; trendy, 68; eating spinach in, 68; lettuce as "tasteless" in, 81;
text as privileged in, 89; textualization of recipes in, 92-93; and shared experience,
92-93; in Reading, Pennsylvania, 95-96; as public arena, 119; "nouveau"
restaurants, 120-21; tension in, 137-41; industry, 140-44,149-50; public
presentation of food in, 152-56
Rodriguez, Sylvia, 34,45,55,57,59,139
Savigliano, M arta E., on E uropean consumption of, 16,61-65; on idea of
sanitation, 61; on m anagem ent of tango; 62-63; on colonization of tango, 65; on
outside construction of, 64,134
Scott, James, and "players" in ethnography, 16,37; conveyance of compliance,
149
Stereotype(s), and gender, 32; of lard, 74; of Mexican food, 120; Food and, 135-39,
148
Structuralism (and post-structuralism ), theorists of, 16-17
Sustainability (agriculture), of Hispano farms, 4,23-24, 28,39,47-48,52-56,60,
67,119
Textualization (and non-textualization), of recipes, 43,85,89-92,95-105,144;
critique of, 85; blind faith in, 89; and non-textualization, 92,123,144,147-48; in
restaurant setting, 89; as public, 123,147-48; Book and the Cook event, 123; in
touristic arena, 144; older forms of, 144,144-48; vs. shared experience, 144
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W ater rights, 51, oldest in Colorado, 80; reclamation of, 90
W eism antel, M. J., 16, on post-colonial disenfranchisement, 59; on w orking for
wages, 75; discussion of Sidney Mintz, 94-96; food as strong ethnic m arker, 94; on
kitchen practice and hegemonic foood items, 135; on nabus and white rice, 135,
148
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INTERVIEWS
W alter Kunski, Hollywood, California. Novem ber 3,1987.
C olorado and New Mexico
8 /9 4
Joe Gallegos (Corpus Aquino ranch), San Luis, CO
Tomas Garcia, San Luis, CO
Praxedis Ortega (ranch visit), San Luis, CO
11/94-12/94
Joe Gallegos, San Luis, CO
Ida "Giga" Martinez, San Luis, CO
Ida Valdez, San Luis, CO
M adovio Martinez, San Luis, CO
5/95
Adelmo Kaber, San Luis, CO
Praxedis Ortega, Jr., San Luis, CO
Joe Gallegos, San Luis, CO
Ida Valdez, San Luis, CO
Teresa Vigil, San Luis, CO
Father Pat Valdez, San Luis CO
Festival of San Isidro partidpation, San Luis, CO
8/95
NEH Project Retreat, Crestone Colorado
Joe Gallegos, San Luis, CO
C orpus Gallegos, San Luis, CO
M adovio Martinez, San Luis, CO
11/95-12/95
Yvette Gallegos (several times), Colorado Springs, CO
Teresa Vigil, San Luis, CO
Joe Gallegos, San Luis, CO
C orpus Gallegos, San Luis, CO
6/96
Teresa Vigil, San Luis, CO
Fermin Arguello, Valdez, NM
David Arguello, Valdez, NM
Estevan Arellano, Embudo, NM
Sra. Arellano, Embudo, NM
Dawn blessing led by Father Pat Valdez, San Luis CO
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8/96
NEH Project Retreat, C restone CO
Notes from Sabanita and Ferm in Arguello, Crestone, CO
3 /9 7
Fermin Arguello, Valdez, NM
Sabanita Arguello, Valdez, NM
David and Trinidad Arguello, Valdez, NM
Luis Torres, Arroyo Seco, NM
Bernice TorresArroyo Seco, NM
Interview s in P hiladelphia
Santoyo, F. 1 /3 0 /9 6 ,2 /0 5 /9 6 .
Korin, L. 2/23/96.
Leff, M. 2/2 6 /9 6 .
P estkaJ. 2 /2 3 /9 6 ,1 /3 0 /9 6 .
Roja, A. 2 /2 0 /9 6 ,3 /2 0 /9 6 .
Reilly, M. 1 /1 8 /9 6 ,2 /1 6 /9 6 ,1 1 /1 9 /9 7 .
Suro, D. 2 /05/96.
Leon,J. 2 /1 /9 6 .
Vega, A. 2 /1 /9 6 .
Pulido, L. 7/14/94.
Mendoza, M. 3 /15/96.
Zagar, J. 2 /16/96.
Irizarry, J. 12/18/96.
Santiago, S. 12/18/96.
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